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Principals Connected to the Classroom
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Professor Alan J. Daly, Chair

To prepare all students—regardless of their abilities, language, and economic
or cultural differences—to learn the skills needed for success in a global economy,
teachers need training and support to teach in ways that respond to children’s

xii

differences and to the changes in our world. The instructional leadership skills of the
site principal make a difference in how effectively teachers meet these challenges.
The role of the district office in preparing principals to become instructional
leaders is relatively unmined in the literature. This study portrays the perspective of
leaders at school sites and central offices in three small K-6 school districts in
California. Data sources include interviews of principals and district office leaders,
documents, observations from districts with commonalities in size and geographic
area, and differences in student demographics and profiles of district leadership
stability.
Through the lens of sociocultural learning theory, this study explored how the
district office experiences change as a result of principals’ focus on instructional
leadership. All three study districts show evidence of the development of community
of practice and implementation of recommendations from district reform literature.
Conditions that support or constrain individual and collective learning appear to reflect
the historical and cultural context of the district.
The study results demonstrate ways that district office leaders build principals’
instructional leadership capacity by creating important ties that keep the principal
connected to the classroom. District leaders establish structures so that principals learn
with teachers and with other school and district leaders. The goal of this learning is for
principals to know the curriculum and what good teaching looks like. District leaders
create teams of principals and teacher-leaders who provide professional development
that reflects the teachers’ understanding of classroom realities and the principals’
conceptualization of school, district, state, and national goals. The district office

xiii

creates ties between principals and other leaders so they learn from each other and
reduce the isolation of the job. District leaders can keep the organization focused on
teaching and learning by reducing distractions and continuously building a team that
shifts the culture as a result of individual and collective learning.

xiv

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

School leaders today are expected to do much more than supervise and manage
our schools. They are expected to lead schools through a period of profound social
change that requires a fundamental rethinking of how schools impact student learning.
Administrators are called upon to lead the redesign of our schools. Yet few
administrators have the tools and preparation required to succeed in this assignment
(Levine, 2005).

Statement of the Problem and Rationale for the Study
For success in the 21st century, learners need to ask good questions, anticipate
problems, and collaborate with others to develop innovative solutions. Globalization,
increasing numbers of knowledge workers from countries outside the United States,
and the influence of living in a time of abundance for industrialized nations
(Friedman, 2005; Pink, 2005; Wagner, 2008) require that American schools provide
students with learning opportunities that reflect new societal demands resulting from
significant changes in the world.
Pink (2005) describes the conceptual age as a time in America’s history that
both rewards and requires the talents of “creators and empathizers.” (p. 49]

1

2
According to Pink, this period followed the 20th century’s information age, which
valued “knowledge workers.” (p. 29) The combined influences of abundance,
automation, and skilled workers from Asia has moved us from the last century’s
information age to this new conceptual age. In The Global Achievement Gap, Tony
Wagner (2008) argues that the demands of the 21st century, whether to prepare
learners for college or for the workplace, require seven survival skills. These skills
include the ability to: (a) ask good questions, think critically, and solve problems; (b)
collaborate across networks and lead by influence; (c) be agile and adaptable; (d) take
initiative and seek out opportunities, ideas, and strategies (be entrepreneurial); (e)
communicate effectively—write, speak, and make presentations; (f) access and
analyze information; and (g) be curious and imaginative. Comparisons of achievement
data from different countries (Darling- Hammond, 2007) indicate U.S. students are
inadequately prepared with the skills needed to maintain our nation’s place as a leader
in innovation, according to the 2003 Program in International Student Assessment
(PISA).
Teachers are met with new challenges in educating today’s learners. Students
in today’s schools represent diversity extending beyond cultural, ethnic, language, and
socioeconomic differences, and they are becoming more segregated by race and
income (Levine, 2005). Their needs reflect urbanization, a wide range of physical
and/or cognitive disabilities, varied levels of family educational background, English
language acquisition, and prior school experiences. To prepare learners for success in
a world that requires workers to understand other cultures and their history—a world
that makes it possible to instantly communicate with anyone in the world—educators
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must teach new skills and processes in ways they did not themselves experience as
learners. How can teachers be supported to constantly improve and respond to the
needs of increasingly diverse students? How will they teach skills not included in the
teaching methods and curriculum experienced by past generations of students?
Principals should help teachers improve their abilities to provide the skills and
processes their students need to master. One way leaders accomplish this is by serving
as a coach who can identify the elements of effective instruction and give meaningful
feedback to help teachers understand when they are engaging in practices that improve
learning for all students. Meaningful support from a principal responds to teachers’
diverse experiences and skills, and individualizes each teacher’s learning.
Individualization of professional development for teachers results, in part, from a
principal’s ability to establish relationships of trust with each teacher and the teams
with which they collaborate. Through relationships of trust and mutual respect, the
principal gives honest feedback that is accepted and results in teachers’ professional
growth. The principal can observe the work of teachers over time and add to her
understanding of individual, grade level, and school-wide strengths and need for
improvement. Trust between the principal and teachers increases the leader’s
knowledge of how to work with teachers to improve their instructional practice. The
most important role for principals is instructional leader because of the tremendous
potential to improve student learning. As instructional leaders, principals facilitate
learning experiences for teachers, grade level teams, and the school organization to
respond to regional, state, national, and global influences and expectations. In addition
to managing external demands, correcting student discipline issues, and supervising
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personnel, there are numerous expectations and demands of the principal. Principals
have an important responsibility to encourage and inspire teachers. They set
expectations and monitor teachers’ ability to prepare children for success in the 21st
century workforce and post-secondary education arena.
In this chapter, I discuss what students need to know to be successful in the
future and state the critical importance for teachers to engage in different ways of
teaching students. The principal assumes responsibility for providing teachers with the
instructional tools to improve student learning. How does the principal acquire the
skills to lead teachers in improving their instructional strategies? In reviewing the
literature and reflecting on my own experiences as an administrator, it is my view that
preservice training and traditional professional development for principals does not
adequately provide them with the skills and experiences to lead teachers in preparing
their students with 21st-century skills. Principals need job-embedded, ongoing
experiences that are related to the context of their schools and district. Collaboration is
needed with other principals who share their challenges and strategies for success
within a community of practice. Time throughout the year to reflect with others who
experience similar challenges and successes is needed to improve the principal’s
capacity as instructional leader. If universities, professional organizations and
commercial professional development providers are not set up to provide this support,
then who will ensure that principals are prepared to accept the important charge of
leading teachers to engage 21st-century learners? The district office may be in a
unique position to deliver job-embedded, contextual, continuous professional
development within an established and developing professional community for
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principals to build their capacity to improve teaching and learning at their schools.
Proximity and the logistical connections between schools and the district give the
district office opportunities to assess the principal’s instructional leadership skills and
provide support so they can lead in ways that improve teaching and learning.
In what ways does the district office ensure improved learning for all students
by giving principals the tools and support they need to be instructional leaders? There
is a need for research to examine assistance relationships between central office
administrators and principals. It is not clearly understood how assistance from the
district office to schools actually relates to teaching and learning. Sociocultural
learning theory is a conceptual framework that can help examine how the activities
related to assistance participation (Honig, 2008) between the schools and central office
support the learning of the organization while building the capacity of the individual
learner. As principals work toward becoming better instructional leaders, they learn
within particular social, historical, and cultural contexts. When principals and district
offices are involved in assistance partnerships, they engage in search, evidence
gathering, negotiating and meaning making, bridging and boundary spanning, creation
of tools, and modeling of experts to assist in the learning of novices (Honig). In
applying sociocultural learning theory to the interactions between principals and
district offices focused on improving instructional leadership capacity, I examined the
ways in which district office practices change and are shaped by the learning of
principals.

6
Principal Development
In considering the critical role assigned to today’s school leaders, what do we
know about how to develop principals in their role as instructional leaders? Some
researchers assert that preservice programs for administrative credentialing
inadequately provide school leaders with the skills and knowledge to assist school
staff in improving learning for all students. Among the criticisms of university-based
programs, researchers note lack of rigor, induction and recruitment problems, design
and implementation of programs used to earn salary credit, too many adjunct
professors without knowledge of scholarship, and full-time professors without
experience as school administrators (Elmore, 2000; Levine, 2005; McCarthy &
Forsyth, 2009; Wagner, 2008). Programs in which districts are involved through
partnerships with universities, professional organizations, or foundations address
issues of principal certification programs rather than ongoing professional
development. Adequate preparation of the principal as an instructional leader is so
complex and demanding, it must be ongoing.
The district office has an important role in building the capacity of principals
as instructional leaders. Tony Wagner (2008) states, “Teachers and administrators,
working alone all day every day, cannot possibly meet the new demands for
improvements that are being thrust upon them with increasing urgency from all sides”
(p. 156). Researchers cite several practices associated with improvement as
instructional leaders. Professional practitioners who want to improve their competence
need to engage in actual problems embedded in their work. School principals need
deep and current knowledge of instructional strategies in specific content areas.
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Barnes, Camburn, Sanders, and Sebastian (2010) found gradual improvement in
principals’ capacity to lead learning when their own learning can be applied to the
work setting and situated daily in the workplace. Fostering team collaboration that
results in continuous improvement of the instructional program is seen as an important
component of school leadership. Researchers found that principals who worked as part
of a cohort or within a community of practice had opportunities to learn from a team
(Barnes et al., 2010; Elmore, 2000; Levine, 2005; Wagner, 2008). When leaders
experience job-embedded learning within authentic contexts, when they develop deep
and current knowledge of instructional practice, and when collaboration within a
community of practice is in place, there is a greater chance that principals will
successfully meet the demands for improvement in today’s schools.

District-Site Relationships
District-school relations are important factors that support or constrain the
principal’s capacity for instructional leadership. Recent work suggests the district
office may be in a unique position to offer professional development to provide what
principals need to become instructional leaders. In a study of three school districts
focused on transforming the work of the central office to support improved student
learning, Honig, Copland, Rainey, Lorton, and Newton (2010) identified the
importance of partnerships between central office staff and school principals. The
interface between the school and district office is seen as the crux of district office
transformation. Three districts—New York, Oakland, and Atlanta—all created central
office positions to provide support for the principals’ work as instructional leaders.
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While each district had different names for the positions, the researchers called them
instructional leadership directors (ILDs). The researchers cited best practices among
the ILDs who built strong relationships with individual principals. These practices
included consistent, differentiated support; modeling ways of thinking and acting;
developing and using “tools”; brokering external resources; and engaging principals to
be resources for each other within a principal network. In the partnerships described
above, instructional leadership directors in very large districts provided coaching,
tools, and collaboration structures to assist principals as a means of transforming the
district. Many districts do not have the resources to provide leadership directors.
Whether there are directors who can assume the role of instructional leaders for the
leaders, the relationship between schools and district influences change efforts aimed
at improving principals’ instructional leadership.
Research on social networks (Daly & Finnigan, 2010) suggests that meaningful
ties among members determine the success of change. As noted earlier, district and
school leaders are called to lead their principals and teachers in changing how they
respond to students’ learning needs. Meaningful ties, created strategically between
members, provide the glue for the members of complex school system as they engage
in this challenging work. Within this complex system, there is a tremendous amount of
information that is held and must be transferred to all members in order to cohesively
sustain a vision and strategic plan. When district leaders develop structures that
support a more collaborative relationship among administrators, districts can increase
transfer of information. This finding is particularly noteworthy when one observes the
frequency of personnel changes within a school district. Rapid turnover of district
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leaders and principals makes it ever more critical to establish relationships that include
meaningful ties and collaborative structures.

Professional Learning Communities and Communities of Practice
The literature on professional communities and communities of practice holds
promise for developing principals’ instructional leadership skills. While this research
has primarily focused on classroom teachers, the tenets believed to improve teacher
performance (DuFour, 2004; DuFour, DuFour, & Eaker, 2005; DuFour & Eaker,
1998; Louis & Marks, 1998) are applicable to principals as well.
Research on professional learning communities (Fullan, 2000; King, 2002;
Lambert, 2006; Little, 2003a, 2003b; McLaughlin & Talbert, 2006; Youngs & King,
2002) and communities of practice (Gallucci, 2003; Senge, 1990; Wenger,
McDermott, & Snyder, 2002) suggest the effectiveness of teams working together to
de-privatize professional practice, make time for collaboration, examine student work
or data, identify effective instructional practices to address the gaps between expected
learning and outcomes, engage in discourse about effective pedagogy, and develop
cycles of inquiry. These characteristics of professional community direct teachers to
learn together to make changes that reflect the needs of the students and the
community they serve. Principals and district office leaders de-privatize their work
when they observe one another’s staff meetings and engage in learning walks to
jointly observe teachers’ instructional practice in other schools. They analyze
videotapes of teachers’ lessons and engage in discourse about how to reinforce and
refine teachers’ practice.
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Increasingly, principals are expected to implement the practices of professional
learning communities in their schools—to inspire and guide teachers to collaborate,
de-privatize their practice, analyze student work, and use data to decide how to
respond to students who need more time or who are ready to move forward. In
districts that have adopted a collaboration model, the school leader should set clear
expectations for how teachers collectively identify learning targets and common
assessments, examine student data, and make decisions about their individual and
team instructional practices to ensure that all students learn at high levels. Expressed
simply, the questions that guide professional learning communities are:
•

What do we want students to learn?

•

How will we know when they’ve learned it?

•

How will we respond when they don’t know?

•

What do we do for students who already know it? (DuFour, et al.,
2005; DuFour & Eaker, 1998)

Teachers and principals who rated “high-performing” principals, identified three
leadership behaviors that made a difference in improving instruction (Louis,
Leithwood, Wahlstrom, & Anderson, 2010). These included creating structures and
opportunities for collaboration, setting vision, and supporting teacher professional
development. Yet principals often work alone to find solutions to the challenges of
their professional practice. They do not benefit from the practices they are expected to
promote for their teachers. Elmore (2000) says “isolation is the enemy of
improvement,” (p. 20) noting that principals experience isolation in their practice
within current school and district structures. When principals experience collaboration
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themselves, they can more clearly lead collaboration among the teachers in their
schools.
In some districts, instructional coaches were trained to guide all teachers in
improving their instructional practices. In many districts, the principals serve as
coaches for the teachers at their schools. Therefore, they must have deep knowledge of
content and strategies. More importantly, principals who coach teachers must be able
to identify the elements of effective instruction and communicate to teachers those
practices that contribute to or distract from students’ learning. Principals who engage
in dialogue with their peers about how to identify the good teaching get better at
giving feedback to their teachers. By learning from other principals, the school leader
achieves the tools to provide clear expectations for what and how teaching and
learning occurs, selects and brokers appropriate professional development, then
monitors and gives feedback regarding the quality of teaching and learning.
The research on professional learning communities suggests that teachers
improve as a result of strong collaboration structures focused on improved student
learning. I believe this is true for school leaders as well. District offices that hold a
vision for improved learning for all students create collaborative structures for all
leaders in the district. They provide opportunities for principals to visit their
colleagues’ schools and engage in dialogue to share what they have learned within
their settings.
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Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of the district office in
developing the site principal as an instructional leader. What is the effect on the
partnerships between site and district when there is focus on building the principals’
capacity to improve learning? How might the learning experiences of school principals
shape the learning of the organization? Sociocultural learning theorists suggest that
when individuals engage with ideas within particular social, historical, and cultural
contexts, they construct meaning and, thereby, shape the cultures in which they learn
and work. In what ways might communities of practice support the learning of the
principal and the partnerships between school and district?
There is a gap in the literature about the district’s role in developing the
principal’s capacity as an instructional leader. If preparation programs are inadequate
to meet the ongoing need to build principals’ skills and experiences as instructional
leaders, and if the district office can provide ongoing, recursive professional
development that is sensitive to the context of the organization in which the principal
does her work, then it is valuable to understand which practices are supportive.
To meet the demands of preparing all students—regardless of their abilities,
language, and economic or cultural differences—to learn the skills needed for success
in a global economy, teachers need training, support, and accountability to teach in
ways that respond to children’s differences and to the changes in our world. The
instructional leadership skills of the site principal make a difference in how effectively
teachers can meet these challenges (Marzano, Waters, and McNulty, 2005).
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Overview of the Methods
The design of this study was a multiple case study approach. Through
interviews with principals and district office leaders, observations, and document
reviews within three small K-6 districts in southern California, this study described
ways in which the central office provides support to school principals to build their
capacity as instructional leaders. I used three different data sources--interviews,
observations, and documents-- to triangulate the data and increase reliability. One of
the districts studied serves 2,700 students in 6 schools. The second district serves
4,500 students in 8 schools. Both districts are considered high performing, based on
state academic performance index (API) scores. The third school district included in
this study receives Title 1 funding and serves a total of 6,700 students in 10 schools.
Despite serving a large percentage of English learners and students who receive free
and reduced lunch—a measure of poverty—this district has remained out of Program
Improvement status. In two of the districts, the central office experienced little change
in leadership and is known for a strong focus, support, and accountability for
continuous improvement in teaching and learning. One district has experienced
considerable changes in district office leadership within a three-year time period.
Within the differing contexts of school and district demographics—which
reflect varied student needs—what policies or practices of the district office are seen
as supports or constraints to principals’ proficiency as instructional leaders? I
conducted document reviews that include: STAR data, demographic information,
district and site strategic plans, and artifacts of professional development plans for
schools and districts. I interviewed two principals and two to three central office
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leaders from each of the three districts. Principals were selected based on years of
experience as a school principal: 1 to 5 years, 5 to 10 years, or more than 10 years. I
conducted interviews with the superintendent and the assistant superintendent of
instructional services, or the district administrator responsible for principals’
professional development. In each district I observed two principals’ meetings and/or
professional development sessions.
Based on review of the literature and preliminary knowledge of the districts, I
determined that some of the concepts under study would include district-site
relationships, coherence, professional learning community or communities of practice,
and a sociocultural perspective of the relationship between what principals learn and
how this shapes changes in the district office.

Research Questions
The research questions were answered using the results from interviews,
observations, and document analysis. The methods were used to answer the following
questions.
1. In what ways do district leadership practices support or constrain the development
of the principal’s proficiency as an instructional leader? How do principals and district
office leaders define instructional leadership?
2. To what degree do relationships between and among principals and central office
leaders reflect a community of practice?
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3. In what ways do district conditions support or constrain opportunities for individual
and collective learning of site and district administrators?

Significance of the Study
Due to the numbers of principals nearing retirement age and lack of support for
currently seated principals (Darling-Hammond et al., 2006), it is estimated that in the
next decade there will be a significant decrease of qualified candidates assuming the
school principalship. Principals are required to meet conflicting demands of school
leadership and must satisfy a variety of audiences. The job requirements vary
depending on many factors, including size of school, student demographics,
community expectations, and experience of the teaching staff. The challenges are,
therefore, quite contextual, and the district office is in a position to fill the gap
between preservice preparation programs, traditional professional development
opportunities, and what the position requires for a given school in a particular district.
The role of the central office in preparing principals to be instructional leaders
is relatively unmined in the literature. Some studies focus on the curriculum and
structure of university programs and partnerships with foundations, professional
organizations, and universities. This study portrays the perspective of leaders at school
sites and central offices, describing the professional development and in-service
experiences that contribute to principals’ perceptions of growth as instructional
leaders. Through the lens of sociocultural learning theory, this study explored how the
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district office experiences change as a result of the principals’ focus on instructional
leadership.

Delimitations
Boundaries of the study are three elementary school principals from each of
three small (approximately 2,700 to 6,700 students) K-6 school districts. Examination
of significant differences among the three districts’ demographics gave a broader
picture than studying one district. Demographic differences account for the contextual
variation in the challenges that principals face. Studying principals with different years
of experience provided a wider perspective, revealing the challenges that exist in
different phases of a principal’s career. However, this type of sampling did not yield
as much depth of understanding to the experiences of new leaders. Also included in
the study were two district office administrators from each of the three districts.
Differences in the turnover rate among administrators may reveal the impact on
creating meaningful ties and collaborative structures. In the district that has seen many
new leaders in a short period of time, those individuals were able to provide a picture
of current district office practices, but did not give a historical perspective.
The study was conducted from January 2011 thorough June 2011 within three
elementary school districts in southern California serving between 2,700 and 6,700
students in grades K-6. While Bryce and Mapleton school districts have similar
demographics, those of Avalon1 are significantly different. While all three districts
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These are pseudonyms.
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face different challenges, they pursue the common goal of improved learning for all
students. Avalon School District serves students who are economically diverse and
mobile, with a high percentage of English learners and students receiving free and
reduced lunch—a measure of poverty rate among students. In spite of these
demographic characteristics, Avalon has no schools in Program Improvement status.
Bryce and Mapleton serve students within affluent communities characterized by
highly educated parents. All three districts reflect diversity in language, culture, and
ethnicity.
To understand how the district offices communicate expectations for
leadership and accountability, I reviewed documents from each district’s website and
those gathered during observations and when requested from district personnel. I
investigated the professional development plan for teachers and administrators to
understand the explicit and implicit theory of action for instructional leadership.

Organization of the Study
The remainder of this study is organized into five chapters, a bibliography, and
appendixes in the following manner. Chapter 2 presents a review of related literature
relevant to the district’s role in preparing principals as instructional leaders. To
understand the relationship between the district and principals’ instructional
leadership, I have reviewed research on communities of practice, district reform, and
sociocultural learning. Chapter 3 delineates the study’s research design and
methodology. It describes the instruments used to gather data, the procedures
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followed, and the determination for how districts and individuals were included in the
study. Chapter 4 discusses the findings of the study and is organized by the three
research questions and themes and subthemes that emerged from data analysis. In
Chapter 5 I include a summary of the study and a discussion of the findings, with
implications for practice and further research. The study concludes with a
bibliography and appendixes.

CHAPTER 2: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Introduction
The district office has an important role in the development of principals’
capacity to lead their schools toward improved learning for all students. There are
gaps in preparation programs for administrators to lead teachers to increase student
learning. The district office may be in a unique position to provide the training that is
missing in preservice programs, and district administrators have multiple leverage
points through which they support principals’ growth as instructional leaders. A
shared vision and clear theory of action establishes the direction for all members of the
school district. District leaders can build collaborative structures to engage principals
to share their best practices and overcome challenges inherent to the role of the
principal. Finally, principals are accountable to the district for improvement. The
following literature review looks to sociocultural learning as a theoretical framework
to examine how principals’ instructional leadership is understood, and the role of the
district in supporting this important aspect of principals’ work. To reveal the
supportive practices of the district, the review examines district reform literature,
district-site relationships, and concepts of collaboration expressed as communities of
practice and professional learning community.
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Sociocultural Learning Theory
According to sociocultural learning theorists, learning involves individuals’
engagement with ideas within particular social, historical, and cultural contexts.
Through these interactions learners socially construct meaning and can shape the
cultures in which they learn and work. Learning is seen as a dynamic and nonlinear
socially and culturally embedded activity. According to this view, one doesn’t learn
alone. Learning occurs as a result of individuals’ interactions with others, and in turn,
their growth impacts the organization (Honig, 2008; Honig et al., 2010; Peck,
Gallucci, Sloan, & Lippincott, 2009). Sociocultural learning theory constructs can be
seen as a subset of organizational learning theory. Peck and colleagues suggest there
are three “thematic tensions” or ways of looking at organizational learning and
change. One way to view these tensions is through a normative versus empirical
perspective. Another way is through conceptualization of the role of the individual and
the collective. A third viewpoint involves employing the value of acquisition versus
participation metaphors to understand the learning process. Sociocultural learning
theorists favor the participation metaphor and views, postulating that learning occurs
within everyday social settings as changes in participation within social contexts or
communities, rather than individual acquisition of abstract concepts (Gallucci, 2008
Peck et al., 2009). Sociocultural learning theory cements the relationship between
individual and collective learning and innovation and how these relationships lead to
change within an organization. The individual’s participation and the organization’s
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cultural practices shape each other. Individual and collective learning are
interdependent.
When applying sociocultural learning theory to public education organizations,
researchers discuss the role of the central office as part of an assistance relationship
with school sites (Honig, 2008; Honig et al., 2010). “Socio-cultural learning theory
amplifies the importance of central office administrators working with schools to
support their teaching and learning improvement efforts” (Honig, 2008, p. 631).
Central office practices that contribute to these assistance partnerships include
modeling, tool development, bridging, and buffering. Modeling by expert practitioners
provides novices an advance organizer to impart helpful input and feedback for when
they must practice alone. Tool development focuses the work of the central office staff
to create things that schools can use. Bridging to external resources and buffering from
demands that distract from the purpose are seen as important practices. Other district
office practices perceived as related to sociocultural learning theory include joint work
between the central office and schools, defined work that is meaningful, search
actions, and evidence gathering. Search is the process of gathering information to
engage in cycles of inquiry. Evidence is tied to tools. When there is evidence of a need
it leads to the development of tools to help fill the need.
Honig (2008) and Honig and colleagues (2010) refer to reciprocal
responsibility as an important element of the assistance partnerships that define
sociocultural learning in public education organizations. For example if a central
office administrator wants improvement from a school principal, there is a
responsibility to provide the support. An organization’s ability to assimilate and apply
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new evidence (external information) depends upon the collective level of prior related
knowledge. This prior knowledge may be held by individuals or shared widely across
the collective (Honig et al., 2010, p. 652). When an organization experiences
tremendous change—thereby limiting potential for prior knowledge—is its capacity
for applying new information reduced or compromised? This is an important question
when considering the frequency of leadership change within some educational
settings.
To increase its ability to support improved learning, the central office develops
its capacity, work practices, and relationships (Gallucci, 2008; Honig, 2008; Hubbard,
Mehan, & Stein, 2006; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003). Schools and district offices
each contribute knowledge to dynamic partnerships with reciprocal accountability.
Because central office administrators routinely perform tasks that may not be
productive to study in terms of assistance practices within the conceptual framework
of sociocultural learning theory or organizational learning, Honig (2008) suggests that
“educational researchers might explore for which central office administrators and
which specific central office demands the learning processes proposed here seem to be
more or less productive” (p. 655).
Another way to conceptualize organizational learning within public school
systems and the interaction between the district and principals’ learning is presented
by Gallucci’s (2007) model of the “Vygotsky Space” based on the work of previous
sociocultural theorists (Harre, 1984; McVee, Dunsmore, & Gavelek, 2005, as cited by
Gallucci). The four quadrants of this model represent what occurs in an iterative cycle.
Individual appropriation and transformation of learning (QI, QII, QIII) may occur in
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public/collective ways (i.e., through professional development sessions) as opposed to
private and individual ways (the learner applies this learning and possibly transforms
some aspect of his/her practice). The learning can be publicized through discussion or
demonstration (QIII, QIV). The learned practices then become conventionalized or a
part of the public practice of the individual or system (QIV, QI). Within private and
public spaces, principals and district office administrators interact to operationalize
improvement efforts aimed at increased student learning. To better understand how the
district office engages in assistance relationships to improve the work of the principal,
it is helpful to examine the ways in which instructional leadership is enacted by the
principal.

The Principal as Instructional Leader
Principals have a vital role in ensuring that all students will learn at high levels.
In their study of central office transformation to improve learning and teaching, Honig
et al. (2010) discuss the school districts’ implementation of plans to develop the
instructional leadership of principals. A central office staff member was responsible
for interacting with the site principal to improve the principal’s instructional
leadership capacity. Evidence of effective relationships was differentiation on the part
of the instructional leadership director (ILD) by working with principals individually
to differentiate the type of support they needed (Louis et al., 2010). Partnerships
between central office staff and principals focused on the improvement of student
learning. The relationship was designed to provide consistent, differentiated support to
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principals, model ways of thinking and acting, develop and use “tools,” broker
external resources, and engage principals to help one another. Differentiation reflected
the needs of the principal, which were impacted by experience in the position,
previous skills and training, and the context of the school. ILDs might provide support
with understanding the important elements in a classroom observation, support with
implementing an initiative, conferring with a leadership team, or participating in
parent meetings. ILDs who received the highest ratings by principals not only modeled
how to accomplish various tasks (i.e., having a difficult conversation with a teacher
about teaching practices), but also helped the principal understand what the ILD was
modeling, and why. This is the metacognitive aspect. Tools included conceptual tools
like teaching frameworks, and practical tools like “learning walk” protocols. Atlanta
schools developed observation and data analysis protocols based on their “26 Best
Practices.” One instructional leadership developer set up network meetings that
intentionally incorporated modeling and metacognitive reflection about the modeling,
use of classroom observation protocol (“tools”), and established host and visiting
principals as members of a network who could learn from one another. The host
principal created conversations intended to generate ideas from visiting principals.
Specific and meaningful input from colleagues could inform the school’s
improvement efforts, and were seen as more valuable than random or generic “warm”
comments, or critical observations. Honig et al. (2010) noted high-quality practices
similar to those discussed by Louis et al. (2010). In addition to providing differentiated
support consistently over the course of the year, modeling ways of thinking and acting
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that demonstrate instructional leadership, this study called for engaging all principals
as resources for their peers.
Knapp, Copland, and Talbert (2003) describe the school leaders’ behaviors
when they focus on student learning. Principals engage in specific practices to
establish a vision for learning and to set expectations. Principals regularly visit
classrooms and participate with staff in professional development activities. Effective
principals initiate and guide conversations about student learning. Together with
teachers, they examine data about student learning and use this information for school
planning. Principals who practice instructional leadership establish structures in which
all teachers collaborate to set goals for learning improvement. They review progress
toward the goals. Principals who lead learning ensure that all-school faculty meetings
focus on teaching and learning. In schools where student learning is the common goal,
this also becomes the focus for performance evaluation.
When school leaders focus on teaching and learning they are committed to
inquiry and use evidence to evaluate and change practice. Further, they share
responsibility and hold one another accountable for improving educational quality and
equity (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003; Knapp, Copland, McLaughlin, & Talbert,
2003). The 6-year study conducted by researchers at the Center for Applied Research
and Educational Improvement (CAREI) and the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education (OISE/UT) revealed a missing nuance in the scholarship. Principals who
score highly in teachers’ assessment of their effectiveness as instructional leaders visit
classrooms frequently (20 to 60 spontaneous observations per week) and rather than
providing support by “popping in” or “being visible,” the visits were intentional and
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the immediate follow-up feedback engaged teachers in dialogue about effective
teaching and instructional improvement. As principals increased their knowledge
about effective teaching and pedagogical strategies, they used the informal and formal
evaluation structures and student assessment data to increase teachers’ accountability
for improved student learning (Darling-Hammond et al., 2006).

The Changing Work of School Leaders
Four key leadership behaviors enacted by school leaders are identified from
prior research according to Louis et al. (2010). These include setting direction,
developing people, redesigning the organization, and managing the instructional
program. Setting direction incorporates building a focused vision, frequently identified
in the research as an important leadership behavior (DuFour & Eaker, 1998; Eaker,
DuFour, & DuFour, 2002; Fullan, 2000; Schmoker, 2006), fostering group goals,
creating high performance expectations, and communicating the direction (Halverson,
2003; Hord, Roussin, & Sommers, 2010; Mitchell & Sackney, 2001; Zepeda, 2004).
As part of a 6-year study funded by the Wallace Foundation, Louis and her colleagues
from the University of Toronto and the University of Minnesota conducted a substudy focused on the leadership behaviors of building administrators in schools
identified as a high-scoring school (HSS) or a low scoring-school (LSS) based on
classroom observations that used rating scales of authentic instruction developed by
Newmann, Secada, and Wehlage (1995). Survey responses from principals and
teachers indicated support for these key leadership practices, although the sample size
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of principals and teachers from 12 schools generates limitations. Development of
teachers incorporates leadership practices aimed at modeling appropriate values and
practices, providing individualized support, and providing intellectual stimulation.
Another key category, redesigning the organization, includes practices associated with
the literature on professional learning community—building collaborative cultures and
redesigning the organization to support collaboration. Building productive
relationships with parents and community and connecting the school to the wider
community have been discussed in the research (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003).
Staffing, monitoring school activities, buffering staff from external distractions, and
aligning resources are components of the fourth category of key leadership behavior,
managing the instructional program. These concepts are associated with previous
notions of the school principals’ work, associated with the principal as manager rather
than instructional or transformational leader. A school-wide focus on instruction and
student achievement, and keeping track of teachers’ professional development,
emerged as key factors among principals and teachers. The review of research on the
changing role of the principal helps build an understanding of the principals’ critical
role to lead others at the school level. In the next section I will explore what we know
about how the district builds principals’ instructional leadership proficiency. I will
review the literature related to district reform and transformation to focus on teaching
and learning.
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District Reform and Reorganization to Focus on Learning and Teaching
There is growing recognition and research on the role of school district offices to
facilitate, support, and mandate school improvement. Citing the work of other
researchers (Anderson, 2003; Elmore, 1993; Elmore, 2000; Marsh, 2002; Spillane,
1996; Woods and Cribb, 2001) Harris and Chrispeels (2006) suggest,
The work of these researchers indicates that districts can foster school
improvement by
• Interpreting, mediating and buffering schools from state and/or federal
legislation and
• Enhancing teaching and learning through curricular choices, staffing,
professional development and support for site-based reform initiatives.
(Anderson, 2003; Grubb, 2004; Marsh, 2002 p. 12)
Review of current research suggests school districts’ roles to support school
improvement include setting direction and marshaling resources to meet needs and
ensure equity between the schools within the district. An additional role for the district
is to provide professional development (Anderson, 2003; Elmore & Burney, 1997) and
data to guide the change process. When district superintendents share a coherent
theory of action it helps focus every member of the district office on assisting the
schools and making sense of reform demands.
Honig and her colleagues (Honig, et. al., 2010) from the University of
Washington conducted a large scale study of three school districts that embarked on
central office transformation: Atlanta Public Schools, New York City/Empowerment
Schools Organization, and Oakland Unified School District. Common to the three
districts were five key dimensions that reflected their focus on learning improvement
for all students. a) District office leaders engaged school principals in a partnership to
deepen the principals’ strengths as instructional leaders. b) They provided direct and
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intentional support to the partnership between the central office and the principal. c)
Reorganization and reculturing of all central office departments to support the focus
on teaching and learning was a key factor in successful district office transformation to
focus on teaching and learning. d) Long-term improvement requires intentional and
ongoing stewardship of the transformation process. e) Central offices that are
committed to this transformation use evidence to inform continuous improvement for
teaching and learning. In Atlanta, New York, and Oakland, the districts’ work engaged
these five dimensions to interact with one another and with the overarching goal to
develop the school principal as an instructional leader. In Atlanta, the district provided
job-embedded professional development to its teachers and principals through its own
instructional leadership coaches.
Researchers from the Center of Teaching and Policy (Knapp, Copland, &
Talbert, 2003) identify five areas of action for district leadership to improve teaching
and learning. First is to establish a focus on learning. In addition to building
professional communities that value learning and engaging external environments that
matter to learning, the authors identify acting strategically to share leadership and
creating coherence as supportive to district reform. Engaging external sources has
implications for educating school board members, involving civic organizations, and
establishing relationships with media and influential community members. Redefining
the work of the district office and establishing inquiry cycles into the district’s
structures, organization, and performance are seen as important components of school
and district leadership (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003). They also recommend
developing allies at the state level to get increased flexibility for implementing state
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mandates in ways that support rather than conflict with local reform efforts. During
San Diego City Schools district reform efforts, finance and budgeting departments
learned to collaborate with instructional managers to prioritize educational needs and
direct district funds for instructional priorities (Hightower, 2002; Hubbard et al.,
2006).
Data from round two of three surveys and three rounds of interviews at 18
districts (Louis et al., 2010) indicate six major implications for policy and practice,
including district support for teaching and learning to develop teachers’ capacity to
use formative assessments, and striving for continuity of district leadership. This
continuity is integral to the development and implementation of a coherent and
effective support system for school leaders.

Coherence
Schools and district offices manage external demands from state and national
mandates and from pressures of a changing world through the crafting of coherence
(Honig & Hatch, 2004). Coherence is accomplished in three ways. First, schools
develop school-wide goals that are typically specific, open-ended, adaptable, and are
managed through participation of its members, school leadership teams, and site
councils. Then schools use the goals as a basis for deciding whether to bridge or buffer
external demands placed on the site. Finally, district offices can support schools’
decision-making by gathering and using information about the school to inform their
own operations. Coherence is defined as linked activities and resources and how well
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they connect student, professional, and system learning (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert,
2003; Knapp, Copland, McLaughlin, & Talbert, 2003). District leaders align activities
with resources and a compelling vision centered on learning in order to maintain
coherence. They create structures at all levels of the system that connect to common
goals. When districts support collaboration, make the focus on learning public, align
activities and processes, create teams that engage in dialogue, and have high
expectations, the result over time is visible improvements in learning (Knapp,
Copland, & Talbert; Knapp, Copland, McLaughlin, & Talbert).
To create coherence, districts can use funds as an integral part of their reforms
rather than as something marginal. San Diego City Schools (SDCS) leveraged teacher
quality policies BTSA and PAR to support their theory of change. Teacher surveys in
this district revealed that compared to beginning teachers statewide, BTSA funds in
SDCS resulted in a greater percentage of teachers assigned to a mentor whom they
saw at least monthly. However, resistance by collective bargaining process resulted in
discretionary use of PAR funds at the site level. Funding for SDCS Literacy
Framework was an example of opportunism by integrating their reform agenda with
that of the state. Their framework capitalized on available state funding allocated for
improving literacy. With a strong and well-articulated theory of change, the district
was able to evaluate state policies and make decisions about which to subsume under
district policies, sometimes leveraging state policies to enforce their own change
agenda (Darling-Hammond et. al., 2006). A coherent theory of action and the ability to
allocate funding to support changes enable districts to leverage resources and promote
learning for all students. Allocating resources to support coherence signals successful
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district reform. However, for an education environment that depends on productive
relationships, it is evident that district/site relationships can facilitate or limit changes
needed to transform the organization to focus on improved learning for all. The
following section examines the literature on the importance of these relationships.

District-Site Relationships
Relationships of trust between school leaders and district leaders can nurture
the hard work of professional improvement in the pursuit of improved learning
(Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003). Research on social networks (Daly & Finnigan,
2010) suggests that meaningful ties between members determine the success of
change. By creating meaningful strategic ties and developing structures that support a
more collaborative relationship between administrators, districts can increase transfer
of information. Network change literature suggests that networks tend to become
stable and inflexible over time and longevity of networks may support a powerful
organizational inertia. However, dense ties between members might moderate the
effect of threat conditions. Changes in the ties between network members may result
in short term disruption before long-term ties are built and codified. This disruption
could lead to temporary suboptimal performance.
Speed of implementation and feelings of exclusion from decision-making on
the part of the teachers’ union complicated and sometimes thwarted reform efforts in
San Diego (Darling-Hammond et. al., 2006). In a study of three school districts
focused on transforming the work of the central office to support improved student
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learning, Honig et al. (2010) identified the importance of partnerships between central
office staff and school principals. The interface between the school and district office
is seen as the crux of district office transformation. Three districts—New York,
Oakland, and Atlanta—all created central office positions to provide support for the
principals’ work as instructional leaders. While each district had different names for
the positions, the researchers called them instructional leadership directors (ILDs).
Best practices among ILDs building relationships with individual principals to include
consistent, differentiated support; modeling ways of thinking and acting; developing
and using “tools”; brokering external resources; and engaging principals to be
resources for each other within a principal network. Differentiated support reflected
the needs of the principal, impacted by experience in the position, previous skills and
training, and the context of the school. ILDs might provide support with understanding
the important elements in a classroom observation, support with implementing an
initiative, confer with a leadership team, or participate in parent meetings. ILDs who
received the highest ratings by principals not only modeled how to accomplish various
tasks (i.e., having a difficult conversation with a teacher about teaching practices), but
also helped the principal understand what the ILD was modeling, and why. This
metacognitive aspect of the support was more evident among highly rated ILDs as
compared to those perceived as less supportive. Tools included conceptual tools like
teaching frameworks, and practical tools like “learning walk” protocols. Another form
of support from the central office to principals was identified as brokering external
resources. This includes both bridging and buffering. Bridging means assisting the
principal in getting access to resources from other members of the district office
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and/or outside resources. Buffering refers to protecting the principal from demands
that take time away from instructional leadership. In the districts cited above, the
effectiveness of the instructional development leaders to impact principals’ growth
depended on relationships built over time. The literature on communities of practice
reveals ways that relationships are created to focus on common goals.

Communities of Practice
Developing a rich community of practice includes establishing trusting
relationships. Ongoing professional collaboration ensues from interactions with one
another over time. Creating structures that support collaboration is an important part of
the work of school and district leaders (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003; Knapp,
Copland, McLaughlin, & Talbert, 2003).
Barnes and colleagues (2010) demonstrated the importance of communities of
practice, or learning communities, for principals to develop as instructional leaders.
This mixed methods study showed that district professional development (DPD)
provided a structure for principal professional community and emphasized principals
developing a focused vision and creating an action plan for that vision. Sharing the
combined knowledge derived from their job-embedded experiences, principals
planned strategies for implementation of the action plan and assessed their progress.
Based on the assessments they modified the plan and then implemented again. Eight
of 10 principals who attended 5 or more sessions of the DPD reported being more
strategic in their thinking, their daily actions, and their planning. The literature review
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from this study suggests that planning and strategic thinking is indicative of more
experienced principals. Incremental learning for principals was identified in this study
and was contrasted with the fast results demanded of No Child Left Behind (2001) and
reform efforts. This study by Barnes et al. suggests that district professional
development was the only program that helped principals expand on program content
to apply it to work situations and complex, uncertain school contexts. The authors
refer to this as “procedural” knowledge and note that the team or cohort approach was
a benefit of the DPD experience as it provided a structure for principals to apply
content and discuss it within a community of practice.
There are challenges inherent in large-scale improvement efforts. When
schools and districts engage in the complex work of improving such large systems,
they must engage in practices that depend on a normative climate with collaborative
structures. Studies of schools in California, Texas, and in New York City’s District #2
(Honig et al., 2010) highlight practices of superintendents in high-performing districts.
Researchers note that schools that are improving confront the issue of isolation that is
embedded in loose coupling. Loose coupling, a term taken from institutional
sociology, is when decisions about the technical core reside in the individual
classroom. It is the perspective that classroom practice is private, and each teacher
makes separate decisions about what occurs in the classroom. Elmore (2000) also cites
loose coupling as a challenge to overcome when schools undertake improvement
efforts and notes problems with standards-based reform in the context of loose
coupling, arguing that administrators are hired to protect the unit from external forces.
However, he defines leadership as the “guidance and direction of instructional
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improvement,” (p. 13) and makes the case for distributed leadership and a normative
climate of collaboration and continuous improvement. Instructional improvement
requires continuous learning that is both an individual and a collective effort. The
work of the principal often occurs in isolation. The literature suggests that establishing
communities of practice can help overcome the challenges of isolation that result from
being the only administrator at a school.
The work of the principal is often done alone and there is inadequate
opportunity to share effective practices. “Privacy of practice produces isolation;
isolation is the enemy of improvement” (Elmore, 2000, p. 21). Deprivatization,
another concept central to communities of practice, occurs as part of principals’
practice when the community of principals engages in analysis of videotaped staff
meetings, walk-throughs of classrooms to assess teaching practices, and discussion of
school’s instructional practices and professional development priorities (DarlingHammond et. al., 2006). When norms of privatization are challenged it is possible to
pursue collective responsibility for the learning of all students as opposed to the notion
of individual autonomy. San Diego City Schools communicated a redefinition of
professionalism by changing the notion of individual autonomy to collective
responsibility for knowledge-based practice in which the members share the authority.
This idea was accompanied by the notion of reciprocal accountability. Principals were
expected to improve in their instructional leadership, and the district office leaders
provided them with several forms of support designed to assist principals toward these
improvements. The creation of collaborative structures among principals is one of the
support systems provided by district leaders to principals.
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Communities of practice roles depend on distributed expertise, mutual
dependence, reciprocity of accountability, and the centrality of instructional practice
for leaders. Reciprocity of accountability (Elmore, 2000; Honig et al., 2010) refers to
the concept that when leaders hold one accountable for an action or outcome, they are
responsible for ensuring the other has the capacity to produce the outcome. Strong
distributed leadership is intended to undergird reciprocal accountability (DarlingHammond et al., 2006). Professional communities provide one source of valuable
improvement of practice as leaders interact with other professionals who provide
feedback, suggestions for improvement, moral support, and ideas and evidence of
effective practice (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003).
In much the same way that school-level staff members participate as a
community of practice, district staff members, who are committed to and
communicate the focus on teaching and learning, behave as a professional community.
Building professional community includes creating structures for regular staff
interactions that focus on learning, setting up cycles of inquiry into teaching and
learning, and identifying and addressing staff assumptions about the norms, values,
and beliefs related to learning (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003). Members of
departments associated with curriculum and instruction meet frequently to discuss
what they know about good teaching practice, and what they can do to support the
effort. In San Diego, learning communities among principals were created as seven
instructional leaders were selected from among high-performing principals to become
assistant superintendents responsible for their learning community. In addition to
scheduled walk-throughs and joint examinations of student assessment data, monthly
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“principals’ conferences” established regular occasions for these professional
communities to convene and for principals and district leaders to discuss the
implementation of district reform practices (Darling-Hammond et. al., 2006;
Hightower, 2002; Hubbard et al., 2006).
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Figure 1: Key concepts of literature review.
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Summary of Literature Review
This literature review examines the role of the district office in improving the
work of elementary school principals as instructional leaders. Sociocultural learning is
the theoretical framework through which I view the literature on district reform,
district/site relationships, and principals’ instructional leadership practices. According
to this view, learning is seen as a dynamic process wherein ideas develop within
social, historical, and cultural contexts. As individuals learn, their learning shapes the
growth and practices of the collective. In educational applications, sociocultural
learning is understood as assistance relationships between the district and schools. In
school districts, learning occurs within private and public spaces to include
introduction of and assumption of new ideas, and then transformation and publication
as these ideas evolve from individual to collective learning.
School districts have a vital role in building the capacity of their principals to
serve schools as effective instructional leaders. There are multiple leverage points
through which district leaders establish expectations for, and provide support to,
principals. District reform literature reveals key practices that are enacted to ensure all
leaders at the central office and within the school sites are prepared to focus their
efforts to improve student learning. Leaders establish coherence between policies and
practices to focus on teaching and learning. A clear theory of action undergirds district
goals. Staffing and professional development practices support the theory of action.
District leaders create structures to establish networks in which principals learn from
each other. Directly or indirectly, district personnel provide instructional leadership
coaching for principals. Together, district leaders and principals develop tools and
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engage in evidence gathering to inform inquiry about the quality of teaching and
learning that occurs in schools. Collaborative structures between sites and district are
established to build relationships and promote leadership continuity.
Principals’ proficiency as instructional leaders has a powerful, indirect impact
on improved student learning. These leaders overcome challenges of isolation and the
competing demands for their time and attention. Principals who lead teachers to
continuously improve their instructional practice build a shared vision of learning for
all children. They create structures for collaboration and rely on extensive knowledge
of pedagogy to monitor instruction and provide feedback to teachers as they prepare
students to meet the demands placed upon 21st-century learners.

CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY

School leaders are called upon to lead teachers in the essential work of
preparing all students for success in the 21st-century. A review of the literature on
organizational learning, communities of practice, and district reforms suggest that the
local education agency (LEA) may be in a unique position to provide ongoing
professional development for principals that is job-embedded and sensitive to the
context of the school and district. The central office or LEA can support the structures
to create a community of practice among principals and central office administrators
as they focus their work to result in improved learning for all students.

Purpose of the Study and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to gain an understanding of the practices of the
district office, which support principals’ development as instructional leaders. It was
also intended to explore how the organization (district office) may learn and change as
result of the interactions between the principals and district leaders throughout the
enactment of professional development practices. To examine the role of the district
office in building the capacity of the principal as instructional leader, the following
research questions guided the study:
1. In what ways do district leadership practices support or constrain the development
of the principal’s proficiency as an instructional leader? How do principals and district
office leaders define instructional leadership?
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2. To what degree do relationships between and among principals and central office
leaders reflect a community of practice?
3. In what ways do district conditions support or constrain opportunities for individual
and collective learning of site and district administrators?

Design of the Study
This study used a multiple-case study design. The multiple-case study design
was determined to be the best method for this study because multiple-case studies are
preferred over single-case designs (Yin, 2003). Multiple-case designs have the
possibility of direct replication. In this study I selected the three cases because they
offer contrasting situations, rather than a direct replication. Yin states that using case
studies for research purposes is one of the most challenging of social science
endeavors. Yet the need for case studies arises out of a desire to understand complex
social phenomena. Merriam (1998) explains, “The inclusion of multiple cases is, in
fact, a common strategy for enhancing the external validity or generalizability of your
findings” (p. 40). The specific case study design was exploratory. Case study research
is preferred when examining contemporary events within real-life context in which the
researcher collects a variety of data to yield information (Creswell, 2008; Yin, 2003).
Case study research offers an opportunity for the researcher to collect multiple sources
of different types of evidence with a methodology that requires triangulation of data.
Case study research is beneficial when the context of the person’s environment is
important, and context was established as important in the literature review on district
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reform (Darling-Hammond et al., 2006; Harris & Chrispeels, 2006; Hightower, 2002;
Hubbard et al., 2006; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003) and professional learning
community (DuFour & Eaker, 1998; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003), and when
using the theoretical framework of sociocultural learning (Gallucci, 2007; Honig,
2008; Honig et al., 2010; Peck et al., 2009).
The research questions for this study were answered using the results from
one-on-one interviews, observations of leadership meetings and/or professional
development sessions, and reviews of documentation collected at individual sites or
district office locations within three school districts in southern California.

Context of the Study
This study was conducted in the Avalon, Bryce, and Mapleton school districts2
in southern California. Avalon serves 6,700 students in 11 schools and Bryce serves
approximately 2,700 students in 6 schools. Mapleton’s 4,500 students attend 8
elementary schools. All three are considered small districts and serve K-6 students. All
of the schools operate on a traditional school year calendar.
The three districts under study were selected because of specific similarities
and differences. They are small (between 2,700 and 6,700 students) K-6 districts and
are considered “high performing.” Based on data collected from the California
Department of Education in November 2010 (www.cde.ca.gov/ta/), the beginning of
the study period, Avalon’s state academic index API score was 788. The schools and
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These are pseudonyms.
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district qualify for Title I funding due to the percentage of students receiving free and
reduced lunch—a measure of student poverty. Of Avalon’s students, 100% qualify for
the federal free and reduced lunch program. Unlike some Title I districts with 67%
English learners and 30% of parents reporting their educational level as not
completing high school, this district has remained out of program improvement (PI)
status (NCLB, 2001). Schools that fail to make adequate yearly progress (AYP) for
two consecutive years are designated as program improvement schools. A series of
sanctions are applied to schools in program improvement.
Bryce and Mapleton school districts are also considered high performing with
API scores at 936 and 961, respectively. Unlike Avalon and other districts that receive
funding through an average daily attendance formula (revenue limit), Bryce and
Mapleton receive more generous funding (basic aid) through community tax revenues.
Students benefit from the financial and educational resources their parents are able to
provide for them. Parent educational level for students in these affluent districts are
reported as 32% and 31% completed college, and 55% and 62% completed graduate
degrees. Table 1 shows demographic information for Avalon, Bryce, and Mapleton
districts.
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Table 1: Demographic Information for Study Districts: Avalon, Bryce, and Mapleton
District Name

Avalon

Bryce

Mapleton

Student
Enrollment

6,700

2,700

4,500

Number of
Schools in
District

10

6

8

District API
Score

788

936

961

Funding
Formula

Revenue Limit

Basic Aid
(community
funded)

Basic Aid
(community
funded)

% Greatest
Not H.S. Grad: 30
Parent
H. S. Graduate: 36
Education Level College Grad.: 10
Grad. School:

H. S. Graduate: 5
College Grad.: 32
Grad. School: 55

H. S. Graduate: 1
College Grad.: 31
Grad. School: 62

% Participation
National School
Lunch Program

100

8

2

% English
Learners

67

9

9

% White, NonHispanic

3

68

63

% Hispanic

81

9

6

% Asian

0

18

27
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Participants
Sampling of two central office participants from each district drew on
administrators who have knowledge of principals’ instructional leadership efforts and
achievements, and/or those who provide professional development for principals. This
included the superintendent and the directors or assistant superintendents of
instructional services. The researcher believes administrators in these positions have
insight into the leadership skill and experiences of principals and they are able to
articulate central office practices intended to support teaching and learning. The
superintendents from each school district gave approval for interviews with these
administrators. Two principals in each district were selected to participate in this
study. Purposeful sampling procedures resulted in recruiting two principals from each
range of years served as a principal—3 to 5 years, 6 to 10 years, 11 or more years—to
identify potential differences between new, midrange, and veteran administrators. In
order to access a range of perspectives, subjects were selected to represent different
genders and ethnic/cultural groups. According to Creswell (2008), purposeful
sampling is when individuals are intentionally selected to learn about a central
phenomenon because the participants are “information rich.” This form of purposeful
sampling was used because participants would be able to tell the stories of their
experiences as district-level leaders or elementary school principals.
Interview Participants
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After receiving permission from the superintendent, the researcher made a
brief presentation at a leadership meeting to explain the purpose of the study and
explain that I would contact the selected participants individually to request their
participation in an interview (see Appendix A). Two principals and two or three
central office administrators from each school district were invited by email and
telephone to participate in in-depth, one-on-one interviews. In small districts, the
central office administrators with the greatest knowledge about principals’ proficiency
in instructional leadership include the superintendent and assistant superintendent (or
director) of instructional services. Administrators in these positions within Avalon,
Bryce, and Mapleton were included in the interviews. A total of six principals and
seven central office administrators from the three districts were invited and agreed to
participate in one or two in-depth interviews that occurred between January 2011 and
June 2011. Of the seven central office leaders, three superintendents, three assistant
superintendents of curriculum and instruction, and one director of English-language
services were interviewed. Two male and five female participants comprised this
group. Among the principals, two males and four females participated in the
interviews. In selecting the principals, the researcher sought a balance of years of
experience, gender, and where appropriate, second-language experience. Selection of
district office leaders was not purposeful as there was only one participant to choose
from within each key position. It was significant that in Avalon, unlike the other two
districts in the study, the majority of school and district leaders had held other
positions within the district. Table 2 shows the years of experience within the district
in their current position and in other positions. When contrasted with Table 3 and
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Table 4, it is clear that compared to administrators in Bryce and Mapleton, Avalon’s
central office leaders have more experience within the district.

Table 2: Avalon District School and Central Office Leaders’ Experience
Years of Experience

Number of Participants

Within current position

1-5

4

6-10

0

11+

1

Another job in district

0

0

1-5

1

6+

4
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Table 3: Bryce District School and Central Office Leaders’ Experience
Years of Experience

Number of Participants

Within current position

1-5

1

6-10

2

11+

1

Another job in district

0

3

1-5

0

6+

1
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Table 4: Mapleton School and District Leaders’ Experience
Years of Experience

Number of Participants

Within current position

1-5

3

6-10

0

11+

1

Another job in district

0

3

1-5

1

6+

0

Prior to data collection, the researcher contacted the superintendent of each
district and submitted a written summary of the proposed study for the purpose of
gaining approval letters (see Appendix E). The researcher gained written approval
from the three superintendents and contacted the central office administrators and
principals by phone or email to schedule interviews designed to explore the type of
support and professional development provided by the central office to build the
principals’ capacities as instructional leaders. Each one-on-one interview lasted
approximately one hour and was conducted at a time deemed convenient by the
interviewee. All central office administrators and principals who were asked to
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participate graciously agreed to the interviews; therefore, no alternative selection of
interviewees was necessary. Questions focused on the construct of district-site
relationships and professional community and were facilitated by the researcher, who
is trained in the research protocol and confidentiality (protocols).

Data Collection Methods
This study was conducted using a multiple-case study approach. As typical in
case studies, multiple data sources are used to explore the phenomena of interest (Yin,
2003). Three main data sources were tapped in this proposed study. First, one-on-one
interviews were conducted with principals and central office administrators. The
second data collection source was observations of principals’ meetings and/or
professional development sessions provided by the district office for the principals.
The final source of data collection was documents that reflect the professional
development practices, policies, or plans for principals to grow as instructional
leaders. The following section describes each data source and how the data was
collected. Use of the three data collection methods was intended to triangulate the data
and increase validity of the study.

Interviews
A standardized open-ended interview protocol was developed for one-on-one
interviews with principals and central office administrators who volunteered to
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participate in an approximately 60-minute interview. Prior to beginning each
interview, two consent forms were reviewed and signed. The first consent form was
the interviewee’s consent to participate in the interview (see Appendix A). The second
consent allowed for audio taping (see Appendix B) during the one-on-one interview.
Interviews were scheduled at the participant’s school or district office during or after
the instructional day between January 2011 and June 2011. Interview themes and
questions were developed to reflect constructs from the literature review related to
best practices regarding districts’ support for principals as instructional leaders.
The interview questions for district leaders and school principals were
designed to allow the researcher to delve deeper into concepts related to principals’
and district leaders’ perceptions of district practices that support the site leaders’
capacity to improve teaching and learning. It was believed that a deeper perspective of
the participant’s story could result from second interviews with central office leaders,
permitting follow-up on themes and ideas discussed in the first interview. Therefore,
two interviews were scheduled with each superintendent and with each assistant
superintendent in Bryce and Mapleton. In Avalon, the researcher met once with the
assistant superintendent and once with the director of English-language services. This
procedure resulted not only in gathering interview data with greater depth, but also
provided data collection over a longer period of time. This yielded a deeper
understanding of the practices that occur across the course of a school year, and
proved particularly insightful in Mapleton, which is undergoing significant transition
following a 4-year period of turnover in positions held at the district office. In all three
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districts, participants spoke comfortably in response to the questions that closely
aligned to concepts they were interested in, and in which they were highly involved as
part of their daily work. The principals in the district in which the researcher was also
a participant seemed particularly candid. Principals in the other two districts may have
taken greater care to ensure their responses more often focused on positive aspects of
their experiences. District office leaders enthusiastically shared their plans and
practices for developing principals’ capacity as instructional leaders. They seemed to
take pride in what they are accomplishing or working toward. As a researcher who has
been a site administrator in both Title I districts and in Basic Aid districts with
bountiful resources, I was familiar with many of the curriculum and instructional
practices and the conditions under which the leaders work. Perhaps for this reason, the
participants talked freely and fluently without needing to take time to explain the
details of their practices to someone who is unfamiliar with them.

Documents
Using the information sources identified as important from the literature
review and through interview data, documentation was gathered to investigate
evidence of districts’ practices to improve the site leaders’ capacity to provide
instructional leadership. Documents that show evidence of support to create and
maintain structures that foster collaboration were also studied. Document analysis
included a review of the mission and vision statements, professional development and
principal evaluation plans, principal or school goals and plans, leadership meeting
agendas, and other documents supporting the research questions. These were gathered
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from school and district websites and collected during, or as a follow-up to,
observations or interviews. At other times they were requested directly from district
employees. The document collections augmented the interviews and observations to
provide deeper insights into the district-site relationships and support of communities
of practice.

Observations
For each study site, the researcher scheduled two observations of principal
meetings and/or professional development sessions. Two observations of leadership
meetings in Bryce and Mapleton were included in the data set. One observation was
completed in Avalon. The researcher had scheduled three additional observations, in
order to have a comparable data set for observations; however, the superintendent
canceled them due to necessary adjustments in Avalon’s calendar. Leadership
meetings occur once or twice per month in the three study districts. Approximately
half of the meetings focus predominantly on teaching and learning topics, in contrast
to the more transactional meetings, which frequently address distribution of general
information. School districts identify professional development sessions to emphasize
principals’ leadership growth in areas related to the district’s strategic plan. For
example, trainings might involve assisting principals in identifying effective
instructional practices within the district-adopted curriculum or improving their
proficiency in analyzing student achievement data within their district’s data system.
The researcher collaborated with a district leader to schedule observations of sessions
designed to support principals’ improvement as an instructional leader.
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Collection of three data sources was intended to triangulate the data and reduce
bias in the study (Yin, 2003). The data was analyzed using a cross-case model to
identify common themes that emerged, either significant on their own or in addition to
other themes to explore the district’s role in providing support to build principals’
capacity as instructional leaders.

Measures/Instrumentation
Interview questions were posed to explore the practices and policies viewed by
district leaders and site principals as supportive of the principals’ development as
instructional leaders. The questions were designed to be open-ended and conducive to
understanding whether meetings or training content had an impact on professional
growth and was relevant to principals’ workplace setting. Interview themes and
questions were designed to collect sufficient evidence to answer the research questions
and to write the case study. The questions were structured in accordance with best
practice recommendations from methodology experts and researchers (Creswell, 2005;
Kvale, 1996; Preskill & Catsambas, 2006).
This study was intended to have implications for educators at all levels
(national, state, county, district, site), as well as for policy makers, but particularly for
district office leaders. Understanding how central office leaders focus their work to
increase principals’ instructional leadership capacity and ultimately improve learning
for all students has implications for educators in all districts. In selecting cases that
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represent districts that serve students within different demographic settings it is hoped
that the study will be relevant beyond one setting.

Interview Protocol
The one-on-one interview questions built on the document analysis,
observations of meetings and training sessions, and previous interviews to provide
more detailed information or evidence to answer the research questions. Respondents
were encouraged to interpret the questions in ways that made sense to them. If there
was uncertainty about a question the researcher rephrased it. When necessary, the
researcher probed deeper to gather information that addressed the question more fully.

Data Analysis
This section explains the strategies the researcher used to analyze observation,
interview, and document data. Analysis in this study followed a comparative case
study process using cross-case analysis. Qualitative data analysis process involved the
following components: (1) prepare data for analysis, (2) use different analysis to allow
the researcher to move deeper into understanding the data, and (3) determine how to
present the data, and interpret the larger meaning of the data (Creswell, 2008). All
interviews were audiotaped, then transcribed to include pauses, repetitions, or fill
words. The researcher listened carefully to each digital recording of the interview
while reading the transcript to check for accuracy and make note of vocal changes that
might provide insights not evident in the written text. Through each reading of the
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transcripts, text was highlighted and notes were made in the margins to assemble
words and phrases that emerged as important codes or themes. Interview transcriptions
were coded using best practices recommendations according to Yin (2003) and Miles
and Huberman (1994). Because the researcher discerns how concepts and data in
conversation are related to other sources of information, she elected to hand code the
interview data rather than use a computer-based program. Miles and Huberman
explain three steps of the data analysis process. First, data reduction involves placing
the collected data into themes. Second, data displays include condensing the
information to draw initial conclusions. The third step is the conclusions drawn and
verified based on confirmable evidence. These steps were used for analysis of both
interview and observation data to better understand, provide evidence, and suggest
information based on the collected data.
The interview codes and themes were collected and entered into a matrix that
was developed for each case. For each case a data display of themes, codes, and
responses related to the research questions was created. In these charts the
respondent’s initials and time stamp from the interview transcript was included for an
accurate reference to the data during further analysis. Upon subsequent analysis of the
themes and codes a strong relationship was noted between the research questions and
the data. To organize final analysis of the three data sources the researcher displayed
the results according to the research questions. The first research question yielded two
major themes. Within each of these themes three relevant subthemes were identified.
The second research question yielded a third theme with six subthemes. Finally, the
third research question resulted in a fourth theme that lent itself to an overview of each
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study district’s unique narrative. The results of the study are organized according to
the research questions, themes, and subthemes that emerged during data analysis.
Diagrams, charts, and visual representations were developed to illuminate the
emerging story for each district and assist in communicating an understanding of the
results.
Merriam (1998) suggests that data analysis and data collection should be done
simultaneously using a step-by-step process, which allows the construct of categories
from the data collected. The researcher should develop and attend to categories that
reflect the research purpose and explore answers to the research questions. This study
used step-by-step data analysis throughout data collection and analysis.

CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

This study examined the role of the district office in developing the
elementary school principal as a knowledgeable and confident instructional leader. A
cross-case analysis of data collected through observations, document review, and indepth interviews with school and district leaders within three small elementary school
districts is presented in this chapter. The chapter is organized around themes and
subthemes associated with three research questions related to instructional leadership,
communities of practice, and sociocultural learning theory.
In my analysis of the three cases it was clear that while the districts shared
common elements and practices related to district support of the principal as an
instructional leader, each has a unique way of providing support that is reflective of
the particular social, cultural, and historical context of the district and the community
it serves. To maintain continuity of each district’s story, I discussed the cases
separately within each of four themes that derived naturally from the research
questions. At the end of each theme’s section, I summarized the districts individually
and then provided a cross-case summary reflecting my discoveries relevant to that
theme.
The results of this study are presented as four themes, each of which yields a
portrayal of the three districts. The summaries relate each district’s story to the themes
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and to the two other districts’ stories, revealing these organizations’ progress to
improve student learning by building the instructional leadership capacity of the
school leader.

Research Question 1: In What Ways Do District Leadership Practices Support or
Constrain the Development of the Principal as an Instructional Leader?
Several interview questions were aimed at understanding how districts foster
principals’ involvement in practices directly related to instructional leadership.
Respondents’ discourse often, but not always, helped define what “instructional
leadership” meant to principals and district leaders.

Theme 1: The Principal as Instructional Leader
Avalon District
Focus on teaching and learning.
In the Avalon district, there is explicit focus on teaching and learning within all
levels of the organization. District leaders have extensive experience with, and
knowledge of, curriculum and instruction. Most of them have served in Avalon as
teachers and site and/or district-level administrators. In addition to classroom teaching
and site leadership experience, the district leadership team as a group possesses
expertise with technology and assessment, English-language learners, professional
development, special education, and reading specialist topics. Many of the current
principals have been teachers in the district, and they have been groomed for their
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leadership roles. Their knowledge of curriculum and instruction is highly valued and
continued growth is built into their ongoing professional development. It is an
expectation that principals know about teaching and learning and this requirement is
reflected in their performance evaluations.
A memorandum from the superintendent regarding principals’ midyear
conference reviews illustrates this expectation.

•
•
•

As a result of your data analysis, which groups of students need
intervention in math and language arts by standard? …
What steps or activities will be implemented to address your findings?
What makes you believe that those steps or activities will have a
positive impact on student performance?
How will you evaluate the effectiveness of your plan during the
implementation and after?
The plan that you present should be broken down into key components
that fully describe what you plan to do, how often the intervention will
take place, and how often you will evaluate the effectiveness of your
plan (i.e., you will establish key benchmarks for determining success).
When teachers attend professional development sessions, principals also

participate and learn. This expectation is well understood and articulated, as evidenced
by the frequency of its occurrence in interview data. In all interviews, Avalon leaders
in some way echoed this statement by a district office leader: “We have a philosophy
that if there’s a professional development that involves your school’s teachers, the
principals need to be there” (Leader # 10). For example, when district educators
participated in RESULTS/CRLP (California Reading and Literature Project, 2009)
training, principals attended both the administrator strand and the teacher component,
in order to learn the content as well as the leadership commitments that accompanied
participation in the project.
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Monthly leadership meetings are designed to provide training to principals

related to specific issues of assessment or instructional strategies. As a result of their
involvement in this explicit training, principals can speak knowledgeably with
teachers about assessment tools used in the classroom to monitor student progress, and
they have an understanding of the instructional strategies teachers use to address
children’s instructional needs. To develop knowledge toward a common language of
instruction, district and principal leaders study books together. This year they read
Explicit Direct Instruction: The Power of the Well-Crafted, Well-Taught Lesson
(Hollingsworth & Ybarra, 2009) in order to have a common understanding of the
elements of effective instruction as described by the authors.
Avalon has a history of strong teacher instructional leadership. This can be
traced in part to the district’s involvement in the RESULTS/CRLP (California
Reading and Literature Project, 2009). This district’s commitment to the RESULTS
project traces back to approximately 1996. During a 4–to-5 year period following
initial participation in the project, all Avalon teachers attended RESULTS training and
learned to administer specific reading and language arts assessments. They practiced
collaborating with each other to examine assessment data and determine what
instructional adjustments would be needed to meet students’ identified needs. Some
teachers participated in multiple years of these summer institutes and became part of
an elite teacher leadership cadre that continued to build capacity for data-driven
decision making in the district.
For the past 6 years, groups of teachers spent 2 or 3 weeks each summer
developing pacing guides and assessments for the academic curriculum. In the Avalon
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School District it is “not difficult to find people who are willing to give up summers to
do that work” (Leader #13).
District leaders believe that a reason for the high degree of teacher
participation in summer institutes or curriculum committee work is because they know
their work is valued and honored. Teachers take pride in deepening their knowledge
and they value the interaction and type of discussion that occurs in the summer
professional development. Leaders from the district’s instructional services
department guide teachers during summer workshops or on weekends during the
school year as they create district-wide curriculum and assessment tools.
While teacher leadership is highly valued and nurtured, district leaders
understand the importance of preparing the principal to realize the purpose and
outcomes of work that has been accomplished by teachers during summer institutes or
weekend projects. A director and assistant superintendent provide principals with
training and opportunities for dialogue about the committees’ accomplishments so
school administrators can team up with teacher leaders at their sites to present the
documents, procedures, and tools to other teachers. One district office leader
highlights her role in ensuring that the principal is prepared to be an instructional
leader for the implementation of a new scoring guide for the district writing program.
We use a lot of teacher leadership to help us develop curriculum or
tools to assist with the curriculum, and then we prepare them to
facilitate workshops, but we ask the principals to cofacilitate with the
teachers. My job is to prepare the principals to cofacilitate….. So we’ve
been working with the principals on understanding the, whatever
questions come from the teachers. Like they had concerns, they did not
understand the scoring rubrics…. So we were preparing the principals
to answer those questions that were coming from the teachers at the
same time. They can speak with teachers knowledgeably about the
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expectations, about the components of a writing lesson, about rigor,
about the scoring guides, because they had this parallel training.
(Leader #9)
Structures for all teachers to collaborate.
Principals who practice instructional leadership establish structures in which

all teachers collaborate to set goals for learning improvement (Knapp, Copland, &
Talbert, 2003; Louis et al., 2010). Avalon leaders believe that teachers need
opportunities to meet regularly to engage in collaboration for data-driven instruction.
Every teacher in grades K-6 is trained to administer and analyze district-developed
assessments. The teachers meet on a consistent basis, usually every week. Several
different structures exist to provide time during the school day for this important
collaboration. One way is through the use of Impact Teachers, certificated teachers
who are paid hourly to provide release time for classroom teachers to meet in data
teams to review student assessment information and engage in dialogue about the
strategies that result in improved learning. Data teams are modeled after the work of
Doug Reeves (Leadership and Learning Center, retrieved October 2011). A central
office leader explains how data teams are conceptualized in Avalon.
The whole idea of the data team is let’s not wait until they fail. Let’s do
quicker checks. More frequent checks, to make sure that kids are with
us. If the kids know it, we go on. If they don’t, we have to have a
strategy to pick them up, to get them back into the fold. (Leader #10)
Early dismissal Thursdays afford another way for teachers to have
conversations about data. Most Thursdays are designated as site days, providing time
for school teams to collaborate in grade-level groups. There are occasions when two or
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more “sister schools” meet for principals to offer coordinated professional
development and an opportunity for teachers from different schools to interact. For
more discussion about triads and sister schools, see sections Theme 2: Differentiation
and Theme 3: Collaborative Structures. A few early dismissal Thursdays are reserved
for district-wide professional development related to a curricular area of focus shared
by all schools. For example, document review of the planning calendar indicates there
are 37 minimum Thursdays in the 2011-2012 school year. Of these, four are district
days, one will be devoted to visual and performing arts, and three will focus on writing
or mathematics. Another structure for teacher collaboration are early and late-start
schools. Late-start schools implement a schedule that allows teams to engage in
dialogue about data and curriculum for 45 minutes at the beginning of the workday,
prior to the students’ arrival.
Avalon leaders have made it a priority to provide structures so all teachers can
engage in conversations about student progress resulting from the examination of
district assessments and benchmarks. In the interviews, every leader referred to data
teams, district assessments, and/or weekly data reviews. The frequency of interview
responses reflecting the practice of collecting and analyzing student achievement data
makes it clear that Avalon leaders create both time and purpose for teacher
collaboration.

The school leader engages with teachers to examine data to make school-wide
decisions.
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An accepted feature of district culture holds that principals are regularly

involved with their school’s teachers as part of data teams. In addition to making
classroom and grade-level decisions, these data teams examine student achievement
data to identify school-wide plans to address the needs of students who are not making
expected progress. While most small school districts rely on off-site data management
systems, Avalon uses an internal data warehouse they developed when the current
superintendent served as the director of technology and assessment for the district.
This system allows Avalon’s educators to create common assessments and
significantly apply more complex and customized analysis of the information they
gather at the classroom, school, or district level. The principals’ proficiency in
analyzing data and using the information to make school-wide decisions to improve
the learning of both individuals and groups of students is part of the principals’
evaluation. Principals meet with the superintendent three times per year to discuss
their goals, determine specific actions to improve student learning, and reflect on
progress toward their goals. The final meeting includes the assistant superintendent of
instructional services or human resources, and is seen as a time for celebration. As
expressed in the quote below, the assistant superintendent, who was interviewed
during a week when final evaluation meetings occurred for some principals,
demonstrated enthusiasm for the process.
Then the end-of-the-year is how did it go? It’s a time for them to reflect
on what their hits and misses were, what their plans are for next year,
what they need in terms of technology, professional development, those
kinds of things to be successful the next year. Then that’s our
department’s to-do list again, is what do they need for next year?
(Leader #10)
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Observation data from a leadership meeting confirmed that the superintendent

communicates the evaluation expectations throughout the year. Copies of the
evaluation memoranda are found in Appendix G and Appendix H.

Bryce District
Focus on teaching and learning.
Bryce District leaders speak with pride of the improvements they have made
during the past 6 years to increase district-wide focus on teaching and learning. An
example of how district leaders operationalize this focus is through their current
emphasis on English language arts (ELA) implementation and the associated
instructional strategies. It is through this single focus that a district can work to change
classroom practices by building collective capacity and ensuring that everyone in the
district is likewise focused.
A district leader describes the commitment to language arts goals:
But the truth is it frustrates people to have too much going on
simultaneously and what I’ve experienced in my past is if the district
isn’t focused, then nobody is. And what you start to see is people
emphasizing the things they feel like emphasizing and then people are
not working together and simultaneously anymore. So your focus has
to be incredibly, rigorously focused. (Leader #6)
District leaders intentionally build capacity as they plan professional
development for teachers and principals. During the current school year, the
instructional services department provided a series of after-school workshops on
effective instructional strategies that improve student learning. This was an optional
workshop for teachers, and the principals also attended. When these educators discuss
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principles of learning, such as retention and memory or motivation, they do so through
examples of ELA lessons. For the annual strategic planning sessions, district leaders
planned an approach in which the process occurred with ELA as the vehicle. Whatever
they are learning or examining, ELA is at the center. In this way, the work is
accomplished while continuing to build an important focus area.
Bryce School District is in the process of implementing an ELA adoption that
lends itself to a reform effort aimed at a “focus on just a few attainable, achievable but
also grandiose goals” (Leader #6). This is possible for many reasons. The leaders
selected this curriculum because it is a high quality program. The superintendent was a
reading specialist and attests to its validity as a strong, research-based language arts
program. Principals have commented on its strength in aligning the intervention
components for English learners and students with disabilities. In observations of
district leadership meetings, I noted principals and district leaders were enthusiastic
about teachers’ support of the program. Discussion among principals and district
leaders revealed they are intentional and selective about which components of the
program, and how many components, they will provide for teachers.
Finally, the professional development actions are particularly conducive to
creating a focus on teaching and learning. A consultant for the district’s ELA
curriculum adoption conducts training for school teams, which consists of the
principal and three to five teacher leaders. The training includes a prepared
PowerPoint presentation and workshop materials for the team to use to provide
professional development for all teachers at their schools. Together principals and
teachers learn how the curriculum is set up and how to deliver the instruction.
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Embedded in the instructional strategies is a framework for the “gradual release of
responsibility” (Fisher & Frey, 2008). The lessons in the adoption are structured
around the concepts of improved student learning through research-based teaching
strategies that include focus lessons, guided instruction, collaborative learning and
consolidating thinking with peers, and independent learning tasks (Fisher & Frey,
2008). Doug Fisher, a coauthor of the ELA program, made a well-received
presentation at the district-wide strategic planning session and will be invited back to
conduct additional sessions for parents in the following year.
An important role for the principal is to identify effective instructional
practices and provide meaningful feedback to teachers. A director from the
instructional services department provides training in the essential elements of
effective instruction (Welsh & Huddleston, 1999) for teachers and principals. This
director provided principal coaching aimed at increasing principals’ competency in
giving meaningful feedback to teachers about their instructional practices. One leader
revealed that although she is an experienced principal she has had little formal training
to conduct observations and follow-up conferences with teachers. As noted in the
following quote, she found the modeling and coaching from the director to be
valuable.
I would say some of it is what I brought with me. I would say that
there, I don’t know if you find this, but I don’t know that the districts
that I’ve been in have really done a terrific job at training principals for
observation and doing conferences. So it’s things that I’ve collected
from working with a lot of different principals and just what I have
found through my own research that’s worked well with me. I also am
working with [a director] this year, because [the director] comes with
amazing background, especially in this area. So she’s helped me with
my tool bag as well.... But we go in and we both take notes and do our
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notes and then we come back and debrief. And talk about, really, in
terms of just the good instructional practices, what we’re seeing and
saw within the classroom. Same as what the teacher’s going to be
reflecting on, we do it as well. And then when we first did it, she, at the
postconference, she did the conference. And I watched her do it. And
then when they were done, I didn’t interject when she was talking with
the teacher. I observed, and then when she was finished, then we talked
about what I observed with both of them there, which is really, really
good. (Leader #7)
To focus on teaching and learning, principals must be able to identify effective

classroom practices and provide feedback to teachers that affirm their strengths and
help them to improve their pedagogy. A trend among some Bryce teachers makes the
district’s role in providing support for principals in the area of supervision especially
important. Bryce leaders note that some teachers find honest, direct feedback from
principals challenging. In addition, there appears to be a belief among some teachers
that they are doing very well and do not need to make changes. Three of the four
leaders cited this trend during the interviews.
Interview data shows that leaders also reflect on areas that need improvement,
a pattern that supports the notion that among principals and central office leaders there
is a culture of continuous improvement. These leaders note a lack of adequate training
and confidence among principals to lead teaching and learning. This district is
intentionally working to build principals’ pedagogical knowledge. One way to build
this knowledge is through Treasures Team training, in which principals and a team of
teachers learn to present components of the ELA curriculum to other teachers.
Instructional leadership meetings that focus on teaching and learning can also build
knowledge. Additionally, principals are assigned to teams that will conduct walkthroughs at other schools. These practices are more fully discussed in later sections.
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Structures for all teachers to collaborate.
This district implements Measures of Academic Progress (MAP) (Northwest
Evaluation Association, retrieved October 2011). MAPs are computer-based adaptive
assessments designed for teachers to check their students’ academic progress three
times per year. Common release time is provided for teachers to have conversations
about the data. Depending on the grade level, every teacher has between 3 and 3 1/2
hours per week of planning time. Some of this occurs as common planning time—
periods when all teachers on a grade-level team have release time together to review
student progress and make plans to modify instruction to address students’ needs. The
amount of common planning time provided to the teacher is based on the average class
size per grade level. Teachers in grades 4 through 6, which have larger class sizes,
would get up to 3 hours, while those with 20 or fewer students would have 1 to 2
hours of common planning time. This time is provided to teachers through a districtwide program in which specialists provide supplemental instruction to the students,
releasing the classroom teachers for planning and collaboration. Principals are
expected to monitor the appropriate use of the MAP assessments and lead dialogue
about how teachers will respond to the data. However, it is not clear from the data
sources that the collaboration time is used to engage in cycles of inquiry to identify
specific groups of students and their needs, make instructional modifications, monitor
students’ progress as a result of the changes, and evaluate the interventions. In
addition to using this time to engage in inquiry cycles to examine student data and
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modify instruction to meet students’ learning needs, individual school sites have
freedom to use collaboration time to nurture site-based programs.

The school leader engages with teachers to examine data to make school-wide
decisions.
Grade level meetings present an ideal opportunity for teachers and principals to
examine classroom and grade level data to inform decisions that lead to identifying
school-wide needs and developing action plans. While it is expected that principals
lead grade level meetings, it is acknowledged that this is very challenging for
principals in Bryce. Interview data indicates that district office leaders recognize that
other tasks demand a principal’s time, making it difficult for them to allocate 1 to 3
hours for each grade level every week. In addition to the time constraints, some
principals are intimidated by a lack of knowledge about curriculum and instruction. To
lead teacher teams to analyze students’ assessment data and make informed decisions,
principals need to understand assessment and be familiar with content standards for
the range of grade levels at their schools. In addition, they need a working knowledge
of instructional strategies and program options. Bryce leaders acknowledge there is a
relatively weak knowledge base regarding curriculum and instruction among some
principals and they are taking action to increase all principals’ knowledge about
teaching and learning.

Mapleton District
Focus on teaching and learning.
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Mapleton School District experienced a 4-year period of significant change in

district leadership. There was much controversy within the district and the larger
community as a result of strained relationships between the school board and 2 former
superintendents who left the district within a 2-year time period. A review of news
articles and board minutes indicates that in addition to superintendent position
changes, there were other personnel changes at the district office between April 2007
and April 2011. Table 5 shows the number of people who held these positions and the
time period that the current district leaders have held these positions as of the end of
the study’s data collection period in June 2011.
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Table 5: Mapleton School District Leadership Changes
Between April 2007 and April 2011
District Leadership Position

Number of

Time Current Leader

People

Has Been in Position

Appointed

as of June 2011

Between
2007 and
2011
Superintendent

3

Interim Superintendent

1

14 months

Assistant Superintendent of
2

22 months

Human Resources

2

13 months

Director of Technology

2

34 months

Director of Pupil Services

3

8 months

Curriculum and Instruction
Assistant Superintendent of

Interim Director of Pupil Services
Assistant Superintendent of

1

Business Services
3

6 months

Current district leaders have targeted their efforts to create a culture in which all
members of the school district keep their focus on improved student learning and
effective teaching practices. The current assistant superintendent of curriculum and
instruction was hired during the 18-month tenure of the second superintendent, who
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held that position during the 4-year period of transition. Through a yearlong process of
gathering input from principals and teachers, the assistant superintendent led school
and district leaders in setting the direction for their continuing work. Discussions with
principals and curriculum committee members about 21st-century learning skills and a
book study of The Global Achievement Gap (Wagner, 2008) influenced the direction.
As noted in Bryce, which serves a similar demographic, one constraint to the
principals’ capacity as an instructional leader is lack of adequate time to engage in
practices related to improving teaching and learning at their schools. Both Bryce and
Mapleton have a high degree of parent involvement and interactions with parents often
consume much of a principal’s time. Participation in individualized education program
(IEP) meetings for students with disabilities also requires much of the principals’ time.
Conducting formal and informal classroom observations and providing feedback to
teachers is an example of a practice that principals recognize as important, but one
they have difficulty making time for. In the quote below, a second-year principal
describes his efforts toward accomplishing informal observations.
I really think that first and foremost, I just want to get in. My job is to
be an observer and to try and see exactly what it is that the students are
doing. What it is that the teachers are doing at that point in time when
I’m observing. I’ve toyed with— I’m still working on my, you know,
being a new principal, I’m still toying with my own system for how I
conduct informal walk-throughs, which I try to get to as often as I can,
still struggle to get in as often as I know I want and need to. (Leader
#1)
District office leaders support a focus on teaching and learning by
communicating an expectation that principals ensure all students make academic
progress. Since the arrival of the new superintendent, a principal evaluation system of
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three meetings per year has been instituted. The purpose of the first meeting is to
discuss goals for student achievement and development of professional learning
communities. The evaluation process includes a midyear review and final evaluation
conference. In terms of how the goals and expectations are monitored, the newly
introduced evaluation process is still developing. Mapleton’s principal evaluation
document is shown in Appendix I. At the time of this study, there was currently no
computerized data assessment system in place to monitor student progress resulting
from classroom level or school-wide interventions.
The information gathering process conducted by the assistant superintendent
revealed that principals were interested in developing a common language of
instruction and they wanted to learn to identify effective instructional practices. As a
result of this request the district contracted with a consultant who trains principals to
identify effective elements of instruction (Welsh & Huddleston, 1990) and apply this
knowledge to their work in the supervision of teachers. In identifying these effective
elements, principals and district leaders formulate a common language of instruction
and gain the tools to conduct classroom observations and provide meaningful feedback
to teachers. In addition to training for all principals on these effective elements, a
district-wide professional development program to focus all teachers on writing has
been undertaken. A writing consultant for Nancy Fetzer Writing (Fetzer, 2009)
provided a series of three workshops for all teachers. The sessions were specific to a
particular grade level and included a model lesson within a classroom with a follow-up
discussion and presentation. All teachers in the district were provided with release
time to attend the three full-day trainings for their grade level. The 2010-2011 school
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year showed a new and intense focus for principals and teachers to increase their
knowledge about teaching and learning.

Structures for all teachers to collaborate.
Teachers have common release time for grade level meetings. This is
accomplished through an enrichment program in which certified teacher-specialists
provide art, music, physical education, science, and technology instruction to each
class within a grade level, allowing the classroom teachers to plan and/or prepare
instructional materials. Additionally, a weekly early dismissal day provides common
time for collaboration or site-based professional development. While the structure is
intended for the implementation of a professional learning community model (DuFour,
DuFour, Eaker, & Many, 2006), there is still variation among schools and within grade
levels in the degree to which the tenets of professional community are applied. District
leaders and principals are working within existing cultures to move teachers toward
more consistent use of these common planning times to reflect the characteristics of
professional learning communities (DuFour & Eaker, 1998).

The school leader engages with teachers to examine data to make school-wide
decisions.
Mapleton does not currently use a computer-based data management system to
assess or monitor student progress toward learning goals. The instructional services
department has worked with the technology department, the school board, and teacher
leaders who serve on curriculum committees to approve a computer-based data system
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scheduled for implementation at the start of the 2011-2012 school year. Teacher
leaders began piloting the system during the 2010-2011 school year and will assist
school sites to implement this system in the following year. At the time of the study,
each school independently made decisions about what assessments they use to monitor
student progress. District leaders are working toward moving the organization to
define which specific measures of student progress will be used to monitor academic
growth. In Mapleton, data has a broader definition beyond test scores, as illustrated by
this leader‘s comments.
It is not just data, it’s gotten to be such a cliché term as far as what data
looks like, but truly the best data is what you see in your district dayto-day in classrooms. And test data is one thing but the real authentic
data is what you see in classrooms, what you hear teachers talking
about in meetings, the questions they’re asking, the conversations you
have as different groups, whether it be principal groups or teacher
groups. (Leader # 3)
Building capacity for leaders to engage with teachers to examine data to make schoolwide decisions is recognized as an important goal for Mapleton. However, progress
toward this goal was not evident in this study’s data sources.

Summary of Theme 1
The emphasis on teaching and learning has been a part of the Avalon District
history and culture for many years. The practice of principals and teachers analyzing
authentic student achievement data has been established at least since their
involvement 15 years ago in the RESULTS/California Reading and Literature Project
(CRLP). Principals participate in staff development designed specifically for them as
well as in the professional growth sessions for teachers. For any district focus related
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to curriculum, instructional strategies, or assessment, principals acquire parallel
training or learn alongside the teachers. Principals are expected to use data collected
through their in-house data warehouse to implement school-wide plans to ensure that
all students make adequate progress.
Bryce District is enacting thoughtful, research-based practices to increase the
principals’ instructional leadership capacity. District leaders name an intentional
strategy they are putting into effect—staying highly focused on a small number of
ambitious goals. Michael Fullan (2010) describes this as the first of nine elements of
successful whole-system reform. This strategy serves to focus all teachers, leaders,
and other members of the system (e.g., the school board) on teaching and learning.
Principals and teacher leaders are trained to deliver professional development to
teachers at their sites in an effort to promote effective implementation of the new ELA
curriculum adoption. In collaboration with a consultant who works for the curriculum
publishers, the instructional services department creates materials that the school
teams can use and modify to meet the learning needs of their school staff. Along with
the teachers, principals attend training on effective teaching practices related to the
ELA adoption that is the cornerstone of their focus for the year. In some cases,
principals are trained before the teachers. Like Avalon, Bryce is making investments
to ensure that teachers see their principals as experts on district curriculum. The
district leaders recognize that an important aspect of their job is to support the
principal. Bryce serves a community in which most parents can provide tremendous
resources for their children. The students perform well and the schools can boast high
scores on standardized tests. Bryce faces a challenge shared by districts who serve
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bright, well-prepared children: It is difficult to create urgency in high-performing
districts and there has been some teacher resistance to change.
Mapleton District is undergoing a shift toward substantive practices to increase
the principal’s instructional leadership capacity. Since the arrival of the current
assistant superintendent and the superintendent, there has been an increased focus on
developing a common language of instruction that can be shared among leaders and
with all teachers. Structures for teacher collaboration and opportunities for leaders and
teachers to examine data to make school-wide decisions have been in place. However,
there is much variation in how those structures are used.
All three districts focus on teaching and learning, albeit in different ways.
Avalon has a well-established culture of developing teacher leaders to help meet the
district’s professional development needs. District office leaders prepare principals
and teacher experts to lead all teachers to implement the district-adopted curriculum.
Bryce is moving in this direction and includes both principals and teachers as part of a
Treasures Team to train other teachers to effectively use the ELA curriculum.
Mapleton is catching up with its professional development efforts following several
years of instability and upheaval between district leaders and the school board. Their
focus on teaching and learning currently addresses the growth of principals and
teachers separately. Recently, principals’ professional development has focused on
training to identify the essential elements of instruction and increase their skills in
teacher supervision. At a later time, teachers will receive training to include the
essential elements into classroom instruction. A well-articulated, system-wide
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professional development plan for teachers to effectively teach writing has been newly
established during the year this study was conducted.
All the districts share a commitment to establishing a common language of
instruction. They have selected books that guide their efforts to build instructional
leadership and refine classroom practices for effective pedagogy. Avalon is using
Explicit Direct Instruction (Hollingsworth & Ybarra, 2009) and District Leadership
That Works (Marzano & Waters, 2009). Bryce leaders talk about All Systems Go
(Fullan, 2010) and Better Learning Though Structured Teaching (Fisher & Frey,
2008). Mapleton leaders discuss The Global Achievement Gap (Wagner, 2008) and
Elements of Effective Instruction (Welsh & Huddleston, 1990). All three districts
institute structures to provide teacher collaboration time during the contractual day.
Bryce and Mapleton use local resources to fund an enrichment program that employs
contracted teachers or classified staff member to provide release time, while Avalon
funds release time for teacher collaboration through the use of hourly teachers and
early/late start days. All three districts have a minimum day built into their weekly
schedules.
A major difference between the three districts is the degree to which the school
leader engages with teachers to examine data to make school-wide decisions. Avalon’s
internal data management system is set up to facilitate the well-established practice of
examining students’ individual and group assessments. The school leaders are held
accountable for knowing which groups of students need what type of intervention.
They are expected to evaluate the interventions and modify them based on the
evaluation data. Bryce teachers use a web-based, adaptive assessment system to
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collect periodic information about students’ progress. This has been implemented for
at least 5 years but the degree to which principals participate with teachers to examine
student data is unclear. Mapleton leaders are now developing the capacity to
implement a district-wide system, whereas in the past there has been no computerbased assessment system used to monitor student progress periodically throughout the
year. Bryce and Mapleton leaders understand the value of examining data together, but
there is less structure and possibly less accountability in how this is accomplished.
Leaders in Bryce and Mapleton recognize this as an area for growth within their
respective districts.

Theme 2: Interactions Between and Among Principals and Central Office Leaders
District reform literature highlights specific ways in which central office
leaders interact with principals to develop instructional leadership capacity. They
make accommodations for different experience levels and the specific contexts of the
principals’ work. District leaders develop conceptual and practical tools for principals
to use, and they provide modeling in how to conduct staff meetings or professional
development trainings (Honig et al., 2010). To drive the focus on teaching and
learning, leaders reorganize and restructure the work of the central office. In contrast
to large districts, reorganizing the district office to focus on teaching and learning may
look different in the small districts included in this study, where assistant
superintendents and directors work with principals from 6 to 11 elementary schools.

Avalon
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Differentiation.
Differentiation of support and training for principals is accomplished in several

ways. District leaders create school triads, purposefully matching principals with
different skills and experiences so they can learn from each other as they deliver
training to their teachers. \Three or four principals and their schools may work
together as a triad to deliver the site-based components of district-wide training
efforts. Principals can plan the staff development together and deliver it separately in
their individual schools, taking advantage of the collective knowledge and insights of
the leaders. Another approach is for principals to deliver the training together so that
teachers at two or more schools can participate. When principals choose this option,
the principal who is less experienced as a presenter can learn from another, more
proficient principal. Avalon’s superintendent calls this a “kind of a non-named
coaching activity” because different skill levels exist within the triads. In this way
principals are provided with differentiation of training because they learn from one
another.
Recognizing that principals’ varied experience, training, and natural skills
necessitate different support, central office leaders provide specific coaching through
site visits and the conversations that follow classroom walk-throughs. The cabinet,
comprised of the superintendent and two assistant superintendents, goes out to school
sites every Tuesday to talk with principals about their schools’ strengths and needs.
However, the three directors (pupil services, English learners, technology and
assessment) provide more customized support for principals. They visit schools as a
team or individually. On their first visit they meet with teachers to explain why they
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are visiting the schools and then they go to every classroom. On subsequent visits, the
principal identifies areas to receive feedback, and the team observes classrooms that
exemplify successes or clarify the questions about curriculum or instructional
strategies. It is an opportunity to tailor suggestions specifically to the setting and
conditions of the school as well as to the differences among each principal as a
learner. As described in the quote below, because there is no supervisory relationship
between directors and principals, the site leaders are willing to admit when they don’t
know something about curriculum, or they will ask for help with a problem related to
how a teacher is delivering instruction.
I don’t have any formal authority over principals. It is all based on
relationships. I have to build trusting relationships with the principals,
so that when they have a question about curriculum and they don’t
know the answer, they can come to me and I can help them or direct
them, or that I can be a sounding board when they are exploring
something that they want to share with their teachers about any of the
content.… Some principals use me more than others. (Leader #9)
Another leader gave this example of how a director assisted a principal with a
particular need at the school.
For example, the principal that just got moved into a PI school this year
was struggling with developing our PLCs and with the focus on data.
They were doing one whole section on ELD. [The director] sat in on
their PLCs every Friday for a couple months to help with the
questioning techniques. And guiding the principal, coaching for the
principal about what questions are important ones to ask. (Leader #10)
All three of the central office leaders who were interviewed talked about the
role of the directors in providing differentiated support to principals. This relationship
was not a prominent feature of the dialogue between the researcher and the principals
who participated in the study. Instead, the principals spoke extensively about the
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coaching model in which principals from within or outside the district provide
personalized support. This may be because the principals who were interviewed had
less experience with coaching interactions as delivered by the directors.
District leaders in Avalon conceptualize levels of curriculum implementation
as another way to provide differentiation of support to principals for their schools.
Prior to an adoption cycle, “trailblazer” teacher leaders are identified as having
expertise in the area of focus. In the first year, these teachers help identify the new
texts that are under consideration. They pilot the materials and help decide which
adoption the district should choose. During the second year, they teach it and interest
other teachers in piloting. They develop assessments and pacing guides; they develop
support materials and work out the rough spots. By the third year, when the
implantation goes district-wide, the process is smooth. The teacher experts support the
principals (or the assistant superintendent) when these leaders deliver presentations to
other teachers about the implementation. During those first two years, before the
implementation goes district-wide, the participating schools receive a significant
amount of support, but in year three and beyond they may not need as much as they
received in the first two years. While this process relies on the expertise and efforts of
teacher leaders, it is another way the central office provides differential support to
principals who must oversee the successful implementation of new curriculum in all
classrooms at their schools. One district leader explains how this differentiation
process will work for the new response to intervention (RtI) implementation.
For one school, it’s still going to be at the understanding level. And
there are going to be two or three trailblazers at that school and those
are going to be the people that get iPads and laptops and all the stuff
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you might need to do a really good job with RtI [response to
intervention implementation]. The third year everybody’s on board.
The example is we try to customize where everybody is and
differentiate in terms of the support we give. Some of them don’t need
a lot of support, because they got it a year ago. Those plates are already
spinning. All we have to do is just make sure we continue to clap for
those people. (Leader #10)

Modeling and developing tools.
District reform literature identifies modeling and developing tools as ways the
central office provides support to principals. As they help principals plan and conduct
staff meetings or professional development sessions, district leaders model ways of
thinking and acting, and they provide feedback and questioning, guiding principals to
attend to the metacognitive aspect of this work (Honig et al., 2010; Knapp, Copland,
& Talbert, 2003). Avalon leaders describe their work in helping principals prepare to
present training to teachers:
We developed it. Usually we developed whatever we were presenting
at that time in collaboration with some teacher leaders and experts in
that content. And then we brought the principals in to be facilitators or
cofacilitators at their schools, or for a grade level…. And now they
were, they are in a facilitator role, which requires them to develop their
content knowledge about—and there is a person there that helps with
that, with the presentation. (Leader #9)
In Avalon, other principals, central office leaders, and teacher experts demonstrate
how to execute effective presentations. Principals model for each other during times
when schools are paired together as sister schools or triads to engage in professional
development. A director may provide modeling to principals individually, or in a
whole group setting. For example, a District Thursday may be used for the director of
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technology and assessment to show the principal group how to analyze data from the
district data system. When the director of English Language Development (ELD)
services visits a school she asks questions, gives prompts, and provides feedback to
engage the principal in thinking about his assessment of classroom instruction they
have observed together during the walk-throughs.
Teacher leaders and outside consultants help with the presentation of
professional development. They may facilitate workshops or cofacilitate with the
principals. On the occasions when an outside presenter conducts training they provide
separate structures for principals’ learning and for the teachers. For example, a
consultant for a writing program provided training for teacher leaders during the first
year of an implementation cycle. These teacher leaders gained content specific
information so they could help the principals answer questions brought to them by
classroom teachers at their schools. In addition, the consultant worked with principals
at the end of that year to talk about the “look fors”—what a principal should see in a
classroom that is effectively implementing the new curriculum.
When central office leaders provide tools to improve principals’ instructional
leadership, they can be in the form of conceptual tools like teaching frameworks, or
they can be practical tools such as “learning walk” protocols. Often, in collaboration
with teacher leaders who have gained particular expertise in the area of focus, the
instructional services department creates practical tools to help principals deliver
professional development. They provide common agendas, materials, PowerPoint
presentations, and copies of handouts or documents. The provision of materials for
professional development sessions and data analysis is evident in the interview data.
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Some tools, such as templates, forms, and structures to use for other instructional
leadership responsibilities, such as teacher evaluation, were not as evident in
document, observation, or interview data. One school leader expressed a desire to have
more training to efficiently use the forms for completing teacher evaluations.

Engage principals to help each other and reorganize central office work to
focus on teaching and learning.
District reform literature that focuses on large urban districts discusses the
value of reorganizing work to focus on teaching and learning, sometimes creating
instructional leadership directors (Louis et al., 2010) to provide support for principals.
In Avalon and the other small districts participating in this study, directors and
assistant superintendents provide training, coaching, modeling, and feedback. Avalon
differs from the other two districts in their implementation of principal coaches. In
addition to the support principals give to each other through the sister school or triad
model, they have a coach assigned to them, they serve as coaches to other principals
within the district, or they participate in the county office principal coaching project to
develop skills for mentoring principals in other school districts. A first-year principal
had a coach from the county who assisted with pressing issues present at his school.
He and the coach worked together to understand the needs of parents and teachers to
improve school climate. In addition, the principal gained valuable assistance from a
coach within the district who understood district culture and expectations. This withindistrict coach showed the principal how to determine what to look for when observing
teaching and learning, prior to visiting a classroom. She shared specific language to
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use when giving feedback to teachers about their instructional practice. This district
coach gave the principal a format for conducting English learner advisory council and
school site council meetings. She provided another tool that may seem minor but is
extremely helpful to a new principal—a system to keep track of teacher evaluation
time lines. It is evident that in Avalon, principals can access valuable support from
coaches both within and from outside the district. The following quote from a school
leader expresses an advantage to having a within-district coach.
And that, I think, is probably more helpful, I think, from within. Yeah,
because that’s someone you know you can go to…. If you have a good
relationship with that person, you can share the types of concerns or
worries and things that come up. (Leader #11)
A principal in the district who is learning to mentor other principals expresses the
advantages of having an objective perspective and working with someone outside
one’s own district.
Yeah. We’re talking. What are the pluses and the minuses to coaching
someone in your district or not in your district? I think the plus is you
kind of know the district and know the expectations. Then that can be
kind of a minus, too. [laughs] Whereas, when you go to another district,
basically you don’t have to worry about that kind of stuff. You’re just
coaching that person. It may be a plus to really provide good coaching,
to go outside your district. (Leader #12)

Bryce and Mapleton
In this section I discuss Bryce and Mapleton together because analysis of
triangulated data indicates there are parallels in the interactions among and between
principals and central office leaders to support principals’ instructional leadership.
These similarities may be due of their small size; six schools in Bryce and eight
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schools in Mapleton. Another possibility is that because they serve comparable
communities, Bryce and Mapleton may experience similarities in district culture,
which in turn may influence the nature of interactions among and between the leaders.

Differentiation.
In both Bryce and Mapleton, assistant superintendents or a director make
themselves available to provide support to principals. Sometimes this is done through
the structure of scheduled visits when the district leader walks through classrooms
with the principal. This is an opportunity for the principal to pose questions and seek
assistance related to what they observed, or any other needs he has identified. In these
small districts, principals report they can contact a district office leader and get prompt
support by telephone, email, or a face-to-face meeting.
Another structure that delivers differentiated support is the school walkthrough model. Both districts conduct team walk-through visits that include district
office leaders and principals from other schools. In this model, a hosting principal
develops a schedule so the team of principals and district leaders can visit every
classroom. Following the visit, the team engages in a debriefing of what they
observed, then the assistant superintendent meets informally with the host principal to
discuss problems of practice or needed support. Because these conversations are
related to the specific context of the school and principal, it is an opportunity for the
assistant superintendent to differentiate the support. Not only can the principal ask for
assistance, it is also an opportunity for the district leader to assess the principals’
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instructional leadership capacity and identify the future supports needed to meet their
needs.
A district leader expresses the value of observing what principals say about
what they see in classrooms:
And what it’s done for me is it’s helped me learn about how discerning
our principals are about what they see in classrooms and what they
know about instruction, what they observe. And I think our learning
together will grow as a result. (Leader #6)
Below, a principal explains the value of these interactions in his growth as a school
leader.
And I also have the benefit of through the walk-throughs that [the
district leader] has been doing with us that I feel as if she also knows
some of my teaching staff and some of the needs and I would
appreciate the opportunity to chat with her as well about, “Here’s
where I think I need to make either individuals take a next step,” or
“Here’s based on the pattern that we’re seeing across the school. This
looks like next steps for me as an instructional leader to help them take
their next steps.”…
Again, I think it just comes back to I have that trusting relationship
because she’s present. She reaches out. She’s receptive when I reach
out to her and she gives me the time that I feel that I need and it makes
me feel, you know, she’ll both reaffirm the decisions that I’ve made.
But then she’ll also then come in and provide support.
(Leader #1)
While there is evidence that new principals receive needed support from district office
leaders, participants in both Bryce and Mapleton express the value of the assistant
principal role when they learn from other principals in the district. Two of the four
principals interviewed spoke of their experiences as an assistant principal within the
district, and indicated how this relationship provided valuable differentiation,
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modeling, and feedback. This type of differentiated support is less available to
principals in all school districts as decreasing education budgets have eliminated many
assistant principal positions.

Modeling and developing tools.
Bryce leaders express a strong commitment to focusing on a few achievable,
ambitious goals. In their pursuit of an important district-wide goal, they have selected
what they consider to be an outstanding language arts curriculum. They’ve invested in
the services of a consultant from the curriculum publisher to provide training and
modeling of the effective ways to use the curriculum. The consultant and instructional
services department provide a PowerPoint presentation and other materials needed for
the staff meeting. At a leadership meeting, I observed district leaders and principals
working together in groups to analyze a lesson plan for one week from the ELA
adoption. Their task was to identify gradual release of responsibility components—“I
do, we do, you do”—so they could be more knowledgeable facilitators at an upcoming
strategic planning meeting. The following quotes provide insight into the leaders’
efforts to understand the teaching sequences as they analyze the lessons.
Here’s the “I do.” I see the “I do” under the vocabulary.
I’m looking for the “we do.”
Next is comprehension. “We do” together.
This is mostly “I do.”
And they have good activities to go along. They’re doing word
sequences. Seems like kids are remembering.
This is where you go into nonfiction. Good questions—higher level on
Bloom’s Taxonomy. (Bryce leaders)
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This level of interaction with the content gives leaders increased familiarity with the
curriculum and can be seen as a tool for building their instructional leadership
capacity. Principals learn to be involved with content through activity-based
interactions that are modeled by the assistant superintendent during leadership
meetings. Likewise, principals also learn from a director from the instructional
services department who has expertise in identifying essential elements of effective
instruction (Welsh & Huddleton, 1990). In the quote below a principal explains how a
director modeled ways to provide feedback to a teacher following an observation.
But we go in and we both take notes and do our notes and then we
come back and debrief. And talk about, really in terms of just the good
instructional practices, what we’re seeing and saw within the
classroom…. And then when we first did it, she at the postconference,
she did the conference. And I watched her do it. And then when they
were done, I didn’t interject when she was talking with the teacher. I
observed, and then when she was finished, then we talked about what I
observed with both of them there, which is really, really good. (Leader
#7)
As is true in Bryce District, principals’ meetings in Mapleton have also moved
from focus on transactional topics to a greater emphasis on learning together. The
assistant superintendent intentionally models group processes for the principals and
provides copies of various protocols for team learning and interaction. It is expected
that principals will use these processes with their teaching staff. In Mapleton, two of
the monthly minimum days can be devoted to school-wide professional development
and the principals are provided with examples of tools they can use to engage teachers
in activities such as examining data together or discussing research articles.
Mapleton leaders structure two types of principal triads to provide
opportunities for differentiation and modeling. One triad model is for school walk-
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throughs. Another triad is set up for visiting classrooms, specifically to apply what
they learn with the consultant for essential elements of instruction (EEI). Both triads
combine nine school leaders (principals and assistant principal) into three groups.
Principals grouped together for the walk-through triads are with different colleagues
for the EEI triads. The EEI triads emerged when principals expressed an interest in
increasing their capacity to conduct effective conferences with teachers following
classroom evaluations. Mapleton leaders contracted with a consultant to address this
need, which was articulated by the principals. The same consultant who provides
whole group training for principals to identify effective elements of instruction has
planned sessions in which she models a process of feedback and questioning with a
teacher following a classroom observation. This demonstration occurs at a school site
and includes the three school leaders who are assigned to the same EEI triad. The
process provides both modeling and tools to address an area of need that was
identified by the principals.

Reorganize central office work to focus on teaching and learning.
Bryce and Mapleton differ from Avalon in the implementation of coaching
support. Like Avalon, these small districts rely on central office leaders, particularly
assistant superintendents or directors, to provide context-specific coaching during site
visits or when called upon. District office leaders talk about the importance of
focusing all members of the central office on teaching and learning. Even for those
departments whose work does not seem directly related to classroom support, they
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must understand that everyone’s work ultimately contributes to successful learning for
all students.
Bryce’s superintendent explains:
You’ve got to have the budget guy understanding the priority of
learning and teaching. And the tech person. I mean, you know, in some
districts you have a certificated teaching person who’s the tech person.
In other districts you have a kind of a business-oriented person.…
Neither is perfect, it’s imperfect either way. But the budget person and
the tech person and the HR person, they all have to understand that this
is the district priority. This is our most important work, and everyone is
going to have some understanding and appreciation of that work.
(Leader #5)
Mapleton’s assistant superintendent explains the progress they are making to
reorganize the district office to support teaching and learning.
At the last cabinet meeting, one of the things that I shared was the
professional development plan or outline for the upcoming school
year.… We had conversations about fiscally, what resources were
needed. And the importance of making sure our teachers are released
for actual job-embedded professional development.… What [the
assistant superintendent of human resources is] doing to make sure that
we have enough substitutes. In their own particular world, they’re
actually helping to support and push things through that we’ve already
identified as goal areas. (Leader #3)
Summary of Theme 2
In the current study, differentiation of support is evident to a greater degree in
Avalon, the district with a longer history of principal professional development for
implementation of the district’s curriculum and assessment program. In addition to the
support provided by district leaders, principals serve as coaches to one another. The
district also brings in coaches from the county office. In all three districts, modeling
and developing tools can be accomplished through the efforts of the instructional
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services department, or in collaboration with an outside consultant. Avalon has a long
history of developing teacher leaders who support principals and district office leaders
when they provide training to other teachers. With their new ELA adoption, Bryce is
operationalizing the practice of training principals and teachers together, preparing
them to work side-by-side in delivering presentations that are created for them to
modify and use at their schools. Mapleton professional development for principals is
currently directed toward focus areas the principals helped to identify. Their learning
is currently separate from that of teachers, and focuses on developing a common
language of instruction and identifying effective teaching practices to equip them to be
more effective with teacher supervision.
The walk-through model used in all three districts serves as a way to provide
differentiated support to principals as directors and assistant superintendents offer
assistance that is based on their knowledge of the principals context, skills, and
experience—listening, being present, acknowledging, and asking questions that
provoke thought. Bryce and Mapleton include principals from other schools as part of
their walk-through triad teams. Avalon uses principal triads in a different way,
combining them to collaborate as they present professional development sessions to
their teaching staff.
The literature on district reform studies (Honig et al., 2010; Hubbard et al.,
2006; Louis et al., 2010) suggests large districts must make deliberate wide-scale
efforts to reorganize their work to focus on teaching and learning. The small
elementary districts in this study are able to include this component into their routine
work as they deploy assistant superintendents and directors to provide coaching and
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ensure that members of departments not directly related to teaching and learning keep
in close touch with the needs of the classroom. For example, in these small districts
the director of technology and assessment provides training for teachers and principals
to familiarize them with the assessment system. In Avalon, he is involved in training
during District Thursday in-services. The assistant superintendent of human resources
in Mapleton frequently participates as a member of principal triads during school
walk-throughs as they visit classrooms to apply their ongoing understanding about EEI
practices.

Research Question 2: To What Degree do Relationships Between and Among
Principals and Central Office Leaders Reflect a Community of Practice?
The tenets of professional learning communities among teachers are widely
explored in the literature (DuFour, 2004; DuFour & Eaker, 1998; DuFour et al., 2005;
Fullan, 2000; King, 2002: Little, 2003a, 2003b; Louis & Marks, 1998; McLaughlin &
Talbert, 2006). However, relatively few studies have examined the existence of
communities of practice (Gallucci, 2003; Wenger et al., 2002) among school and
district leaders. My synthesis of the literature on communities of practice suggests the
importance of five subthemes: (a) trusting relationships, (b) centrality of teaching and
learning, (c) a culture of continuous improvement, (d) de-privatized practice, and (e)
collaborative structures. Semistructured interview questions designed to elicit
responses related to communities of practice were open-ended. Possibly for this
reason, these participants did not refer to these elements of community of practice
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when responding to the interview question aimed at uncovering this construct.
However, these features clearly showed up within their responses to other interview
questions, and during data analysis I organized the relevant interview data within the
community of practice subthemes.

Theme 3: Communities of Practice
Avalon
Trusting relationships.
It is clear in interview data across all participants from Avalon that trusting
relationships are seen as a core value and applies to all members of the school and
district community—leaders, teachers, parents, and students. This construct underlies
every action and practice. As will be seen in this section, members of the organization
engage in behaviors that are based on respect and are intended to build trusting
relationships to advance the district goals. The wallpaper behind the reception desk is
one of the first things visitors see when they enter the district office. It states:
We believe:
1. All students will learn
2. Student success is everyone’s responsibility
3. Our community’s cultural diversity enriches learning
opportunities
We promise:
1. A safe and nurturing environment.
2. An active partnership with parents and community
3. A solid foundation in reading, writing, and problem solving
4. A focus on individual student achievement
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Principals and central office leaders talk about their relationships with each other and
with teachers, students, and parents. In January 2011, district and school leaders were
challenged with preparing for a possible teacher strike. In the quote below, one
participant talks about the relationship-building actions that occurred during debriefing
sessions after the strike was averted.
I think it was just a matter of even though the strike had been averted,
it’s still a hard time for our schools, and there are still some bad
feelings out there, and maybe just helping us all deal with that, but, you
know, maybe therapy, maybe they were just therapy sessions so that
people could talk and maybe it was a way for everyone just to kind of
keep a pulse on everyone else to make sure that that we’re all doing
OK. Yeah, it was just kind of caring about each other, too. (Leader #12)
Building trust involves behaving in ways that show you care about others. In addition
to nurturing relationships between district and school leaders, members of the
organization articulate the importance of demonstrating trust and caring toward
teachers. The following quote illustrates a leader’s belief in the importance of
demonstrating concern about the people who work together.
The kids absolutely are our first priority, but our teachers are, too. I
think they have to come first. You have to treat them well and you
check on teachers just like you would your children, your kids, your
own family. Just today one of my teachers, we have Open House
scheduled for Thursday, and there was a death in her family. Her
husband’s grandmother passed away and they needed to go to the
viewing and she’s going to be out on Friday for the funeral. And, she
was worried about not being able to attend Open House. I said, oh,
don’t worry about that. You go ahead and take care of what you have to
take care of and I understand. (Leader #11)
As seen in the quotes below, consistent across all interviews was the resounding
message that members of this district serve the parents and children.
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But we know that what we do matters. It makes a difference. We know
that we serve a population that the parents of our students expect the
kids to do much better. Not just to continue what they’ve done, which
is the case in other groups, but to do much better. And we know we
play a pivotal role in realizing those dreams for their parents…. But the
access they want to what they call the American dream, access to a
different income level, access to education, access to a different way of
looking at life, access to knowledge. They rely on us to provide that
and facilitate that. (Leader #9)
And then at the end of the day to feel that, “Wow. You’ve made a
difference.” And I think with [Avalon District] that may be why many
of us stay here, because you feel that you can really make a difference.
That with our kids, some of our kids are so needy, and you just gotta
put aside what’s going on at home. There’re some things that you can’t
change. And you just take that child in, and you make a good day every
single day for that child. I think that’s what makes this district unique
and special. (Leader #12)

Avalon leaders explain that the history of the district has contributed to the strong
relationships among and between principals and central office leaders. A district
leader refers to the culture of the district in which the work of teacher leaders is
valued, and in which teachers willingly attend trainings on weekends or in the
summer.
Yeah, but that’s the kind of thing that happens here. I’m not sure that
would happen in other places. [Name] who was a superintendent here,
we’ve had continuity of leadership, he was 16 years a superintendent.
He was a product of our school district, he went to school here to
[school name], he started his teaching career here and he retired here as
superintendent. And then you have me who also started teaching
here.…
Most of the superintendents in this district have been homegrown. I
don’t think you end up having that kind of culture in a school district
unless you have stability and continuity of leadership. Now obviously
continuity of leadership has to be the right leadership. You have to have
the right leaders in the right places. (Leader #13)
I think certainly the leadership of [superintendent] and [assistant
superintendent] is critical. They both come from classrooms, from
teaching, from the curriculum side of the house. They’re very focused.
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They understand instruction. They’re focused on making sure that we
provide the best education. Our principals are very smart. And they
have been, I think maybe with one exception, they’ve been with us a
long time.…
Many of our principals, if you think about it, their leadership as—
they’ve been groomed and developed as leaders within this
environment. (Leader #9)
Centrality of teaching and learning.
Learning for all members of the organization is an accepted part of district

culture. Learning is continuous for all teachers in the district. They participate in
trainings, summer institutes, and curriculum committees. Sometimes committees meet
on weekends during the school year to accomplish their projects. This has become
established as the district culture, but if teachers are unwilling to attend these trainings,
they are provided with on-the-clock training and with release time from the
instructional day. Principals learn with the teachers. The model of parallel learning for
principals was derived, in part, from their participation in RESULTS training, which
later became California Reading and Literature Project (CRLP). The following quote
from a district leader emphasizes the district’s commitment to principals’ learning.
While the second section of the quote refers to principals’ professional development,
I’ve preserved the first section of the quote because it reiterates that these efforts are
all, ultimately, for children’s learning.
You can count on the board to focus on kids. You can count on the
superintendent understanding instruction, pedagogy, curriculum. He
knows. You can count on his focus on achievement, on students by
name. You can count on both the former superintendent and [current
superintendent], they are both convinced that principals need to learn
along with the teachers. It is an expectation that the principals
participate in professional development with their teachers and by
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themselves. There’s an expectation that when we do something we
come back and share what we’ve learned. (Leader #9)
Culture of continuous improvement.
In the literature, a culture of continuous improvement relies on cycles of

inquiry (DuFour et al., 2006). Educators who work as a learning community gather
evidence of current levels of student learning, they develop strategies to build on
strengths and address weaknesses. Then they implement those ideas and analyze the
impact of their changes to discover what was effective. They apply the new
knowledge to the next cycle of continuous improvement. In Avalon, children’s
continuous academic progress is a topic of leadership meetings, and the conversations
about the progress of specific students, classes, and grades are central to the goals and
evaluation meetings between the superintendent and principals.
In the following quote, a district leader describes the focus on student
academic progress at leadership meetings and as the crux of principals’ evaluations.
They’re our kids. And what you saw in the meeting today. When we
were talking about who is meeting expectations and who isn’t and what
are we going to do about it. We can look at, one way of looking at it, is
looking by type of student, but the example you saw today was all kids
in one classroom. That teacher is going to make sure that all kids move
and that everyone is learning in that class. I think that’s pretty unique
for our district. . . .
That’s something that comes up often in our meetings is everyone by
name, it’s part of the culture. When principals meet with the
superintendent to talk about goals for instruction they bring lists of kids
by name. And they know who’s receiving intervention, who’s not
receiving intervention, why that person is not. Who’s doing what in the
classroom, and I wouldn’t have it any other way. It’s a lot of stress
when you’re a principal and you’re preparing for that. But, when you’re
done, just the process makes you a better leader. (Leader #9)
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De-privatized practice.
Evidence of de-privatizing the leaders’ practice was seen during an observation

of a leadership meeting. The director of technology and assessment engaged principals
and central office members in reviewing a set of district assessments that was arranged
to demonstrate use of the district’s in-house data management system. Principals
talked with others near them about their students’ scores as the superintendent advised
them to do a deep analysis of the students’ assessments. If a grade level did not
perform well, principals should go into the item banks and isolate those that were
difficult for students. Following the superintendent’s directive for principals to work
with teachers in using the data to identify the pocket of students who need help and to
determine the goals for intervention groups, the principals engaged in preliminary
discussions about how the DataWorks system is set up. DataWorks is the name of the
district’s own data warehouse. Another example of occasions when principals observe
each other’s work is through the triad model, in which principals are grouped with
others to plan and conduct teacher training together. A more detailed discussion of the
triad model is found in the next section, titled Collaborative Structures. Unlike the
other two districts studied, there was no evidence that Avalon currently implements
learning walks (walk-throughs) so that principals regularly visit other schools with the
site principal and central office leaders.

Collaborative structures.
Principal triads are an established support system for all principals. A
comparable term, used in prior years but having similar purpose and outcome, is
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“sister schools.” Within the triad model structure, principals collaborate on planning or
implementation of staff development they present to their school staff. Sometimes
they combine schools and provide the training together, making best use of their
individual skills. For example, one principal may be good at establishing/creating
structures while the other principal is a dynamic presenter and provides the bulk of the
training. In this way, they see one another’s work and learn from each other. As seen
in the quote below, the triad model serves multiple purposes toward creating
collaborative structures. Figure 4.1 gives a visual display of the triads’ functions.
We have paired them into triads, not at all three schools but basically it
is the principals of three to four schools that are together, to work
together on delivering the site based component to some of the training
that we’ve done … but they were opportunities for schools, not only for
the principals to work with one another and to help support each other.
But also for the teachers at those schools to get a larger perspective....
In a very real sense it is kind of a nonnamed coaching activity, because
we made sure there was somebody in each of the groups that had some,
there was a different skill levels with each principal. (Leader #13)

	
  

Figure 2: Avalon's triad model of principal development as instructional leaders.
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Job-embedded professional development.
The perception of added value created by a principal coach appears often in

Avalon’s interview data. All participants explained how the coaching model is
implemented to support principals. All new principals have coaches but they are not
exclusive to new principals. A coach can be provided from the county office of
education or from within the district. Experienced principals who don’t need a coach
can participate in a county office project preparing them to mentor other principals.
When a principal can learn within the context of his specific setting and address issues
relevant to the time and place, this recursive and ongoing experience is particularly
beneficial (Barnes et al., 2010). The coaching model is one way that Avalon’s central
office leaders deliver contextual, job-embedded professional development to their
principals. Sister schools and triads were previously discussed as an additional
strategy for providing collaborative structures and some differentiation of training for
the principal. Interview data indicates that principal coaching and triads serve multiple
functions, and are also seen as a way to deliver job-embedded professional
development. A school principal explains the different types of assistance he received
from coaches outside and within the district.
Our current superintendent, he understands the needs for principals to
develop and the need for mentors and for real coaching to happen. So I
was assigned a coach through the county and I worked with her for a
year and that was very helpful because during my first year as principal
there was very, basically all my time and energy was focusing on my
school’s climate. I tried to do as much as I could around academics and
instruction, but the priority there needed to be the school’s climate. It
was a very special situation.… That coach really helped me to
understand what the needs were of the parents and the teachers and
how we can work together. Once that was fixed, then we have current
principals now who are going through the training to be coaches for
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future principals here in our district. And, I was assigned a principal.
And that, I think, is probably more helpful, I think, from within....
Yeah, because that’s someone you know you can go to.… So she’s
been very helpful in showing me maybe what she looks for when she
goes to her classroom walk-throughs, prior to going through your walkthroughs and establish something that you’re specifically looking for.
Maybe today you’re looking at writing and seeing what you just talked
about at our district Thursday is actually now happening in the
classroom. (Leader #11)

Bryce
Trusting relationships.
Developing a rich community of practice includes establishing trusting
relationships. Ongoing professional collaboration ensues from interactions with one
another over time. District leaders have been in their positions for 7 years or less. The
superintendent and two assistant superintendents arrived within the same 2-year
period. Most members of the principal group were in established in their positions
when district office leaders arrived. One school leader, who has been in the district for
more than 7 years, expressed that feeling part of a family is promoted by informal
interactions as well as through professional collaboration.
Yeah. I mean, even (the district leader) will have us all over her house
and you know, she’ll say, “OK, after this, if you guys want to come
over, there’s wine and whatever” and it’s really nice. Yeah, those kinds
of things are really nice. We don’t do ‘em a lot, you know probably it’d
be better to do it more often because you form those relationships and it
becomes even more trusting and sharing and stuff. I tell our teachers all
the time, “You guys, we’re growing old together.” It’s a family and the
district is a family too but we do have those opportunities. (Leader #8)
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As noted in the literature, it takes time to develop professional collaboration. Bryce is
still moving toward establishing the relationships that foster a rich community of
practice.
An example of how leaders build these relationships was evident during
observation of a leadership meeting. Interactive work between principals and district
leaders is an established part of the agenda and occurs prior to discussion of
transactional matters. Placing the collaborative work first on the agenda communicates
the importance of leaders’ engagement with dialogue about teaching and learning.
Seated at small tables in a large conference room, members of the organization
worked in groups that combined principals and district leaders as they examine the
structure of lessons and units in the ELA curriculum adoption. The purpose was to
prepare all leaders to facilitate small groups at the upcoming district strategic planning
session. During strategic planning, teacher-experts would model sample lessons to
develop the group’s understanding of the gradual release of responsibility method that
undergirds the new ELA curriculum adoption. In this way, all stakeholders—including
teachers, classified staff, parents, principals, district leaders, and board members—
would understand the critical aspects of the district’s reform efforts toward focusing
on a small number of ambitious goals. Referring to the interactions I had observed,
one leader discussed trust in the context of leaders creating a safe model to “not have
all the answers.”
Well, I think it’s a safe model. I think what we’ve done is to say we’re
all, every one of us, we’re all on a learning track. I mean, you saw that
today. And we’re all going to learn together, and so we all participate
together, and I think it’ a safe place to not have all the answers, if that
makes sense. (Leader #5)
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As the participants examined the lesson plans, a district leader facilitated the
interactions, encouraging those with less expertise to be actively engaged in the
analysis and discussion. This practice of including more collaborative learning during
leadership meetings derived in part from requests made by principals after a summer
training related to professional learning communities (DuFour et al., 2006). Interview
data indicates that principals feel district leaders listen to their requests and deliver,
although there is still opportunity for change to make leadership meetings more
frequently interactive rather than informative. Although interview, observation, or
document review gave no suggestion of relationship conflicts, the concept of trusting
relationships was not a dominant feature of Bryce District. As is true in Avalon, Bryce
leaders referred to informal events (i.e., “happy hour” or “afternoon things”) as
occasions that helped build relationships.

Centrality of learning and a culture of continuous improvement.
Continued learning and improvement are important elements of a community
of practice. Bryce leaders discern clear patterns in how the district has progressed to
engage in honest, knowledgeable dialogue about teaching and learning. Honestly
confronting district’s needs has not always been the norm in Bryce. Interview
participants explained that under previous administrations, members of the
organization were expected to discuss only what was good about the district. The
quote below illustrates that Bryce leaders use honest conversations to assess districtwide needs for professional development.
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What we’re seeing is there are a lot of trends and there are a lot of
patterns and there’s so much diversity, but you can walk into a school
and you feel the school. You can tell what they value and there is so
much diversity. At one school you may see everybody entrenched in
GLAD strategies. Everything is visual. Rigor is high and I’m talking
about a kindergarten class where rigor is high. You’re just going, wow!
The kids are getting all of this and it’s incredible.
You can walk into a different school in a kindergarten and they’ve got
… is what is valued and up on the board, it has a list of all the … a list
of kids’ names. And so that is what that school values at this time and
that is where they are. So, it’s pretty obvious to me we need two
different kinds of staff development but we know that now. We know
that and I don’t think we knew that two years ago. I don’t think it was
as clear as it is today. (Leader #8)

Throughout the interviews, Bryce leaders reflected on the changes the current
administration has brought to the district. Changes became evident through the actions
undertaken by district leaders. Focus on teaching and learning, preparing principals to
lead professional development, expecting them to be present in classrooms and at
grade level meetings—these are among the reasons why the perceived role of the
principal has evolved. In the past, great managers were valued. A principal who was
an effective manager could keep parents from calling over to the district office. Now,
it is apparent that instructional leadership is highly valued.
District leaders’ actions communicate that the learning of all members of the
organization are valued. When teachers attend a series of after-school workshops (for
which they are paid), all the principals join and learn with their teachers. The assistant
superintendent attends most of these sessions, and the superintendent participates
when she can.
School and district leaders see themselves as being part of a culture of
continuous improvement—a culture that has evolved over the past 5 or 6 years. For
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example, when the current district leaders brought a new assessment system 7 years
ago, there was resistance throughout the organization. Incremental, deliberate work
has brought change among principals and district leaders. This willingness to embrace
change may not be as prevalent among teachers. Several interview participants
commented that change appears to be difficult for teachers and some are challenged by
honest feedback from principals. Previous efforts to establish teachers as leaders in
curriculum expertise was met with resistance, and some felt insulted by having teacher
coaches. This may be changing as district leaders continue to foster conversations
about continuous improvement. One leader describes her admiration for a
researcher/speaker who addressed teachers at a district strategic planning meeting.
He’s fascinating and interesting and one of the most brilliant men I’ve
ever listened to. I just want to listen to him more. But he just talks
about teaching, effective teaching. And so that’s what we’re tying to
talk to our teachers about so they’re not stuck in that place where, “You
know what? I look at my scores. They’re great.” He’s like, “No, I know
your scores are great and you’re great. Now, is there something more
we can do?” (Leader #8)

De-privatized practice.
Bryce is building their community of practice by establishing opportunities for
principals to examine the practice of their colleagues. Cabinet members and principals
engage in school and classroom walk-throughs based on the instructional rounds
model (City, Elmore, Fiarman, & Teitel, 2009). The schedule is structured so that
teams visit two schools on each of three days, spread out across the academic year. In
this way, each leader will have an opportunity to visit all six schools. The teams
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consist of three principals and two cabinet members, who often split up so they do not
overwhelm or intimidate the teachers whose classrooms they visit. At first the walkthroughs were stressful for the principals and the teachers, but the principals quickly
saw how this increased their knowledge. Additionally, the walk-throughs developed
greater professional support among principals and district leaders as they observed
effective systems and asked one another to share more information about the strategies
used to implement these systems. When less effective practices were observed,
principals often saw opportunities for their colleagues to see, firsthand, problems they
had been trying to communicate and address.
The following insights from district and school leaders give voice to how
walk-throughs help to build a community of practice in Bryce District.
I guess we knew it only because our colleagues were reporting out on
things like that, saying you know, “How do I get my staff to move?”
That kind of thing but now we’ve seen it. We’ve seen what that
colleague of our has already come to us saying, “How can I move them
on this?” (Leader #8)
I also notice that principals who saw other schools had an image of
what they will saw that was challenged and I think they were more
enthusiastic about calling each other and asking each other questions
and I think it built some professional support amongst them as well. It
was probably a little bit stressful too, but I think they’re increasing their
knowledge of each other and what each school has to offer. (Leader #6)
In addition to principals learning from each other, the walk-throughs also gave the
instructional services department leaders an opportunity to observe principals’
understanding of effective classroom practices. In seeing how the host or visiting
principals made meaning from their observations, district leaders could identify areas
in which to provide coaching to individuals or to groups of principals.
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Collaborative structures.
At this stage in their development of communities of practice, Bryce relies
primarily on three structures that engage principals and district leaders to collaborate
with one another. First, the leadership meetings that occur twice per month are
organized around opportunities to examine data together, become familiar with the
curriculum they are asking teachers to implement, and to interact on other topics of
professional interest. Second, when the assistant superintendent arranges small group
activities, she often intentionally pairs principals whose schools share commonalities,
such as parallel grade levels. The hope is that the principals will bond in a way that
extends their collaboration beyond the planned activities of the meeting. This leader
explains her strategy for setting up the teams during collaborative portions of their
meetings.
Well, in all our leadership team meetings, you’ll notice today even as
an example, I tend to set up teams of alike grade levels and alike
interests. And sometimes I structure those teams intentionally so that
people who don’t commonly work together get an opportunity to, and
sometimes I put them in groups that I know will be really comfortable
for them in terms of the complexity of the task. (Leader #6)
It is unclear to what degree this has been successful. District leaders recognize
that some principals do collaborate on their own, but at this time, there are no
formalized structures for this to occur. Interview data with principals indicates a desire
to have additional opportunities for collaboration.
Finally, the walk-throughs provide collaboration during the school
observations, and also encourage principals to interact on their own, subsequent to
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seeing artifacts or practices they might want to discuss more fully. The quotes below
delineate a district leader’s perspective of the walk-through model’s value to
principals.
And none of us had ever seen anything like that before and it was really
an intriguing “what’s that, and share that with us.” Just how it is when
you visit that you see artifacts that create curiosity. And she was able to
explain to everyone that visited her school exactly what they were
doing, and how they did it and what they sere doing. And it’s hard to
describe. To be able to show it was much more instructive and I know
that there were numerous principals that called her back and said, “Can
I have that sheet, and can I have that form?” And the things they were
able to see where things that you can’t predict.
And I think that it’s been a really great learning experience for
principals to be able to walk someone else’s school with me because
they’re way more candid about what the see because they don’t have an
emotional and personal investment in where it is at this moment.
(Leader #6)

Job-embedded professional development.
Again, the focus on a small number of ambitious goals helps define how Bryce
provides job-embedded professional development. Because this district has discovered
an ELA adoption that coordinates research-based best practices regarding content and
strategies, they have been able to make this a linchpin of many significant efforts to
improve principals’ instructional leadership.
The superintendent of this district has a master’s degree in reading and is a former
reading specialist. With this background she speaks knowledgably about the strengths
of the ELA adoption and how it is helping the district progress.
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[Our district leaders] have done a magnificent job of implementing [the
adoption] because it has not been easy. I keep reminding them, this is
what we’ve been working five years to do….
What this program has done, unlike anything I’ve ever seen, is taken
the best teaching research practice and embedded it in the program. So
there is a strong skills strand that has phonemic awareness and phonics
and decoding, coupled with sophisticated high rigor bar of teaching
vocabulary. It tells you how to do that for all students with a real
emphasis on non-fiction. Which we now know the research is telling us
60 percent of student reading needs to be non-fiction. And sophisticated
teaching of comprehension and how you can do that for all students.
(Leader #5).

Treasures Team training provides ongoing experiences for principals to learn from
both district office leaders and the consultant from the company who wrote the ELA
curriculum. Along with teacher leaders from their schools, the principals learn how to
provide professional development to other teachers while also becoming familiar with
the curriculum’s strengths or weaknesses.
Principals and cabinet learn which components of the adoption might be a
source of frustration for their teachers. This enables them to respond knowledgeably,
and with sensitivity to teachers’ questions and concerns.
Another form of job-embedded professional development occurs through
coaching from members of the instructional services department. This coaching is
based on leaders’ level of experience and the unique needs of the school. Bryce’s
small size enables district leaders to give principals the ongoing, recursive coaching
they need, in the context of their jobs, and to provide follow-up as needed. In this way,
principals can try out district leaders’ suggestions and then discuss the outcomes of
their efforts. A principal explains how members of the instructional services
department have given support to a colleague who is a new principal:
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Yeah. I highly commend my district office. I think they’ve been
fantastic. I think as much as you need—I know with [our principal] as a
brand new principal, they’ve given him a lot of support. They’ve
helped him at staff meetings. Coming over and doing the presentations.
Yeah. I haven’t needed, I’m at a different level. But I think if anything I
needed, they’d come over and provide support. You just have to ask.
They’re so happy to help. (Leader #7).

Reciprocity of accountability (Elmore, 2000; Honig et al., 2010) refers to the concept
that when leaders hold one accountable for an action or outcome, they are responsible
to provide the support needed to ensure the expected outcome. Bryce leaders are
committed to providing professional development and job-embedded support that
reflects the needs of their principals.

Mapleton
Trusting relationships.
Themes and codes that emerged among site and district leaders in Mapleton
reflect the goal setting and specific professional development actions the district has
embarked upon. Themes of trust, building relationships, and taking care of each other
emerged from interview data primarily in regard to the relationship between the
assistant superintendent and principals, and not between principals.
And then, so being present to help me, you know, factor that through as
far, you know, she’s involved in our evaluations. I like the fact that
when we meet with our superintendent, she is also there to truly talk
about, you know, what strides I’m making in terms of supporting
teaching or in trying to put some of the changes in place here as a
school. Again, I think it just comes back to I have that trusting
relationship because she’s present. She reaches out. She’s receptive
when I reach out to her and she gives me the time that I feel that I need
and it makes me feel, you know, she’ll both reaffirm the decisions that
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I’ve made. But then she’ll also then come in and provide support. So I
really, again, view her as a partner and a colleague in this. (Leader #1)
But [the district leader] is very respectful and…. For example, she
came to our school. I’m not used to anyone ever coming to my school,
ever. She came the last two days just to ask questions about what do
you think of this or that.

…asked the question of me and said, “You’ve got some experience.” I
could have fainted. I nearly fainted. It was really nice. I want her to go
and talk to everyone because I want everyone’s perspective to be heard
outside [of a large group]. (Leader #2)
One participant’s comments indicate that an absence of trust may be deeper than the
result of significant changes in district leadership positions that occurred during the 3year period prior to this study.
There are some real challenges in this district with some practices from
previous principals who were supported by district administration. So
we’ve had…. We’ve been on a, a bit of a rollercoaster ride with all of
that....
I went through all the Madeline Hunter training back in the ’80s. And
so when you say on the one hand I get real mixed messages from this
district. I hear yes on the one hand. We really do value the problem
solving and the … I love that leading by influence. I feel that we’ve
been allowed to do that but then I became part of … I got caught up in
a horrible political situation and just got chopped off at the knees for it.
So it’s been very, very interesting … And then just got almost
annihilated for it so it’s real interesting and … it was not pretty. It was
absolutely not pretty. (Leader #2)
This leader makes a comparison between the relationships that existed in the past and
a hope for what may occur in the future.
It was “Let’s just rip it apart and how many … and how can she hold
up through this?” So when I went in the summer to talk to our new
superintendent and assistant superintendent I talked about maybe some
ideas or whatever. They kind of considered it and (the district leader)
turned to me and he went, “That’s brilliant.” I nearly fainted. I said,
“You know, I don’t know if it’s brilliant but thank you for just … for
being supporting.” … I think we’ve got the most potential here of
anything I’ve seen in a long time. (Leader #2)
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This study’s methodology focused on interviewing two principals in each district,
selected to represent a range of experience within the districts. Without interviewing a
larger sample of participants who have been in the district for 5 or more years, it was
not possible to more fully understand reasons why concepts of trust between principals
and other leaders in Mapleton are not more evident among the interviews. However,
two principals spoke about the loneliness and isolation of the job.
From there, I went to [another district], which is up in Northern
California and I was a principal of a school there for 2 years. That’s
when I realized how isolated being a principal really was. It was
shocking to me. I’d lost my whole team and I was just by myself....
Yes, we had our district meetings but they were like ... they were like
the leadership meetings. It was dissemination of information and yes,
we certainly did have trainings and all, but then I came here and again I
found here I was all by myself. And there were … I remember when I
was first hired the superintendent said, “OK, I’m going to be your
mentor and every day, every day I’m going to call you at 5 o’clock”
OK. Well, I was usually here until 6 or s7. He called me twice and that
was fine. It was all good but I don’t feel that we are being given
principal support and it is so sad. (Leader #2)
Yeah. And again, we’ve talked about— I mean, it’s also well
acknowledged how it’s a lonely job. You know, the principalship is a
difficult job. I’ve used to— I’ve always been kind of number two in it.
And now that I’ve come into doing it on my own, it’s nice to have that
other person there simply to say, “Hey, here’s what I’m thinking. What
do you think?” You know, that network of support is invaluable.
(Leader #1)
In the following quote, one district office leader refers to the value of taking time to
know people, places, and needs and identifies indicators that people are moving
toward building relationships.
So as we work through those things together, do the lesson analysis
together, and have those conversations, and then through do walkthroughs, I’ve really noticed the kinds of things that we’re all talking
about are made easier to talk about because we have come
commonality.... So that definitely, I think is adding to our growth in
those areas and so we’ll definitely continue that. I think that we’ll
continue to see just the powerful conversations evolve through that
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work. Then the principal meetings are more centered on professional
development and actual components related to the classroom, whereas
the leadership meetings, historically, in our district had been more
managerial, which is fine. It just happens to be that’s the way it sets, so
those are opportunities for us to come together. (Leader #3)
Centrality of learning and a culture of continuous improvement.
Observation data from leadership meetings and responses to interview

questions demonstrate that the work of district leaders revolves around teaching and
learning. Some leaders express a view that all the actions are supporting each other
and they are in the process of developing a common language and common
understanding. Principals engage in dialogue about what they are doing as they work
simultaneously on “many different threads” including walk-throughs, learning about
effective elements of instruction, clinical supervision, and professional development
for teachers related to teaching writing The district is leading curriculum committees
for teachers and implementing principal evaluations that focus on professional
learning communities and student achievement goals. In addition to the many
structures for principal learning and collaboration, district leaders can maintain the
centrality of learning as they support principals by reducing distractions to the focus
on teaching and learning. The following quote by a district leader explains how they
buffer principals from distractions.
Trying to support principals in the myriad distractions that come across
their desks is always an ongoing need. I know it’s not always possible,
but our principals have a lot of things on their plates. They get a lot of
parent involvement. We try to support principals when those kinds of
things occur that can be very distracting to getting the actual work of
teaching and learning done.... If a parent is upset, one of the—for
example, we just had an issue at one of our schools where a parent was
upset about a particular book that one of the grade levels was reading,
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because it had some words in there she didn’t like or some concepts she
didn’t like. And it’s one of our core literature books. So helping the
principal so— It then became, the media’s involved. So helping the
principal by giving the principal the language to use with the parent,
giving the principal what to do when the media contacts. Actually
taking that off the principal’s plate and being the contact to the media.
Do you see what I’m saying? One of those things can take on a life of
its own and be so time consuming. (Leader #3)
An organization that demonstrates continuous improvement sets goals, takes

actions toward meeting those goals, and reviews the outcome of the actions before
revising strategies. Participants in Mapleton exhibit an understanding that a common
vision and common language is being established and actions are in process, but much
of the work is in process. This sentiment is expressed by a district leader in the
following quote.
It’s this is happening within our classrooms with our children, and you
can start to see it come together. What we have to provide through our
strategies is how to ensure that we keep coming back to getting the new
threads in place. That’s where we have to constantly monitor. That’s
why I love that the principals meet monthly and leadership meets
monthly, so there’s two times we’re getting together, and it allows
those conversations to happen. “What’s it looking like at your school?”
... But it’s then, what are we going to hold ourselves accountable for
immediately? And what are we going to put on a time line that makes
some sense? But we need to get there and with as much urgency as we
can pull. So, that’s the vision, is to take those action step outcomes, and
say, OK, so what are the steps that re going to take to get there? And
how are we going to hold each other accountable so we make it?
(Leader #4)
In addition to interview responses that demonstrate that issues of teaching and learning
are central to the work of the school and district leaders, document analysis reveals
that principal evaluations introduced in the 2010-2011 school year called upon
principals to state goals, identify action plans, and review progress toward goals
during evaluation meetings that occur three times per year. These meetings occur
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between the principal, assistant superintendent of instructional services, and the
superintendent.

De-privatized practice and collaborative structures.
At this time in Mapleton District, the current design of collaborative structures
offers de-privatization, as well as collaboration between and among principals and
district leaders. Principal triads offer opportunities for leaders to learn together and
discuss what they have learned, see each other’s schools, and provide feedback about
what they observed. There are two different structures for triads. One structure
combines three principals who learn with the consultant to identify effective elements
of instruction in the classroom and conduct meaningful postobservation conferences.
The consultant teaches principals specific ways to script observations. At other times,
the principals meet as a large group with the consultant and dialogue about what
they’re learning. Another structure, designed for school walk-throughs, combines
principal in a different triad group than those established for professional development
with the consultant. In this way, all principals interact with four other principals within
two different triad groupings, set up for different purposes. The walk-through triads
visit each of the three principals’ schools. In their triad teams they meet with the
assistant superintendent to discuss what they observed relative to a common focus
area. As described in the quote below, interview participants reveal that seeing the
schools of other leaders provides different benefits.
Common language. Some common focus areas when we walk in and
we say we’re gonna look, can we tell the learning target? What does it
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look like? Well, we can see if the learning target is … and we’ve got
some common understanding about those things now. (Leader #3)
And then now that I’m walking in or stepping into the principalship as
far as the pure modeling it, I’ve loved the work that we’ve been doing
with EEI. To be able to go through and walk classrooms with all of you
with, you know, as we do our principal triads— again, talking about the
things that we’ve seen and that’s helped broaden my observational
skills and in just order to get a different perspective. (Leader #1)
Job-embedded professional development.
In defining the current professional development plan for principals and

teachers, Mapleton leaders emphasize the importance of embedding the experiences in
the context of the educator’s work. To develop the common language of instruction
and continue assessing district strengths and needs toward refining the goals, district
and school leaders engage in school walk-throughs and follow-up discussions among
the members of the triads. Another triad model is set up to observe lessons, learn to
script them for common understanding of elements of teaching and learning, engage in
lesson analysis together, and observe expert modeling of postobservation conferences.

Summary of Theme 3
In Avalon, where trusting relationships are clearly present, there has also been
an abundance of time for the leaders to know each other and to understand the needs
of the organization and community. Important elements of community of practice
present in Avalon include trusting relationships, a culture of continuous improvement,
and collaborative structures. These may be elements that are dependent on time and
stability of personnel. Bryce leaders exhibit strong community of practice elements
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that includes centrality of teaching and learning, de-privatized practice, and jobembedded professional development. These elements are a relatively recent—within
the last 2 years—contribution to this district. Mapleton interview data suggests that
trusting relationships were not a strength, but are building and have begun with the
systems introduced by the assistant superintendent, who at 22 months into the
position, has been in the district longer than most other district leaders. Like Bryce,
centrality of teaching and learning and de-privatized practice are being strengthened as
Mapleton works to develop a common language of instruction and coordinate all
members of the district to focus on the goals they are developing.

Research Question 3: In What Ways Do District Conditions Support or Constrain
Opportunities for Individual or Collective Learning of Site and District
Administrators?

Theme 4: Context of the District Story—Historical, Social, Cultural
Each of the three districts has a unique context that reflects the recent history
of the district. Each exhibits a culture that helps define how members of the
organization behave both toward each other and toward others. It is within this context
that theme 4 will be explained for Avalon, Bryce, and Mapleton. I will begin with a
brief overview of the events that respondents shared about the history of the district,
the things they value, and how they interact with one another. Then I will report the
practices that serve to support or constrain individual and collective learning. Because
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these practices were explained in greater detail in previous sections, they will be in a
summary form for this section.

Avalon District: Homegrown—From the Community, Continuity of Leadership
Avalon is about relationships and knowing each child. The district culture
embodies caring for each other and the respect and trust that come from a long
association with other members of the organization. This district is committed to using
technology to collect and understand student achievement data in order to conduct
weekly progress monitoring and make decisions to improve the instructional program
for all children. Avalon has had stable leadership at all levels for the past 40 years.
The former superintendent served in the district for 30 years and continues to be
available to advise the current district leadership. District office leaders have been
teachers and/or principals within this organization. Most principals are also
“homegrown” and began in the district as teachers. Throughout the interview data it
was clear that all participants expressed their commitment to the community and a
sense of investment in the success of the students. They talk about being part of a
family and knowing “every child by name.”
The value of relationships, support for family and individuals, and respect for
others and for the work is frequently articulated by Avalon leaders. The following
phrases are indicative of interview responses.
Unique experience for us/really able to work together really well/there
for all the kids/continue to meet the needs of kids/ developed a feeling,
a language, a culture where kids were important and we wanted every
child to be successful. (Avalon leaders).
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District conditions that support individual and collective learning.
Coaching of principals by other principals within the district and through the

county office of education is an important practice that supports individual learning.
Principals can rely on the coach to assist them with issues related to school climate,
including establishing processes to maintain positive relationships among parents and
teachers. The coaches provide helpful practical tools like evaluation time lines and
agendas for school site council meetings. It is possible for a new principal to have both
a coach from the district and one from outside the district. Both are seen as helpful for
different purposes. Assistant superintendents and directors also deliver coaching
support to the principals. They provide modeling. For example, a principal was
uncertain about how to conduct professional learning community meetings. The
director of English-learner services participated in the meetings for several weeks and
provided modeling to the principal about the types of questions to pose. Because the
directors are not involved in their evaluations, the principals feel comfortable asking
questions and will admit when they are uncertain about topics related to effective
classroom instruction. The directors engage in school visits, providing opportunities
for the principals to learn from them in the context of their own schools. When they
visit a classroom together, the principal can ask about specific practices they observed
together. In the triad model, or sister schools model, principals learn from other
colleagues when they pair up to provide staff development to teachers.
Avalon employs a model in which teacher leaders and principals often receive
parallel training related to curriculum or instructional practices before it is
implemented among all teachers. Sometimes the principal learns slightly ahead of the
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teachers, or from a perspective of “what to look for” in the classroom when a teaching
practice is applied effectively. This develops the principals’ credibility among teachers
and allows principals to respond to teachers’ questions or requests confidently and
with knowledge. The teacher leaders often assist principals or district office leaders in
providing professional development to other teachers. These practices support
principals’ individual learning. Finally, when principals meet with the superintendent
three times per year as part of their evaluation process, they must be prepared with indepth understanding of students’ needs based on data. They are expected to develop an
action plan to ensure that all students make progress. While this process may be
stressful for principals, they learn as they prepare for these evaluation meetings. They
learn from other principals who help them prepare, and they learn from the
suggestions and directives of the superintendent.
As a group, principals and district leaders learn from instruction-focused
leadership meetings that occur twice monthly. District leaders plan the agenda for
these meetings to facilitate collaboration and dialogue about analyzing data or other
topics related to teaching and learning. Professional development is provided to
teachers through the teacher leader/teacher expert model or from an outside consultant
who addresses district-wide initiatives. These often occur at District Thursdays—
professional development days built into the calendar each year, which all principals
attend. As one leader expressed it, “Any time there is staff development that involves
your school’s teachers, you’re expected to be there.” (Leader #12).
According to Honig and colleagues (2010), leadership stability affords prior
knowledge of an organization, and this can help with the process of gathering
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evidence about the needs of the organization and developing tools to fill those needs.
Collective learning is facilitated because of stability of leadership. As expressed by
Avalon’s superintendent, the district’s processes are systemic. When they take on an
initiative they build capacity through “trailblazer teachers,” multiple-year levels of
implementation, and required training for all members of the organization. There are
many conditions present in Avalon District that support individual and collective
learning.

District conditions that constrain individual or collective learning.
Avalon builds capacity for its practices and policies. When actions are taken,
they are systemic, rather than having pockets of activity. This practice is indicative of
high reliability organizations (Marzano & Waters, 2009). There is no evidence from
the triangulated data that the tightly coupled nature of the district constrains individual
or collective learning, but it is a question that an objective observer might ask. Avalon
has a strong focus on the use of student achievement data. This is seen as an important
reason for their students’ success as measured by statewide standardized testing.
While none of the data sources revealed interrogation of this strong focus, a question
that might be asked by an objective observer is whether this strong focus might limit
the organization’s ability to see other areas of need.
Data sources do not indicate that Avalon currently engages in practices that
resemble the instructional rounds (City et al., 2009) model in which a team of school
and district leaders visit schools to observe and discuss the instructional core. This
practice contributes to a de-privatization of practice and supports collective learning.
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A final consideration of possible limitations to collective learning is revealed in the
comments by a principal who serves as a coach outside the district. She expresses that
sometimes you “don’t know anything about the culture, you just coach.” While this
comment was not related to district-wide practices, it may be relevant to understanding
how outside perspectives can spark new learning within an organization that has had
many years of leadership stability.
Table 6 summarizes the conditions existing in Avalon that may support or
constrain opportunities for individual and collective learning of site and district
administrators.
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Table 6: Supports and Constraints for Individual and Collective Learning in Avalon

Support
Individual

•
•
•
•
•
•

Collective

•
•
•
•

•

•

Constraint

Coaching
Triads
School visits by directors
Evaluation cycle with
superintendent
Support from teacher
leaders
All principals attend PD

•
•

Tightly coupled
Does the strong focus on
data limit learning in
other areas of
instructional leadership?
Does it limit ability to
see needs in other areas?

Triads
District Thursdays
Teacher leaders
Instruction-focused
leadership meetings 2
times per month
Leadership stability
affords prior knowledge of
organization; this can help
with process of seeing a
need and developing tools
to fill the need.
Systemic, everyone is
doing, not pockets. They
make it systemic by
building capacity.
Examples, CRLP and
Promethean boards,
finding trailblazers.

•

No evidence of Walkthroughs
Been together a while
Most have been in
district
Consider principal’s
comment about
coaching in another
district

•
•
•
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Bryce District: Then Versus Now—Cutting Through the Weeds
The story of Bryce District is one in which significant change has been
ongoing since the arrival of a new district leadership team over the course of 7 years.
Changes across the organization can be seen as influenced by the learning of
individuals and groups. An increased focus on teaching and learning within a highresource, high-performing district is continuing, possibly with greater momentum as
the district culture continues to adapt to outside forces. Some schools in Bryce have
noted an increase in their numbers of English learners and students who require
greater instructional support to meet state standards, particularly in language arts.
School and district leaders in Bryce express comparisons of “then” versus
“now.” “Then” refers to practices prior to the arrival of the current district leadership
team and denotes a time when there was not a district focus. Much of the curriculum
was teacher made and teacher directed. When the responsibility for what is taught
resides in the classroom, this is referred to as loose coupling (Elmore, 2000. A
common language of instruction was not established. Members of the organization
were encouraged to emphasize only the positive, and a sense of “we’re doing great”
existed. District practices “now” reflect changes that occurred throughout the 7 years
of district leadership stability. Bryce leaders see themselves as incredibly focused.
Currently, their ELA adoption is a vehicle for aligning professional development with
a common language of instruction and a cohesive instructional model for all students,
including English learners and those with disabilities. It has been embraced as a way
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to solidify coherence. The curriculum (what to teach) is aligned to teachers’
professional development about effective instructional strategies (how to teach). This
in turn is aligned to principals’ professional development to increase their knowledge
about teaching and learning. Principals and teachers learn together as Treasures
Teams. To solidify the common understanding of “what good teaching and learning
looks like,” principals and district leaders engage in walk-through visits of all schools.
Finally, the coaching that is provided by leaders from the instructional services
department is aligned to the ELA adoption training and the school walk-throughs.
To get from “then” to “now” school and district leaders described what
happened along the way. A district leader used a metaphor of “cutting through the
weeds” to get from where one started to where one wants to go. When an organization
undergoes transformation, people learn, grow, and change, even when they don’t want
to change. While some Bryce teachers may continue to hold onto the belief that “we’re
already great,” interview and observation data indicates that principals embrace a
culture of continuous improvement. If there are principals who have difficulty
accepting the impetus to continuously improve, they may change as they engage in
school walk-throughs, requiring them to confront the strengths and weaknesses of
individual schools’ practices.
District leaders explain that these changes result from slowly reshaping the
culture and making incremental leadership changes. Whereas principals previously felt
intimidated about admitting a lack of knowledge about instruction, they became more
willing to acknowledge and learn. This willingness to learn more about curriculum and
instruction occurred in concert with an alteration in the perception of an “effective
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principal.” A knowledgeable instructional leader has become more valued than a
“good manager.” There has been an intentional plan to build teams, moving slowly
and deliberately. The role of the superintendent was the glue that held the pieces
together as the district progressed from having little focus to one that is highly
focused. As a resident of the community and an experienced leader, this
superintendent understood the district’s culture. She came with an excellent reputation
during a time when the school board perceived a great need for a strong leader. She
successfully established trust with the board. To get from “then” to “now,” the district
leadership team enacted practices that required individuals to learn and change.

District conditions that support individual or collective learning.
At the time of this study, Bryce leaders were focused on English language arts.
A consultant for the new ELA adoption provides a trainer-of-trainers model for
principals and teacher leaders to give training at each site. The consultant and district
office leaders from the instructional services department provide materials, including
an extensive PowerPoint presentation that can be adapted and modified by the
principal and teachers to fit their setting and needs. In this way, district leaders set an
expectation for fidelity to the program, while providing training and resources. As is
also evident in Avalon, Bryce district leaders engage principals in learning about
specific curriculum, instructional strategies, and assessments along with, or just
before, the teachers. When teacher leaders learn with the principal and assist with the
site administrator in providing the professional development to other teachers, they
support the principal in the actual presentations; they provide a reality check to the
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leader who does not work in the classroom with students every day. Their feedback in
the process of planning the presentation helps the principal keep in touch with the
demands made for the classroom teachers. And when the teacher leaders support the
work and direction of the principal, they serve to lend credibility to the principal’s
requests and direction. These teacher leaders can serve to broker trust among other
teachers that the principal is an instructional leader. Essential elements of effective
instruction (EEEI) (Welsh & Huddleston, 1990) also supports individual and
collective learning as the organization develops a common language of instruction. In
the EEEI trainings offered by the director of instructional services, principals attend
with the teachers.
Teams of school and district leaders conduct walk-throughs of all schools. This
results in principals understanding the strengths and issues at their colleagues’ schools.
In unexpected ways, this may contribute to collective learning in that it makes
concrete what has previously been abstract. When other principals see for themselves
what a principal means in describing a problem of practice, it is possible to examine
the issue and develop potential solutions. Principals can learn individually through the
modeling of district leaders who visit their schools to provide support with specific
questions or issues the principals have posed. Like Avalon, Bryce plans—at
minimum—half of their monthly leadership meetings to focus on learning,
collaboration, and dialogue about teaching, learning, and assessment. At these
meetings, other district departments who are not directly involved with student
learning learn alongside the principals.
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District conditions that constrain individual or collective learning.
Interview responses indicate that teachers have great power. Principals and

district leaders refer to “resistance by the teachers,” and describe ways teachers have
held power regarding resistance to curriculum or district initiatives. When “the
teachers love it,” school and district leaders find it more productive to initiate a
practice. Teachers’ enthusiasm for an initiative exerts tremendous influence and
principals’ opinions seem to be affected by teachers’ willingness to accept change. For
example, when the MAP assessment system was introduced, principals became
supportive of the data program only after a group of teachers attended a training
session and became enthusiastic about it. These patterns may be the result of
principals not previously possessing a great degree of curriculum and instruction
expertise prior to changes that have been put into place during the past 7 years.
Interview data indicates that some teachers feel threatened by honest feedback from
principals, and this may limit principals’ motivation to become more skilled in
meaningful supervision practices.
Another condition that may constrain opportunities to learn is the reality that
principals’ time is split in a high resource district. Parents advocate strongly for their
children and work to exert influence over the principals’ decisions. This can consume
much of the school leader’s time. Similarly, the parents of students with disabilities
are actively involved in the development and monitoring of their children’s IEPs.
Principals in high resource districts spend more time preparing for, and participating in
IEP meetings. While it is an expectation that they lead grade-level meetings, it is
acknowledged that it is difficult to make time for this during the school day. When
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principals are unable to collaborate with teachers to examine student data and make
school-wide decisions this limits their learning and that of the wider organization.
Unlike Avalon’s work to establish structures for principal coaching, sister
schools, and triads, Bryce leaders have taken a less direct approach; they pair up
principals who have similar settings and experiences in the hope they will provide
support for each other.
Table 7 summarizes the conditions that support or constrain opportunities for
individual or collective learning in Bryce.
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Table 7: Conditions That Support or Constrain Individual or Collective Learning in
Bryce

Support
Individual

•
•
•
•

Collective

•
•
•
•
•

•

Constrain

Teacher leaders to
help with PD
Walk-throughs
Modeling by
director
Leadership meetings
focused on learningcollaborative
activities,
discussion, dialogue

•

Walk-throughs,
instructional rounds
Focus on a few areas
PD—intensively on
ELA
Coherence of PD
and ELA series
Leadership meetings
with instructional
focus
Involve other
departments in C&I
work (e.g., look
together at lesson
planning with
principals)

•

•

•

•

•

No established
coaching model
Only one site
administrator—no
others on site with
whom to
collaborate
Other
responsibilities that
take time away
from the teaching
and learning part of
the job
Difficult to create
urgency in highperforming district
Teachers feel
threatened by
honest feedback
Teachers feel they
are already doing
great
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Mapleton District: Following upheaval—Weaving a New Tapestry
Mapleton’s is a story of a central office leadership team working to get the
district back to a state of normalcy following a period of upheaval. This district has
been involved in significant changes in district office leadership for the past 4 years. In
January 2010, the school board dismissed the then-superintendent who had held the
position for approximately 18 months. During the final 6 months prior to her dismissal
she was increasingly occupied managing a deteriorating relationship with the school
board. This corrosive situation resulted in a focus on a number of controversial issues
extraneous to teaching and learning. Another superintendent was hired several months
later, initially as an interim. Three months later, the board appointed him as the
superintendent. During the data collection period of this study, this superintendent—
who was the fourth to hold that position in 4 years—was anticipating that his contract
would be renewed, and hoped to provide continuity to the initiatives currently
underway. (Note: Of the four superintendents described above, one was another
district office leader who held the position as an interim. During the time she served as
an interim superintendent, her other position was vacant.)
Among the changes in Mapleton is a focus on principals’ learning to increase
their capacity as instructional leaders. Many district leadership practices reported in
this study were initiated when a new assistant superintendent of curriculum and
instruction began 2 years prior to the end of the study period. The assistant
superintendent worked with the principal leadership team to refocus the organization
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on teaching and learning. The first stage of the process occupied much of the first
year. She facilitated meetings within the leadership group to develop a common
language of what is good teaching and learning. In the quote below, this district leader
describes how she began the process of refocusing the organization.
But for me, it was attending a staff meeting with every staff, last year,
at the beginning of the year. And getting input from them on specific
areas that would help direct … their input, so that it helped formulate
where we went.
We had principals’ individual conversations about that, through an
interview kind of setting. I did a walk-through in every classroom at the
outset, with just the principal. Then we did triad walk-throughs. Where
there were multiple principals and me, walking through classrooms,
specifically looking at teaching and learning.
To formulate, “OK. We’ve got some good practices happening. Can we
be better? Absolutely. What’s one of the ways that we can help us
refine what we’re currently doing, make sure that we continue to do
what’s going well.” And have a common language and a common
understanding of getting there will help us in continuing to refine and
improve on the teaching and learning in the classroom.
People weren’t all using the same strategies or exhibiting common
understanding for what they were doing or talking about. Or how we
use PLCs in the district. All of those things were indicators.
(Leader #3)
Mapleton is working to build a clear vision, processes, and practices to move
in a direction focused on student learning. The new superintendent refers to this period
as a time to return to normalcy. Newspaper articles and board minutes indicate that in
the 4 years prior to this study, the school board, district leaders, and principals focused
on issues that were not directly related to teaching and learning. District leaders refer
to the current study period as a “beginning,” “infancy,” “not there yet,” and “weaving
a new tapestry.”
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District conditions that support individual or collective learning.
Mapleton district leaders have created an impressive array of practices that

increase conditions to support learning within the organization. The eight principals
and one assistant principal are engaged in two different triad structures. They
participate within one triad of principals to schedule walk-throughs and visit their
colleagues’ schools. Another triad, with different colleagues, focuses on working with
a consultant to learn the essential elements of effective instruction (Wells &
Huddleston, 1990). These collaborative structures provide opportunities for the
principals to develop a common language of instruction and see the strengths and
challenges present within their colleagues’ schools. Like Avalon and Bryce, Mapleton
leaders plan at least half of their monthly leadership meetings to focus on
collaboration and learning about curriculum and instruction. Mapleton directors and
assistant superintendents provide coaching to principals and visit their schools to
become familiar with the settings and assist with specific issues or questions.
Whereas the other districts have a plan for training teachers and principals in
concert, Mapleton is working on these pieces separately. This shift toward
coordinating teacher and principal training has emerged with the professional
development plan for teaching writing. Throughout the year, teachers attend three
sessions targeted specifically for their grade level. Principals are expected to attend the
morning of at least one session. So far, they are not expected to attend more than this
introductory session. Through curriculum committees led by the assistant
superintendent and later supported by a teacher on special assignment, specific efforts
to refocus the entire organization on teaching and learning are accomplished. District
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leaders and the curriculum committees are creating benchmark assessments in both
language arts and mathematics and are implementing an online data system. At the
time of data collection for this study, principals were not directly involved in this
work. Presently, district leaders are catching up to bring the district “back to normal”
in areas of professional development and collaborative decision making as they reset
the district’s vision. These actions are intended to guide and support the strategic plan
they are presently developing.

District conditions that constrain individual or collective learning.
As described above, Mapleton leaders are taking action to address the
conditions that constrain opportunities for individual and collective learning.
Mapleton experienced a 4-year pattern of strained relationships between the board and
district leaders. This caused disruption in principals’ and district leaders’ opportunities
for learning. A new board majority, elected in November 2010, works with the other
board members to support the direction of the current district leaders. Honig et al.
(2010) recognizes the value of stability within district leadership positions. When the
level of prior knowledge is high there is more opportunity for learning. In Mapleton,
there have been changes in every district leadership position, which may constrain
opportunities for collective learning.
Mapleton principals described their jobs as full of isolation and loneliness.
With the many personnel changes there has been little opportunity to develop trusting
relationships between principals and district leaders. Although collaborative structures
are being established, they are still new and under development. There has been little
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time and few previous structures for principals to develop relationships of trust and
mutual dependence with each other. As reported in Bryce, principals in Mapleton find
there are many responsibilities that take time away from actions that result in their
own learning. Table 8 provides a summary of the conditions that support or constrain
opportunities for individual and collective learning in Mapleton.
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Table 8: Conditions That Support or Constrain Individual or Collective Learning in
Mapleton

Support
Individual

•
•
•

•

•

Collective

•

•

Constrain

Triads: walk-throughs
Triads: EEI
One school large
enough to have
assistant principal
Coaching from
assistant
superintendents
Instructional focus at
principals’ meetings
2x per month; assistant
superintendent models
professional
development processes
and protocols

•

Dialogue at leadership
meetings 2x per
month; principals
learn about their
colleagues’ challenges
and solutions
EEI training develops
common language of
instruction

•

•

•

•

Other
responsibilities
that take time
away from the
teaching and
learning part of
the job
Isolation of the
job

History of
negative
relationships with
board
Number of people
who have held
district office
positions in a four
year period
Prior to the 4
years, there was
stability for 10
years
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Summary of Theme 4
This section described the district conditions that support or constrain
opportunities for individual or collective learning. Each district’s unique history and
culture was described, followed by a review of specific practices that contribute to the
district conditions. Some practices are common to all three districts while others are
shared by only two, or are unique to a single district.

Conditions common to all three districts.
In all three districts, directors and assistant superintendents provide coaching
and context-specific support to the principals. They make themselves available to
provide modeling, pose thought-provoking questions, and offer advice. They provide
conceptual and practical tools that the principals can apply to their work settings. All
three districts design their leadership meetings to focus on teaching and learning.
Principals and district leaders engage in collaboration to learn about curriculum,
effective teaching and assessment practices.

Conditions shared by two districts.
Bryce and Mapleton conduct school walk-throughs to develop common
language of instruction and de-privatize practice. Teams of district leaders and
principals examine teaching practices at all grade levels and engage in dialogue about
what they observe. These observations help them to assess district-wide strengths and
needs to make professional development decisions. These two districts also share the
common feature of increased responsibilities for communicating with parents, which
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takes time from focus on issues related to their learning. Bryce and Avalon implement
a model whereby principals learn about district-adopted curriculum with teacher
leaders. With assistance from the instructional services department, the teams of
principals and teachers prepare presentations to provide professional development to
other teachers at their schools. This model serves to make the principal an expert and
prepare her to respond to teachers’ questions and requests. Leaders in Avalon and
Bryce refer to informal structures and activities in which they spend time together.
“Happy hour” and “afternoon things” provide an opportunity for the leaders in these
districts to develop relationships.

Conditions unique to a single district.
Avalon implements a coaching model whereby principals serve as coaches for
other principals in the district. Some principals are being trained to be coaches for
principals in other schools. Principals in Avalon may have a coach from within the
district, from outside the district, or in some cases they may have two coaches. The
principals and district leaders indicate that these coaches are perceived as helpful. In
Mapleton, principal training focuses on identifying a common language of instruction
and providing modeling to provide meaningful feedback to teachers, which serves as a
collaborative structure. In triad groups, principals learn from a consultant and engage
in dialogue with each other. Interview data from Bryce leaders expressed it is
“difficult to create urgency in a high-performing district.” Mapleton has had frequent
changes in district leadership and is currently focused on rebuilding and bringing the
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district back to a state of normal. Principals in Mapleton report isolation and loneliness
of the principals’ job.

Conclusion
The results of this study revealed that each of these small districts engage in
practices aimed at developing principals’ capacity as instructional leaders. They share
commonalities in their efforts to build knowledge about curriculum, effective
instructional practices, and the use of assessment to improve student learning. All the
study districts rely on a significant amount of direct coaching support from assistant
superintendents and directors. They all employ the services of outside consultants
whose work is related to a district-wide focus. Two of the districts have a structure for
teacher leaders to support principals’ capacity to effectively present professional
development to teachers. Avalon has a longer history with this practice, and as a result
it is more integrated into all improvement initiatives.
There is evidence of the development of community of practice in all three of
the study districts. Variations in the type and strength of the community of practice
elements may be related to conditions specific to the district. For example, trusting
relationships seem more prevalent in Avalon, where there has been great stability in
the positions held by district and school leaders. The conditions that support or
constrain individual and collective learning also appear to reflect the historical and
cultural context of the district, although it is clear that district leaders can intentionally
create structures for learning within the organization.
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Two themes that emerged among principals was their interest in gaining tools

and modeling to increase their proficiency with teacher supervision, and the isolation
of the principals’ job.
In Chapter 5, I will discuss the findings of the study, demonstrating that the
district office can build principals’ instructional leadership capacity by creating
important ties that keep the principal connected to the classroom. They establish
structures so that principals learn with teachers and with other school and district
leaders. The goal of this learning is that principals know the curriculum and they know
what good teaching looks like. District leaders create teams of principals and teacherleaders, which provide professional development that reflects both the teachers’
understanding of classroom realities and the principals’ conceptualization of school,
district, state, and national goals.
The district office creates ties between principals and other leaders so they
learn from each other and reduce the isolation of the job. Leaders keep the
organization focused on teaching and learning by reducing distractions and
continuously building a team that shifts the culture as a result of individual and
collective learning. Figures 4.2 illustrates how district leaders create ties that keep
principals connected to the classroom. Figure 4.3 shows how these ties ensure that
principals’ learning is differentiated, job-embedded, and ongoing over a period of
time.
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District Leaders Create Ties That Keep Principals
Connected to the Classroom

Figure 3: A model of how district leaders create ties that keep principals connected to
the classroom.
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Collaborative Structures:
Ongoing, Job-Embedded, Differentiated

Figure 4: Model of district practices that build principals' instructional leadership,
which shows that the ties connecting principals to the classroom provide learning that
is differentiated, occurs over time, is ongoing, and is job-embedded.

CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

This chapter presents a summary of the study and important conclusions drawn
from the data presented in Chapter 4. It provides a discussion of the implications for
action and suggestions for further research.

Background of the Study
Statement of the Problem
In order to meet the demands of preparing all students—regardless of their
abilities, language, and economic or cultural differences — to learn the skills needed
for success in a global economy, teachers need training, support, and accountability to
teach in ways that respond to children’s differences, as well as to the challenges and
opportunities present in today’s educational settings. The principal assumes
responsibility for ensuring that teachers have the necessary materials, skills, training,
and experience to improve student learning. How does the principal acquire her skills
to lead teachers in improving instructional strategies? In reviewing the literature and
reflecting on my own experiences as an administrator, it is my view that preservice
training and traditional professional development for principals does not adequately
provide principals with the skills and experiences to lead teachers in preparing
students with 21st-century skills. Principals need job-embedded, ongoing experiences
that are related to the context of their schools and district. Collaboration with other
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principals who share their challenges and strategies for success within a community of
practice is needed. Time, throughout the year, to reflect with others who experience
similar challenges and successes is needed to improve the principal’s capacity as
instructional leader. If universities, professional organizations, and commercial
professional development providers are not set up to provide this kind of support then
who will ensure that principals are prepared to accept the important charge of leading
teachers to engage 21st-century learners? The district office may be in a unique
position to deliver job-embedded, contextual, continuous professional development to
principals within an established and developing professional community. Proximity
and logistical connections between schools and the district gives district office leaders
opportunities to assess the principal’s instructional leadership skills and provide
support so they can lead in ways that improve teaching and learning.

Literature Base and Research Questions
In what ways does the district office ensure improved learning for all students
by giving principals the tools and support they need to be instructional leaders? To
inform this study, I reviewed three major areas of the research literature. District
reform literature suggests that districts have an important role in providing
professional development (Anderson, 2003; Elmore & Burney, 1997), reculturing
central offices to support the focus on teaching and learning (Hightower, 2002; Honig
et al., 2010; Hubbard et al., 2006; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003), and creating
coherence to ensure that activities and resources are linked to one another to support
learning (Darling-Hammond et. al., 2006; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003; Knapp,
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Copland, McLaughlin, & Talbert, 2003). Researchers who apply sociocultural learning
theory to education emphasize that through interactions learners socially construct
meaning and thereby can shape the cultures in which they learn and work (Gallucci,
2007; Honig, 2008; Honig et al., 2010; Peck et al., 2009). The work of researchers
who study communities of practice and professional community suggests that
important leadership behaviors among school leaders include setting direction
(DuFour & Eaker, 1998: Fullan, 2000; Schmoker, 2006), modeling appropriate
practices and providing individualized support (Louis et al., 2010), and building
collaborative cultures (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003). There is a gap in the
literature about the district’s role in developing the principal’s capacity as an
instructional leader. If preparation programs are inadequate to meet the ongoing need
to build principals’ skills and experiences as instructional leaders, and if the district
office can provide ongoing, recursive professional development that is sensitive to the
context of the organization in which the principal does her work, then it is valuable to
understand what practices are supportive.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of the district office in
developing the site principal as an instructional leader. The following research
questions were conceived to guide the study’s methods.
1. In what ways do district leadership practices support or constrain the development
of the principal’s proficiency as an instructional leader? How do principals and district
office leaders define instructional leadership?
2. To what degree do relationships between and among principals and central office
leaders reflect a community of practice?
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3. In what ways do district conditions support or constrain opportunities for individual
and collective learning of site and district administrators?

Methods
The design of this study was a multiple-case study approach. Through
interviews with principals and district office leaders, observations, and document
reviews within three small K-6 districts in southern California, this study describes
ways in which the central office provides support to school principals to build their
capacity as instructional leaders. I selected the three cases because they offer
contrasting situations, rather than a direct replication. Case study research is beneficial
when the context of the person’s environment is important, and context was
established as important in the literature review on district reform (Darling-Hammond
et al, 2006; Harris & Chrispeels, 2006; Hightower, 2002; Hubbard et al., 2006; Knapp,
Copland, & Talbert, 2003) and professional learning community (DuFour & Eaker,
1998; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003), and when using the theoretical framework of
sociocultural learning (Honig, 2008; Honig et al., 2010; Gallucci, 2007; Peck et al.,
2009).
As is typical in case studies, multiple data sources were used to explore the
phenomena of interest (Yin, 2003). Three main data sources were tapped in this study.
First, one-on-one interviews were conducted with principals and central office
administrators. The second data collection source was observations of principals’
meetings and/or professional development sessions provided by the district office for
the principals. The final source of data collection was documents that reflect the
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professional development practices, policies, or plans for principals to grow as
instructional leaders.

Summary of the Findings
The findings of this study, and the organizational structure that emerged when
analyzing the results, suggest that the results are closely integrated with the
conclusions I have drawn. To prevent redundancy for the reader, I will present a brief
outline or sketch of the summary of the findings. Then I will fully describe the
findings in the discussion section, within a meaningful context that uncovers what I
feel to be the essence of this study. That is, that district leaders can build the
instructional leadership capacity of the principal by keeping her closely connected to
the classroom.
To inform this study, I reviewed the literature related to district reform,
communities of practice, and sociocultural learning theory. All three districts in which
I collected data demonstrated an awareness of and commitment to practices described
in the literature on district reform. In their actions, Bryce leaders communicated and
demonstrated a significant focus on a single, important area—English language arts.
Avalon’s commitment to the use of student achievement data to improve learning was
clearly evident in every interview. Their central data system may provide the grist for
valuable conversations about the necessary actions taken to improve student
achievement. In this district, principals are expected to, and do find time to, engage
with their teachers in conversations about student data. All three districts have
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invested in creating structures for teachers to collaborate. While respondents did not
specifically address topics related to communities of practice, it was evident from
responses embedded in other questions that important elements of community of
practice do exist. The leadership group that worked together for the longer period of
time showed a significant emphasis on relationships of trust and commitment to each
other, to teachers, to students, and their parents.
The following summary is organized by four themes that emerged from the
research questions and the study data.

Theme 1: The Principal as Instructional Leader
The study results reported on three subthemes related to practices used by the
three study districts—Avalon, Bryce, and Mapleton—to support principals’ work as
instructional leaders. The subthemes are: focus on teaching and learning, structures for
all teachers to collaborate, and how the school leader engages with all teachers to
examine data. All three districts focus on teaching and learning, albeit in different
ways. Avalon has a well-established culture of developing teacher leaders to help meet
the district’s professional development needs. District office leaders prepare principals
and teacher experts to lead all teachers to implement the district-adopted curriculum.
Bryce is moving in this direction and includes both principals and teachers as part of a
Treasures Team to train other teachers to effectively use the English language arts
curriculum. Mapleton is catching up with its professional development efforts
following several years of instability and upheaval between district leaders and the
school board. Their focus on teaching and learning currently addresses the growth of
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principals and teachers separately. Each of the three study districts shares a
commitment to establishing a common language of instruction. They have selected
books that all leaders use to guide their efforts to build instructional leadership and
refine classroom practices for effective pedagogy.
All three districts institute structures to provide teacher collaboration time
during the contractual day. Bryce and Mapleton use local resources to fund an
enrichment program that employs contracted teachers or classified staff members to
provide release time, while Avalon funds release time for teacher collaboration
through the use of hourly teachers and early/late start days. All three districts have a
minimum day built into their weekly schedules.
A major difference among the three districts is the degree to which the school
leader engages with teachers to examine data to make school-wide decisions. Avalon’s
internal data management system is set up to facilitate the well-established practice of
examining students’ individual and group assessments. Bryce teachers use a webbased adaptive assessment system to collect periodic information about students’
progress. This has been implemented for at least 5 years but the degree to which
principals participate with teachers to examine student data is unclear. Mapleton
leaders are now developing the capacity to implement a district-wide system, whereas
in the past there has been no computer-based assessment system used to monitor
student progress periodically throughout the year.

Theme 2: Interactions Between and Among Principals and Central Office Leaders
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The subthemes I will briefly summarize in this section include differentiation,

modeling and developing tools, engaging principals to help each other, and
reorganizing central office work to focus on teaching and learning. In the current
study, differentiation of support is evident to a greater degree in Avalon, the district
with a longer history of principal professional development for implementation of the
district’s curriculum and assessment program. In addition to the support provided by
Avalon’s district leaders, principals serve as coaches to one another. The district also
brings in coaches from the county office. In all three districts, modeling and
developing tools can be accomplished through the efforts of the instructional services
department, or in collaboration with an outside consultant.
The walk-through model used in all three districts provides differentiated
support to principals as directors and assistant superintendents offer assistance that is
based on their knowledge of the principals’ context, skills, and experience—listening,
being present, acknowledging, and asking questions that provoke thought. Bryce and
Mapleton include principals from other schools as part of their walk-through triad
teams, while Avalon uses principal triads in a different way—combining them to
collaborate on presenting professional development sessions to their teaching staff.
The literature on district reform studies (Honig et al., 2010; Hubbard et al.,
2006; Louis et al., 2010) suggests large districts must make deliberate wide-scale
efforts to reorganize their work to focus on teaching and learning. The small
elementary districts in this study are able to include this component into their routine
work as they deploy assistant superintendents and directors to provide coaching and
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ensure that members of departments not directly related to teaching and learning keep
in close touch with the needs of the classroom.

Theme 3: Communities of Practice
This section summarizes findings related to the subthemes of trusting
relationships, centrality of teaching and learning, a culture of continuous
improvement, de-privatized practice, and collaborative structures. In Avalon, where
trusting relationships are clearly present, there has also been an abundance of time for
the leaders to know each other and understand the needs of the organization and
community. Important elements of community of practice present in Avalon include
trusting relationships, a culture of continuous improvement, and collaborative
structures. These may be elements that are dependent on time and stability of
personnel. Bryce leaders exhibit strong community of practice elements that includes
centrality of teaching and learning, de-privatized practice, and job-embedded
professional development. These elements are a relatively recent (within the last 2
years) contribution to this district. Mapleton interview data suggests that trusting
relationships were not previously a strength, but are now developing with the systems
introduced by the assistant superintendent, who—at 22 months in the position—has
been in the district longer than most other district leaders. Like Bryce, centrality of
teaching and learning and de-privatized practice are strengthening as Mapleton works
to develop a common language of instruction and coordinate all members of the
district to focus on their developing goals.
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Theme 4: Context of the District Story—Historical, social, and Cultural
Each of the three districts has a unique context that reflects the history of the

district, and each exhibits a culture that helps define how members of the organization
behave toward each other. In Chapter 4, in order to establish a context for
understanding the conditions that support or constrain individual and collective
learning, I described each district’s story in detail. Avalon is about relationships and
knowing each child. The district culture embodies caring for each other and the
respect and trust that come from a long association with other members of the
organization. Bryce District is a high-performing district within an affluent community
that has made significant changes between “then” versus “now.” “Then” refers to
practices prior to the arrival of the current district leadership team and denotes a time
when there was not a district focus. District practices “now” include a rigorous focus
on a small number of ambitious goals. Their current use of a strong English language
arts adoption as the vehicle for aligning professional development of principals and
teachers with a common language of instruction and a cohesive model of instruction
for all students is an example of how they accomplish this commitment and keep a
strong focus. Mapleton district leaders describe the period in which study data was
collected and beyond as a time for weaving a new tapestry following several years of
leadership changes resulting from difficult relationships between district leaders and
the school board.
In all three districts, conditions are present to support individual and collective
learning. Talented directors and assistant superintendents provide coaching and
context-specific training to principals. At least two of the four monthly leadership
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meetings are designed to engage principals and district leaders in collaboration to
learn about curriculum and effective teaching and assessment practices. Avalon,
Bryce, and Mapleton implement triads as collaborative structures to accomplish some
combination of the following outcomes: engage in walk-through examination of
classrooms in all schools, provide professional development at their schools, or learn
how to identify effective instructional practices and provide feedback to teachers.
Bryce and Mapleton share a constraint that may be common to many high-performing
districts with a high degree of parent involvement—their leaders have increased
responsibilities for communicating with parents regarding issues not directly related to
improved learning for all students. Avalon’s student demographic profile makes it
critical that they focus on ensuring that all students will meet state academic standards
as measured by state accountability measures. This requirement may serve as a
limiting factor in organization members’ learning in areas not measured by state tests.

Discussion
I begin this section with what I feel to be the essence of this study. That is, that
district leaders can build the instructional leadership capacity of the principal by
keeping her closely connected to the classroom. To keep the principal firmly rooted in
what happens among the student, the teacher, and the content—the instructional core
(City et al., 2009)—district leaders can create and nurture ties between the principal
and teachers, and between the principal and other leaders in the school district. In the
three districts represented in this study, Avalon had this concept fully operationalized.
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Another district, Bryce, was well on its way to establishing the practices to keep
principals connected to the classroom. In Mapleton, the district leaders were setting
the foundation to create the ties that enable the principal to operate as an instructional
leader. It was not due to an intentional methodological design that the three districts
were in different places along a continuum of operationalizing this essential construct
of keeping principals connected to the classroom. In fact, only when analyzing the
results did I notice that the districts represented different points along the same
trajectory of progress. In turn, my awareness of the differences among the district’s
practices helped me to arrive at this conclusion about what is essential to building
principals’ instructional leadership capacity.

Keep the Principal Connected to the Classroom
To build instructional leadership, keep the principal connected to the
classroom. How does the district do this? First, the principal learns the curriculum.
She learns with the teachers. She knows what they know. This equips the principals to
anticipate the teachers’ needs and respond to their requests in ways that are helpful.
This is the model used in Avalon that began with their involvement in
RESULTS/CRLP (California Reading and Literature Project, 2011) and continues
today with other district initiatives. Bryce has implemented this process with their
Treasures Teams. In Treasures Teams, principals and three or four teacher leaders
from each school learn the curriculum in preparation for presenting training to other
teachers. At times, principals learn the curriculum with other leaders so together they
can understand and appreciate what teachers are asked to do. When teachers know that
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their principals understand what supports and what constrains their work with
children, they are more receptive to the principal’s suggestions and expectations. To
some degree—through a combination of walk-throughs, triads, sister schools, and
learning-focused

leadership

meetings—leaders

in

all

three

districts

create

opportunities for principals to learn with other leaders.
Second, principals learn “what good teaching looks like.” They observe
examples of effective teaching in their own building and in other schools, and
dialogue with other leaders about what makes these practices effective, thereby
building a common language of instruction among school and district leaders. Bryce
and Mapleton do this as they implement walk-throughs with teams of principals and
district leaders. Principals learn to see the “look fors” that identify when a teacher is
effectively presenting the district curriculum. Avalon and Mapleton engage
consultants to provide this support for principals, while all three districts deploy
assistant superintendents and directors to provide principals with ongoing support to
identify practices that result in improved student learning.
A third way in which principals stay connected to the classroom is by letting
teachers know when they are using effective practices. This provides the affirmation
and encouragement on which all teachers thrive. It establishes a feeling of trust that
empowers teachers to make sense of suggestions from their principals. Principals need
explicit training in how to identify effective practices and provide meaningful
feedback to teachers. Mapleton has hired a consultant to provide this training for its
principals. Avalon and Bryce provide this in a more informal way through “as needed”
coaching from directors or principal coaches. I believe explicit training to identify
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effective pedagogy is a critical component that should be in place for principals in all
districts. A corollary to this is that teachers should also have explicit training in the
district’s common language of instruction. They should know what their leaders
expect to see when they visit classrooms and feel less threatened when they
understand what indicators help principals identify when teachers are using effective
instructional practices. All three of the study districts understand the importance of
establishing a common language of instruction. Each district has selected researchbased publications to guide teachers in using teaching practices that improve student
learning, and all are at different levels of implementation in providing this training to
teachers. Avalon uses Explicit Direct Instruction: The Power of the Well-Crafted,
Well-Taught Lesson (Hollingsworth & Ybarra, 2009). Bryce relies on Better Learning
Through Structured Teaching (Fisher & Frey, 2008). Mapleton plans to extend to
teachers the training already begun with principals on the essential elements of
effective instruction (Welsh & Huddleston, 1990).
Finally, to keep principals connected to the classroom, district leaders design
professional development to serve the district focus. This study revealed what I see as
an exceptional way to do this. District leaders create teams of principals and teacher
leaders from their schools and carefully prepare these teams to provide professional
development to the teachers at their schools. As a researcher with 9 years of
experience as a site administrator, I see tremendous value to this model. When teacher
leaders assist principals to plan and deliver professional development to other teachers
at the school, this accomplishes critical results that may be overlooked in the literature.
When teachers and principals work together to plan and prepare professional
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development that furthers district goals while reflecting the unique needs and culture
of their own schools, it accomplishes four important tasks. First, the input of the
teacher leaders keeps the training real and relevant—and sensitive to the teachers’
world. Second, it prevents principals from blundering—presenting information or
asking for outcomes, which exposes how little they understand teachers’ work because
principals don’t actually do the work of teachers. Third, this teamwork gives
principals the confidence that they are experts, not only in the content knowledge, but
also in the practical aspect of what they ask teachers to do. A team of teachers and
principals who together plan professional development for their schools results in
teachers helping to keep the principal rooted in reality while the principal keeps the
team reaching beyond excuses that may be perceived as real limitations. The team
approach provides this important balance of realism and ambition. Avalon district has
this practice well established. Bryce is exploring it through their Treasures Team
approach.

Create Ties Between Principals and Other Leaders
Keeping the principal connected to the classroom in the ways discussed above
is critically important in building capacity to be an effective instructional leader.
Additionally, the data collected from this study—combined with the literature review
on professional communities (DuFour & Eaker, 1998; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert,
2003), district reform (Darling-Hammond et al., 2006; Harris & Chrispeels, 2006;
Hightower, 2002; Hubbard et al., 2006; Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003),
sociocultural learning theory (Gallucci, 2007; Honig, 2008; Honig et al., 2010;Peck et
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al., 2009), and my own experiences as a principal—have convinced me that when the
district creates ties between principals and other leaders it accomplishes important
goals that indirectly serve to keep the principal connected to the classroom. Creating
ties lets leaders learn from and teach each other. These professional and interpersonal
ties reduce the loneliness and isolation of the job. I found the degree to which the role
of the principal is seen as a lonely job surprising. Principals feel isolated. They overtly
express the sense of isolation, or communicate about the importance of being part of a
team. My review of the literature and experiences as a site administrator indicates that
this phenomenon is not generally addressed in practices aimed at improving the
principal’s effectiveness as a leader. Unless a principal works in a setting with an
assistant principal or a teacher on special assignment, she generally makes her
decisions alone. Although the structures for community of practice are in place in all
three districts, and do provide a network, it is unclear if they give the support that
make principals feel less alone in their jobs. Avalon and Bryce seem to recognize the
importance of building a positive interpretation of the principal’s role as the ultimate
“middleman” by giving the principals specific tools, strategies, words, language,
materials, and training to prepare principals for the myriad interactions they will have
with teachers and parents to wield the influence that is expected of them. Following a
period of significant turnover in district leadership positions (see Figure 4.2),
Mapleton is building connections between district leaders and principals through
sharing common observations and experiences when visiting schools and engaging in
professional development. Given their responsibility to make decisions that reflect
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their schools’ specific needs and strengths while promulgating district goals, the sense
of isolation experienced by school administrators is a significant area of interest.
This study revealed three ways that district office leaders create important ties
among principals and other leaders. First, coaches provide modeling and
metacognitive thinking about what they model. They provide conceptual and practical
tools for principals to use. In small districts like those in this study, coaches can be
district leaders who “are present,” who understand the setting, and who use sensitivity
and good judgment to know when to ask probing questions and when to offer
suggestions. All three of the study districts are fortunate to have smart, knowledgeable
assistant superintendents and directors with excellent interpersonal skills to provide
this type of coaching for the principals. Avalon also provides coaches who are
currently seated principals. When these coaches are from within the district they can
provide support that reflects their understanding of district culture and expectations.
When they come from outside the district, through a county office coaching program,
they bring a new and fresh perspective in addressing the principals’ questions and
school needs.
Another way to create ties between leaders is to operationalize triads or sister
schools. As implemented to some degree by all three of the study districts, principals
can collaborate in groups of two, three, or four to realize valuable outcomes. They can
plan and or conduct professional development for their schools together. This is a
common practice in Avalon. They can learn together and engage in dialogue to
illuminate and apply what they are learning. Observation and interview data indicate
this occurs at leadership meetings in all districts. However, as a researcher/participant
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in Mapleton District, I have firsthand experience with the power of learning through
discussion and modeling, as well as the power of follow-up dialogue with colleagues
to deepen the understanding of what we have read, heard, and observed. By
conducting walk-throughs of other schools, leaders see the strengths and needs of
programs and schools throughout the district. By observing these challenges firsthand,
principals can give support to their colleagues, which reflects an understanding of the
issue. This appreciation of the problem of practice cannot be obtained through a phone
call or description of the dilemma a principal faces. When principals observe strengths
in another school, they perceive a strong conceptual model, which provides an
additional resource from which teachers can benefit. Bryce and Mapleton have both
implemented the walk-through model.
Finally, district leaders can promote informal interactions that foster strong
relationships between and among principals and district leaders. Respondents in
Avalon and Bryce referred to “happy hour” or “afternoon things” to describe
opportunities for leaders to spend time together. Interestingly, principals in Mapleton
did not speak of informal interaction structures, but about the loneliness and isolation
of the job, while principals in Avalon and Bryce spoke of being part of “a family” and
connected to others. These connections may be the result of these leaders “being
together” for a longer time, but the informal interactions may help solidify the
relationships they build during other collaborative structures. I believe the informal
“afternoon things” are an important way to augment professional relationships and
should be scheduled regularly. There is another source of informal interactions that did
not emerge in this study data but which I feel is important. Principals and district
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leaders should attend events that applaud each other’s success and ease their
hardships. For example, when a school is honored with a Distinguished School’s
designation, all the leaders should join in the celebration. If a school experiences a
tragedy, other leaders should be there to ease the burden of grief.

Protect From Distracters to the Most Important Work—Teaching and Learning
In this sections above I’ve discussed keeping the principal connected to the
classroom by knowing curriculum and good teaching, learning with teachers, and
preparing professional development with teachers for teachers. I’ve also discussed the
value of creating ties between leaders through various collaborative structures. Two
other important conclusions were revealed in this study. Next, I will discuss how
district leaders can keep principals connected to the classroom by protecting them
from distracters to our most important work—good teaching and learning for all
students. District leaders can reduce the fragmentation that comes from having too
many goals or directions. This study found that Avalon, Bryce, and Mapleton leaders
focus on a small number of ambitious goals and work to make all practices coherent
around those goals. Bryce has been particularly intentional about this practice. They
have selected a strong English language arts (ELA) curriculum adoption to address
their district’s assessed needs for improved student learning in ELA. Their
professional development plans for principals and teachers align with the curriculum
and the effective teaching practices embedded in that adoption. Outside consultants
provided training to successfully implement the program. A coauthor of the program
spoke with district staff members and parents to explain the language of instruction
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that underlies the scope, sequence, and lesson plans in the curriculum materials.
Another consultant works with the instructional services department to train the
Treasures Teams (principals and teacher leaders), who will in turn train other teachers
to implement the curriculum with fidelity while being cognizant of each school’s
unique culture, strengths, and needs. A second way in which district leaders can
reduce distraction to principals’ instructional leadership work is to buffer them from
external demands. Mapleton District is fortunate to have involved parents who support
their schools and advocate strongly for their children. When parent involvement is
expressed as self-serving or their demands create disruptions to the school’s focus on
teaching and learning, district leaders can support the principal by “giving them the
language” to respond to criticism and, when necessary, intervening with parents and
the media. Interview data shows that Mapleton leaders provide this support to
principals. Although not a practice that emerged from the study data, I believe that
principals who work in districts with strong parent advocacy would benefit from
participation in training to manage difficult situations and people, including those who
are professional advocates and attorneys.

Shift the Culture Together
Finally, district leaders can keep principals connected to the heart of what
public schools are designed to do—continuously improve student learning—by
building teams that will shift the culture together. It may be difficult to create a sense
of urgency in high-performing districts, but Bryce principals and district leaders use
data from classroom visits and their assessment system to recognize and make
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improvements to address areas of needed growth. Sometimes “politics” and other
external forces can cause tremendous turnover in district leadership. While school and
district leaders cannot control these forces, they can be diligent in keeping the focus on
teaching and learning. Mapleton leaders have implemented highly effective practices
to “weave a new tapestry” following a 4-year period of disruption. State and national
accountability systems often seem to penalize districts like Avalon who serve
communities with high poverty rates and large numbers of English learners. These
districts live under a constant shadow of being identified as “under performing.”
District and school leaders, teachers and parents must live with this accountability
system, but Avalon keeps their principals connected to the classroom by building a
culture where every child and member of the district is respected and cared for, while
they carefully examine student data and develop a plan to assure the children’s
academic progress.

Implications of the Study
Implications for Practice
When describing her role in supporting principals, a district leader in Avalon
explained how she tries to make the principal “the star of the show.” This impressed
me as a thoughtful and down-to-earth way to conceptualize the district’s role in
developing principals’ instructional leadership capacity. Therefore, I have borrowed
her metaphor so my suggestions for action on the part of district leaders can be
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expressed with the same practical and respectful approach I observed in the districts
that participated in this study.
District office leaders can make the principal the “star of the show” in giving
teachers what they need. Teachers should be able to rely on principals to present
valuable professional development and to give meaningful feedback on individual
strengths and needs in delivering effective instruction. They should be able to count on
principals to collaborate with them when analyzing student data, making classroom
instructional decisions, and informing school-wide plans. A teacher should have
confidence that her principal understands the content and pedagogy of what she
teaches so she can knowledgeably answer questions. As described in the discussion
section, district leaders can keep the principal connected to the classroom and to the
work of teachers by creating structures so principals learn the curriculum along with
teachers. Sometimes they learn with other leaders. Principals learn what “good
teaching looks like.” They know what to look for and how to communicate it to their
teachers. Principals study many examples of effective teaching in their own buildings
and other schools.
A facet of the instructional leader role requires the principal to make every
teacher a star. Therefore, the district plays an important role in coaching the principal
to give honest, meaningful feedback to teachers about how well their practices meet
the needs of all learners. Finally, the star of the show can’t be selling the tickets and
showing people to their seats. Principals can be confident instructional leaders when
district leaders reduce distractions that take away from a focus on teaching and
learning.
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A principal’s job can be one of isolation and loneliness. Collaborative

structures engage principals to help each other reduce isolation while building skills
and competencies. School district offices can support the work of the principals by
building on the practices that constitute a community of practice. Highly relevant for
principals are the actions an organization takes to build trusting relationships, foster
collaboration, and develop understanding of each member’s work, strengths, and
weaknesses. Practices such as visiting other leaders’ schools and working with a sister
school to provide professional development give opportunities for principals to learn
from each other and build relationships that mitigate the sense of isolation. As
recommended from the district reform literature, central office leaders can provide a
coach for principals, even those who are not new to the job. When veteran principals
learn the skills to coach others they benefit by applying these skills within their own
workplace and also overcome the job’s inherent isolation. Implications of this study
suggest that district offices have tremendous opportunity to build principals’
knowledge base to be instructional leaders by creating structures in which they learn
with teachers and from other leaders. The practices of the study districts demonstrate
how to build relationships of trust, de-privatize practice, and buffer principals from
distractions to teaching and learning.
Implications for Policy
Leaders in Bryce District are implementing coherence by aligning resources,
professional development for teachers and principals with a commitment to researchbased instructional practices, and communication with parents and school board
members through implementation of a high-quality ELA program. These leaders
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understand the importance of a rigorous focus on a few achievable and ambitious
goals and expect to keep the language arts focus for several years. This practice is
difficult for school districts that must follow state curriculum adoption time lines.
Given the number of content areas for which textbooks must be purchased (science,
social studies, health, language arts, mathematics, music, art) new textbook adoptions
occur with dizzying frequency. The multiyear process of selecting, piloting, training,
and implementing the curriculum occurs almost every year when multiple curriculum
adoption cycles overlap. This process becomes a focus in and of itself, limiting
districts from achieving the coherence that Bryce District has demonstrated with its
emphasis on the current ELA adoption. An implication for policy is to ensure that
curriculum adoptions are not driven by textbook companies’ profits. State education
departments should reconsider whether it is necessary to purchase new curriculum as
frequently as has previously been done. With electronic textbook resources it should
be possible to update materials rather than discard and replace with something new
and different that requires educators to spend time making changes simply to keep up
with continuously new materials. State education departments can and should demand
that curriculum adoptions meet the needs of learners and teachers. This seems like a
minor implication to emerge from this study. However, the time and expense currently
devoted to new textbook adoptions could be dedicated to implementing the effective
district practices reported in this study.
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Limitations
Because this multiple case study was conducted in three small school districts
within a limited geographical area, the findings are not generalizable to other school
districts. The study should, however, contribute to an understanding of how school
districts enact practices that keep principals connected to the classroom, thereby
making it possible for them to function as instructional leaders. It can provide insight
into how district reform practices are operationalized in small districts. This may
prove useful to the literature base as large-scale studies (Darling-Hammond et al.,
2006; Honig, 2008; Honig et al., 2010; Hightower, 2002; Hubbard et al., 2006; Knapp,
Copland, & Talbert, 2003; Knapp, Copland, McLaughllin, & Talbert, 2003) have been
conducted within large school districts, while studies of small districts are less
prevalent. Additionally, this study may add to the literature base on professional
community in education, which has thus far focused primarily on the work of teachers.
A second limitation is that development of principal leadership was explored
from the perspective of principals and central office administrators. Absent from this
study are the perspectives of teachers and parent members of the school community.
High-performing schools are correlated with high levels of parent involvement. By
limiting the study to the perspective of school and central office administrators, the
voices of those who have the most direct impact on student learning—teachers and
parents—are not included. I perceive this limitation and understand that teacher and
parent voices would add to the picture presented. However, the district office is the
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unit of analysis in the present study and can best be explored from principals’ and
district office leaders’ perspectives.
A third limitation of this study arises from the nature of qualitative research,
which can present significant problems of validity and reliability because it depends
heavily on the interviewing and interpretive skills of the researcher. A particular
problem associated with case study research is that it involves an inference every time
an event cannot be directly observed, or in some cases, even when it is observed. As a
researcher/participant in the study it is possible to bring bias into an examination of
principals’ and district leaders’ experiences. I served as principal in one district and as
a result of my years of experience as a school administrator I had some prior
understanding of programs or practices implemented in the other districts. Conversely,
my “insider” perspective may have given me insights that would elude a researcher
who was not a currently seated principal, or who had never served in a Title I or high
wealth district. Yin (2003) reminds researchers, “The goal of reliability is to minimize
the errors and biases in a study” (p. 37). To ensure reliability I carefully documented
each step of data collection and analysis, keeping detailed files on the collected data.
Throughout data analysis I engaged in explanation-building to address rival
explanations and applied a diligent pursuit of objectivity in identifying the emerging
codes and themes.

Implications for Research
The data from this study suggests that the question of principal isolation may
be an area for future research. In examining how small or large districts address the
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conditions that contribute to loneliness and isolation researchers might ask, is there a
relationship between the practices that reduce isolation and the principal’s proficiency
in applying what she knows about instructional leadership?
In studying Mapleton’s progress toward what one leader calls “weaving a new
tapestry” and “bringing the district back to a state of normalcy” after a period of
disruption, I believe further research is warranted to make a closer examination of
actions district leaders take to reculture, refocus, or realign a district following a
period of significant change or upheaval. Finally, this study attempted to capture the
voices and experiences of principals and district leaders in examining district office
practices and conditions that build instructional leadership capacity. Another area for
further research might be teachers’ views about the practices principals and district
leaders engage in that helps them to improve their teaching practices.

Conclusion of the Study
I undertook this study because as an elementary school principal, I am
committed to guiding teachers to continuously grow and improve in teaching all
children. As an education leader and researcher, I’m interested in how the district
office builds principals’ capacity to become strong and knowledgeable instructional
leaders. That means principals know what students need to learn, they recognize
effective strategies for teaching students, and they provide meaningful feedback to
teachers about their instructional practices. In collaboration with teachers, principals
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examine student achievement data to inform classroom instruction and make schoolwide decisions.
The district office can build principals’ instructional leadership capacity by
creating important ties that keep the principal connected to the classroom. District
leaders establish structures so that principals learn with teachers and with other school
and district leaders. The goal of this learning is that principals know the curriculum
and they know what good teaching looks like. District leaders create teams of
principals and teacher-leaders who provide professional development that reflects both
the teachers’ understanding of classroom realities and the principals’ conceptualization
of school, district, state, and national goals. The district office creates ties between
principals and other leaders so they learn from each other and reduce the isolation of
the job. District leaders can keep the organization focused on teaching and learning by
reducing distractions and continuously building a team that shifts the culture as a
result of individual and collective learning.

Concluding Remarks
Elementary education professionals may be among those who are most
dependent for their success on relationships of trust, understanding, and collaboration
as they influence others to act in ways that benefit children. Through intended or
unforeseen ways, district office leaders create the ties between principals, teachers,
and other leaders that strengthen the principals’ instructional leadership capacity.
Sometimes, unknowingly, the district office constrains the principal’s development as
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an effective leader. District practices that limit or inhibit principals’ work were not
among the findings in this study. It has been heartening to report on the actions of
these study districts. The examples of their diligent and thoughtful work illustrate why
I am proud to be an elementary education leader.

	
  
APPENDIX A
Informed Consent for Participation in Research
The District’s Role in Building Principals’ Capacity as Instructional Leaders
Susan M. Paul, a graduate student at the University of California, San Diego is
conducting a study on the role of the district offices in developing the capacity of
principals as instructional leaders. You are being invited to participate given your role
as a school principal or district office administrator. There will be approximately eight
principals and four district leaders in this study.
The aims of this study are:
To better understand how practices aimed at improving principals’
instructional leadership impact changes and growth of the district as a learning
organization; and
To better understand the practices enacted by school districts to build
elementary school principals’ capacity to improve teaching and learning.
You are consenting to participate in a one-on-one interview that will last
approximately one hour. I will be asking your permission to tape record the interview.
There will be questions around six major areas about district support for principals’
professional development and professional community. There are no right or wrong
answers and your candid responses are appreciated. You may decline to answer any of
the questions and you may stop the tape recording at any time.
All information collected in this study is confidential. Responses will be anonymous
and kept confidential through the use of pseudonyms for participants and anyone
mentioned by a participant. All audiotape recordings and transcripts will be entered
into a computer file and both hard and digital (on CD only) copies will be stored in a
locked office. This data will be maintained on a single password protected computer
and an additional password will be required to open files. The researcher is the only
individual with access to this computer and files.
If you agree to participate and later change your mind all data associated with you will
be immediately deleted. If for any reason I need to withdraw you from the study
without your consent you will be immediately notified.
While every effort is made to reduce risk there exists a possibility of a loss of
confidentiality in this study and feelings of discomfort. In addition, since this is an
investigational study there may be some unknown risks that are currently
unforeseeable. You will be informed of any relevant new findings.
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Although there is no direct benefit or compensation paid to you for participating in
this study, I feel your participation will likely build on the research informing district
office practices that improve student achievement through support of principals as
instructional leaders.
You should know that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) may inspect study records
as part of its auditing program, but these reviews only focus on the researchers and the
study, not on your responses or involvement. The IRB is a committee that reviews
research studies to make sure that they are safe and that the rights of the participants
are protected.
You do not have to participate in this study. There are no penalties or consequences of
any kind if you decide you do not want to participate.
Susan M. Paul has explained this study to you and answered your questions. If you
have additional questions or need to report research-related problems you may contact
Susan M. Paul at (858) 481-4266, or her advisor at UCSD, Alan J. Daly at (858) 8226472. You may also call the Human Research Protections Program at (858) 455-5050
to inquire about your rights as a research subject or to report research related
problems.
☐ I agree to participate in this research study.
____________________________
Participant’s Name

____________________________
Participant’s Signature

____________________________
Researcher’s Signature

________________
Date

APPENDIX B

AUDIOTAPE RECORDING RELEASE CONSENT FORM

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO
AUDIOTAPE RECORDING RELEASE CONSENT FORM
As part of this project, an audiotape recording will be made of you during your
participation in this research project. This is completely voluntary. In any use of the
audiotapes, your name will not be identified and your identity will be kept completely
anonymous. You may request to stop the taping at any time or to erase any portion of
your taped recording. Please indicate below the uses of these audiotape recordings to
which you are willing to consent by initialing the statements.
_______ 1. The audiotapes can be studied by the researcher for use in the research
project.
Initial
________2. The audiotapes can be used for scientific publications.
Initial
________3. The audiotapes can be reviewed at meetings of scientists interested in the
study of education and educational Initial
practice.
You have the right to request that the tape be stopped or erased during the recording.
You have read the above description and give your consent for the use of audiotapes
as indicated above.

________________________________ ____________________________________
Signature
Date
Witness
Date
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APPENDIX C

Central Office Interview Question Themes
1. Principal Effectiveness as Instructional Leader
•

What kinds and how do you give feedback to principals?

•

In your district who assumes the role of coaching principals?

2. Common visions and goals
•

Think of a time when you felt the leadership team (district or district and
principal group) was collaborating toward an important and well-articulated
common goal.

•

What process did you use to establish and share a common vision?

3. Professional development for principals
•

Can you explain some of the ways you set the expectation that principals
communicate their plans for:
o
o
o
o

Leading meaningful professional development and staff meetings
Setting school-wide goals
Monitoring progress toward school-wide goals
Assessing progress toward school-wide goals

4. Differentiation of support
• What is the range of experience (years as a principal, years in your district as a
principal) among the principals in your district? In what ways do you provide
differentiated support to principals (Honig et al., 2010; Louis et al., 2010)?
o Feedback on their effectiveness in leading professional development
o Coaching and instruction to identify and guide teachers in best
practices
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5. Focus on teaching and learning
• The next couple of questions relate to identifying any practices you’ve
implemented to change structures of the district office to improve the support
of teaching and learning
•

Bridging and buffering help to activate resources while protecting principals
from extraneous demands (Honig, 2009)

6. Sociocultural Learning Theory
• Consider for a moment the district office as an organization that changes over
time and that can grow and develop in some ways that are similar to how
individuals learn and grow. For example, an individual might identify a goal to
learn something new or improve on an established skill or knowledge. As part
of his learning the individual receives feedback and makes adjustments to his
learning based on that feedback.
•

Do you see changes in the growth and learning of the district office
organization as impacted by principals’ growth in their capacity to lead
teaching and learning? Describe those changes. Who was involved? What
ignited or fueled the change (Peck et al., 2009)?

1. Stability vs. change
• Ability to apply new knowledge depends on level of prior related knowledge.
Do you perceive that the central office has had stability or a lack of stability in
the past 3 years? Five years (Honig, 2010; Louis et Al., 2010)?
•

•

If there has been stability
o In what ways has that stability supported the ability for the organization
to learn and respond to needs for improved student learning?
o In what ways has stability limited the organization’s capacity to learn
and respond to needs for improved student learning?
If there has been change in district office leadership
o In what ways has the change fueled the organization’s ability to learn
and respond to needs for improved student learning?
o In what ways has the change in leadership compromised the
organization’s capacity to learn and respond to needs for improved
student learning?

2. Professional Learning Community/Communities of Practice (Knapp, Copland, &
Talbert, 2003)
•

Does your district provide structures to engage all principals to be supports for
each other? Are there any structures to support principal networks?
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•

Think of an example of a time when district office department members
collaborated to focus their efforts on teaching and learning. Which members
were involved? Can you think of some questions they asked of themselves or
each other as they began their conversations?
o What do we know about good practice?
o How do we support the effort?

APPENDIX D

Principal Interview Question Themes
Teacher Evaluation: observation and feedback (Darling-Hammond et al., 2006)
•
•

What do you look for when you observe a lesson?
How do you initiate dialogue about effective teaching practices and
instructional improvement?

•

What kinds and how do you give feedback to teachers?

•

What professional development experiences have prepared you for teacher
evaluation?

Establishing and sharing a common vision
•

Think of a time when you felt that you were part of a team that was
collaborating toward an important and well-articulated common goal.

Differentiation to principals from district leaders (Honig et al., 2010) for leading
professional development
•

Feedback on your effectiveness in leading professional development and staff
meetings

•

Coaching and instruction to identify and guide teachers in best practices

Modeling by expert practitioners to scaffold for occasions when you need to practice
alone (Honig et al., 2010).
Tools to help you do things- teacher evaluation, PD development protocols
Instructional Core—loose or tight coupling (Elmore, 2000)
• In communicating to teachers at your school about expectations for what to
teach, what tools have been provided by the district office to communicate or
monitor what is being taught (technical core decisions)?
Professional Community/Communities of Practice (Knapp, Copland, & Talbert, 2003)
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•

Structures for feedback, moral support, suggestions for improvement, ideas,
and evidence of effective practice from colleagues

Collaboration
Think of a time when you were sharing best practices with other principals. In what
ways were you able to communicate about, and learn from one another’s successes?
(Darling-Hammond et al., 2006).
• Instructional walk-throughs to assess classroom instruction
• Analysis of videotaped staff meetings
• Discussion of professional development priorities
• Discussion of school’s instructional development practices

APPENDIX E
Study Summary Submitted to Gain Superintendents’ Approval Letters
District Role in Principals’ Leadership Study
Researcher: Susan M. Paul
October 2010
Problem:
Increasing demands for student achievement requires that principals lead
teachers to continuously improve their instructional practice. How are school
principals supported and guided to become effective instructional leaders?
Aims of the Study:
To explore the relationships between central office leaders and school
principals that result in growth of principals’ capacity to influence improved
student achievement at each school; and
To better understand how practices aimed at improving principals’
instructional leadership impact changes and growth of the district as a learning
organization;
The researcher hopes to conduct 1:1 interviews with four principals and two
central office leaders in your district. In addition, the researcher would like to
observe two professional development sessions or principals’ meetings.
Requirements for Participants:
Participate in 1:1 interview with the researcher two times during the 2010-2011
school year. These interviews are to be scheduled at the convenience of the
participant. Each interview will take approximately 45 to 60 minutes and will
focus on questions regarding district office support aimed at improving the
principal’s capacity as an instructional leader. All interview data with
participants’ names and identity will be kept confidential.
The researcher is a student in the UCSD and CSUSM Joint Doctoral Program.
She is currently an elementary school principal. She has served as a classroom
teacher, SIP/Title I coordinator, and assistant principal in schools serving
students with economic and language diversity.
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Benefits to the District and Participants:
The researcher will share findings from the study that may help the district
understand the conditions and practices that increase principals’ ability to lead
improved teaching and learning at their schools.

APPENDIX F
	
  
District’s role: Principals’ instructional leadership
Principal Interview Questions
School Name

Date

Thank you for agreeing to participate in this research project to explore principals’
perceptions of district office practices that support or constrain your work as an
instructional leader. The purpose of this interview is to allow you to provide feedback
on your thoughts about the support provided by the central office to principals to
improve their instructional leadership skills. There are no right or wrong answers to
any of these questions. The interview is to gain your perceptions and feedback, not to
evaluate anything that you say. In fact, your identity will be kept confidential as the
results are analyzed.
I find it helpful to audiotape our conversation. Taping ensures that I have an accurate
record of your responses. Are you OK with me taping our conversation? The tape
recording will not reveal your name and will only be reviewed by the researcher and
the university committee members. These people are not related to any of your
employers, nor will they recognize your voice. All tapes will be kept in a locked safe
with no recognizable identification. Again, I want to stress that there is no right or
wrong response, and in fact, the depth of your answers will be most informative as I
analyze the data.
Are there any questions so far?
We have about — areas for discussion. I may need to seek clarification from you prior
to proceeding to the next question. I may also need to go back later in the discussion to
clarify something you might have said earlier.
Are you ready to begin?
Introduction:
1. Please tell me a little about your background as an educator
2. Take a moment to reflect on your work within your school district over the
course of the current school year. Describe and share a story of a successful
experience where the team worked together exceptionally well.
3. What were the key factors that helped make it an exceptional experience?
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Closure:
1. Is there anything I haven’t asked you that you would like to tell me related to
how the district supports your work as an instructional leader?

APPENDIX G

MID-YEAR CONFERENCE REVIEWS for Avalon School Disrtict
Date:
To: Principals
From: Superintendent
RE: Mid-Year Conference Reviews
You will find included in this packet the data that I eant you to use as you prepare for
your conference wit me. Please use the following considerations as you develop the
materials to bring to our meeting.
• Review your academic goals for this year and be prepared to provide me with an
assessment as to how well you are doing in meeting those goals.
• How are your significant student populations progressing with a special
emphasis on your English Learner population?
• Who are the students who are not doing well and what are your plans for
changing that between now and the beginning of the testing window? As a
result of your data analysis, which groups of students need intervention in math
and language arts by standard? In other words, I do not expect you to discuss
individual students except as they relate to the intervention group that you have
formed or are planning to form.
o
What steps or activities will be implemented to address your
findings?
o
What makes you believe that those steps or activities will have a
positive impact on student performance?
o
How will you evaluate the effectiveness of your plan during the
implementation and after?
The plan that you present should be broken down into key components that fully
describe what you plan to do, how often the intervention will take place, and how
often you will evaluate the effectiveness of your plan (i.e. you will establish key
benchmarks for determining success). I see the creation of a timeline for the
implementation of the key components, and the establishment of student performance
goals that can and should be monitored as being key elements of this plan.
As always, feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
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APPENDIX H

End of Year Evaluation for Avalon School District
Date:
To: Principals
From: Superintendent
RE: End-of-Year Evaluation
It is once again time for End-of-Year conference. Please use the information below as
you make your preparations.
CRITERION 1: PROFESSIONAL	
  GROWTH	
  
	
  
The	
   principal	
   demonstrates	
   leadership	
   in	
   developing	
   an	
   effective	
   school	
  
improvement	
  process	
  that	
  promotes	
  student	
  learning	
  
	
  
For	
   Criterion	
   2,	
   Please	
   build	
   upon	
   what	
   you	
   presented	
   for	
   your	
   mid-‐year	
  
conference.	
  	
  Specifically,	
  which	
  groups	
  in	
  your	
  school	
  appear	
  to	
  be	
  making	
  food	
  
academic	
   progress	
   (demographic	
   groups—ethnic,	
   language,	
   grade	
   levels,	
  
classrooms,	
  intervention	
  groups)	
  and	
  which	
  groups	
  appear	
  not	
  to	
  be	
  making	
  the	
  
progress	
   expected?	
   Why	
   didn’t	
   your	
   interventions	
   work	
   for	
   those	
   students?	
   How	
  
will	
  you	
  modify	
  your	
  intervention	
  plan	
  in	
  2011-‐2012	
  to	
  address	
  those	
  issues?	
  In	
  
addition,	
  please	
  check	
  our	
  Distict	
  assessments	
  to	
  determine	
  whether	
  students	
  are	
  
on	
  target	
  to	
  make	
  one	
  performance	
  band	
  growth	
  for	
  this	
  year.	
  Finally,	
  please	
  also	
  
address	
  the	
  following	
  questions:	
  
1. Assess how well the LH implementation went at your school and identify next
steps for next year. Bring some examples of writing that best exemplifies the
range of implementation for each grade level at your school.
2. Assess how well the enVision Math implementation went at your school and
identify next steps for next year.
3. How well did your school do on the CELDT and your AMAOs for this past
school year? What do these results say about the effectiveness of your ELD
and other program supports for your English Learners? If your school did not
meet AMAO targets, what are your plans to address this issure next year? Use
the report in the Warehouse to address these questions unless the State has
released their AMAO results prior to our conference.
4. How did you move your RtI process forward this year? Did it have an effect on
student performance? Where do you plan to go from here?
	
  
These	
  questions	
  should	
  lead	
  to	
  a	
  discussion	
  about	
  your	
  plans	
  for	
  improving	
  your	
  
school	
   next	
   year.	
   What	
   do	
   you	
   see	
   as	
   your	
   major	
   issues	
   moving	
   forward	
   and	
   how	
  
do	
  you	
  plan	
  to	
  address	
  them	
  in	
  the	
  new	
  school	
  year?	
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CRITERION	
  3:	
  EVALUATION	
  OF	
  SCHOOL	
  PERSONNEL	
  
	
  
The	
   principal	
   demonstrates	
   expertise	
   in	
   analyzing	
   teaching,	
   recognizing	
   effective	
  
instruction	
  and	
  recommending	
  improvements	
  when	
  needed.	
  
	
  
In	
  addition	
  to	
  addressing	
  each	
  of	
  the	
  bullets	
  of	
  criterion	
  3,	
  please	
  discuss	
  any	
  staff	
  
member	
   you	
   have	
   concerns	
   about.	
   What	
   are	
   your	
   plans	
   in	
   addressing	
   any	
  
identified	
   weaknesses	
   in	
   staff?	
   Are	
   you	
   planning	
   any	
   grade	
   level	
   assignment	
  
changes?	
   If	
   so,	
   what	
   is	
   your	
   rationale	
   from	
   making	
   these	
   changes?	
   Finally,	
   please	
  
provide	
  yor	
  assessment	
  regarding	
  the	
  strengths	
  and	
  weaknesses	
  of	
  your	
  staff	
  and	
  
how	
  you	
  plan	
  on	
  supporting	
  their	
  continued	
  development	
  next	
  year?	
  This	
  could	
  
include	
  plans	
  for	
  both	
  individual	
  and/or	
  staff	
  professional	
  development.	
  
	
  
CRITERION	
  4:	
  MANAGEMENT	
  
	
  
The	
   principal	
   demonstrates	
   the	
   ability	
   to	
   manage	
   a	
   school	
   budget	
   and	
   the	
   daily	
  
routines	
  of	
  the	
  physical	
  plant	
  in	
  ways	
  that	
  are	
  conducive	
  to	
  student	
  learning.	
  
	
  
Please	
  contact	
  the	
  Business	
  Office	
  to	
  get	
  a	
  copy	
  of	
  the	
  summary	
  sheet	
  that	
  they	
  
usually	
   prepare	
   for	
   the	
   Superintendent	
   so	
   that	
   you	
   have	
   information	
   as	
   you	
  
prepare	
   your	
   response.	
   If	
   you	
   will	
   have	
   large	
   carry-‐over	
   amounts	
   projected	
   for	
  
next	
   year,	
   please	
   come	
   with	
   a	
   plan	
   for	
   what	
   you	
   will	
   do	
   with	
   this	
   money	
   next	
  
year.	
   If	
   you	
   are	
   projected	
   to	
   have	
   deficits	
   in	
   any	
   fund,	
   please	
   present	
   a	
   plan	
   for	
  
how	
  this	
  will	
  be	
  addressed	
  as	
  well.	
  
	
  
CRITERION	
  5:	
  COMMUNICATION	
  
	
  
The	
   principal	
   demonstrates	
   effective	
   communication	
   skills	
   that	
   promote	
   an	
  
environment	
  conducive	
  to	
  collaborative	
  decision-‐making.	
  
	
  
See	
  bullets	
  for	
  criterion	
  5.	
  
	
  
CRITERION	
  6:	
  COMMUNITY	
  RELATIONS	
  
	
  
The	
   principal	
   demonstrates	
   effective	
   strategies	
   in	
   developing	
   meaningful	
   home,	
  
school	
  and	
  business	
  partnerships.	
  
	
  
See	
  bullets	
  for	
  criterion	
  6.	
  
	
  
CRITERION	
  7:	
  VISION	
  BUILDING	
  
	
  
The	
   principal	
   communicates	
   district	
   and	
   site	
   expectation	
   and	
   promotes	
   Unity	
   of	
  
Purpose.	
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See	
  bullets	
  for	
  criterion	
  7.	
  
	
  
I	
  look	
  forward	
  to	
  your	
  thoughtful	
  analysis	
  and	
  your	
  preliminary	
  plans	
  for	
  the	
  new	
  
school	
  year.	
  Please	
  do	
  not	
  hesitate	
  to	
  contact	
  me	
  if	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  questions.	
  

APPENDIX I

Principal Evaluation Document for Mapleton School District

General Expectations for Site Administrative Team
1. Conduct frequent walk-through observations in every classroom and provide
some form of feedback to staff.
2. Attain deep implementation of a guaranteed and viable curriculum that
challenges all students (standards-based instruction/21st century skills).
3. Provide structure and direction for teacher collaboration during PLC time for
the purpose of improving teachers’ skills and students’ performance.
4. Incorporate common language and understanding of effective instructional
practice (essential elements of instruction) into the work with teachers.
5. Collaborate as an administrative group for the purpose of continuously honing
leadership skills and improving teaching and learning.
2010-2011 Performance Indicators
District Results to be Collected:
CST: % proficient by subject, grade, subgroups
API: overall and significant subgroups
CELDT: levels of proficiency, % of students making annual progress, % of
students attaining English fluency
DRA and QRI
District Writing Assessment
Site Specific Results to be Collected:
Indicators determined by principals to measure site-specific goals
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Process for Principal Goal-Setting and Progress Appraisal
2010-2011
Process:
• Use this goal-setting form, including evidence of progress for mid-year
and end-of-year meetings, as a guide to establish your principal’s goals
and objectives for the year.
• Bring the following with you to the meetings with superintendent and
assistant superintendent:
Fall
Completed Plan/Form
Mid-Year and End-of-Year
Evidence of progress toward goals.
Artifacts showing progress toward the goals.
GOAL FOCUS AREAS:
Goal 1: Attain deep implementation of rigorous, standards-based instruction.
(DISTRICT determined objective)
 Analyze summative and formative data to determine areas of relative
strengths and weaknesses. Summarize the data. Select the most
significant academic discipline/cluster area(s) of weakness for in-depth
school-wide focus this year.
 Consider the steps of standards-based instruction. Determine the next
logical step(s) needed to attain deep implementation at your site and
impact student learning. Explain your rationale. Write an objective or
two to reach deep implementation (90%+) of the practice(s) you have
identified. Develop a plan to reach your objective(s).
Goal 2: Employ effective leadership practices in leading teachers to refine their
collaboration time for the purpose of increasing the focus on learning and
results.
(SITE determined objective)
 Reflect on the PLC critical issues and support teachers need.
Determine how effectively your team collaborates with a focus on
learning and results. Write an objective to attain a higher level of
professional collaboration as defined by the principles/critical issues of
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PLC. Develop a plan of action to support your teachers in honing their
teaching skills through the most effective use of collaboration time.
Goal 3 (optional): To be determined by each site principal
(PERSONAL leadership objective)
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Expectations for Rigorous, Standards-Based Instruction
Practices
Teachers have year-long plans
outlining when standards will be
taught.
Teachers have identified lesson
objectives (including sub-objectives
for more complex standards) based
on standards.

Student activities are selected to
match objectives/standards.
(Teaching to an Objective)
Teachers use active participation
strategies during the lesson for the
purpose of determining if students
have met the lesson objective/subobjectives.

Teachers plan strategies to address
students who have not met the
objective(s) of the lesson.

Teachers plan strategies to challenge
students who have mastered the
content prior to other students.

Sample Administrative Actions
Require lesson plans from teachers.
During classroom observations, note
content on wall for alignment with
timeline for standards.
Include as required information on
pre/post observation form for teachers on
cycle. Hold a pre-observation conference
if you note problems with the alignment
of the objective to grade level standards.
During classroom objectives, note how
students are made aware of learning
objectives.
During classroom observations, note
alignment of student activities with
standards.
Student work sample analysis with
teachers.
Include as required information on
pre/post observation form for teachers on
cycle.
During classroom observations, note
purposeful use of active participation
strategies.
Include the results of active participation
strategy as part of the conversation in the
post-observation conference for teachers.
During classroom observations, note
strategies teacher employs to address
differences in students’ learning needs.
Include this as part of the conversation in
a post-observation conference for teachers
on cycle.
During classroom observations, note
strategies teacher employs to find out
what students already know prior to the
lesson and how teacher adjusts instruction
accordingly.
Include this as part of the conversation in
a post-conference for teachers on cycle.
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Expectations for Collaboration
Practices
Establish team norms
Identify protocols to guide
work together

Sample Administrative Actions
Use a process to create norms; require teams to
adhere to
the norms and monitor frequently.
Provide teachers with opportunities to experience
different protocols.

Analyze student achievement Provide professional development on item analysis,
data and establish SMART
how to interpret data and determine next steps, and
goals
how to take appropriate action.
Clarify essential learning for
grade level/course and units
of study
Agree upon best sequence of
content and establish/follow
pacing guides
Identify prerequisite
knowledge and skills
students need to master
essential learnings
Identify strategies/create
instruments to assess
students’ prerequisite
knowledge and skills
Develop systems to assist
students in acquiring
prerequisite knowledge and
skills if needed
Develop frequent, common
formative assessments to
determine students’ levels of
mastery of essential
learnings

Provide time and direction regarding ways to
develop a common understanding of what complex
standards mean and what those standards look like
in student work (e.g., unpacking standards,
developing lessons or units together).
Provide direction and ask question to grade level
teams: What are the most important learnings you
want your students to achieve and when will you
teach those things?
Guide grade levels in unpacking identified core
standards - Determine the essential learnings in the
standard/unit of study to complete a task analysis.
Provide direction and ask grade level teams: What
evidence will show that students have achieved the
desired learning?
Provide grade levels guidance in designing
preassessments based on the essential learnings
identified.
Utilize ALP and other RTI time to have the most
highly skilled teacher(s) use strategies to frontload
skills
(e.g., Help teachers to differentiate instruction).
Provide opportunities for teachers to learn about
assessments, specifically, how to create reliable and
valid assessments matched to essential learning.
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Establish proficiency
standards for common
assessments

Provide guidance and ask: Given the priorities – the
essential, enduring understandings, knowledge, and
skills that we’ve identified – What will teachers
accept as evidence of achievement?
Develop common summative This is a district-level priority – Provide teachers
assessments to assess
time to
strengths and weaknesses of analyze results with colleagues after administration.
program
Provide guidance and ask: Given the priorities – the
Establish proficiency
essential, enduring understandings, knowledge, and
standards for summative
skills that we’ve identified – What will teachers
assessments
accept as evidence of achievement? What does
proficient look like in students’ work?
Agree upon criteria for
Provide opportunities for teachers to get together to
judging quality of student
evaluate student performance on the assessments,
work and practice applying
select samples of student work to illustrate
those criteria
performance standards, and identify needed
improvement actions.
Teach students the criteria
When conducting walk through observations, look
for judging their work
for evidence of “visual helps” on the walls. Provide
feedback to teachers regarding their use of visual
helps.
Use results of common
Have teachers share their knowledge of BEST
assessments to improve
PRACTICE and effective resources for instruction.
group’s instructional
(e.g., How did a teacher effectively teach the
practices
skill/concept?)
Use results of common
assessments to identify
students who need additional
time/support

Utilize ALP and other RTI time to have the most
highly skilled teacher(s) use strategies to reteach
skills (e.g., Help teachers to differentiate
instruction).

Use results of common
assessments to identify
students who need additional
rigor.

Focus on the most important course priorities, not
simply those that are easiest to test. Often, these
priorities call for some type of performance
assessments that require application, critical
thinking, and transfer, not simply recall.
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